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INTRODUCTORY NOTE.
O N the transfer of the administration of the Panjab in 1849,
the Khdlsa Darbar records, consisting of official
introductory.
^eYS
dealing with the ministerial details of the
several departments of the Government of Maharaja Banjit
Singh and his successors, came into the hands of the British
Government and were safely deposited in the archives of the
Civil Secretariat. Here they remained untouched for well high
seventy years till Sir Michael O'Dwyer directed this rich mine of
historical material to be explored. The following pages are the
result of the work of arrangement and classification which was
undertaken under the orders of Government and has been carried
on without interruption during the past four years. I t is expected
that two other similar volumes will be published iater on.
The Sikhs followed the Mughal system of keeping the
official records in loose sheets instead of in bound
Official records in ,
,
,, m l .
,
,,
x>i I
c•
the Sikh time.
books. " This custom, says -Blochmann, ' is
still in use in Persia and suits the Eastern countries, the hot and damp climate of which soon destroys the bindg of books." Papers relating to several departments for one
official year were arranged in a bunble, the two ends of which were
protected by beautifully painted wooden case boards of Kashmir
make and the whole tied tightly with cotton strings. Some of the
bundles are as much as three feet in length, and contain as many
as 3,000 sheets. The paper used is of the kind commonly
known as Kashmiri or Sidlkoti paper and, as a rule, the sheets
measure 5" X 7|". The language is Persian and the writing a
running shikasta by no means easy to decipher without considerable practice. Though some of the papers are as much as a
century old, they are for the most part in a good state of preservation.
The entire record consists of 129 bundles, covering a period of
The volume of the

record.

^ S ^ ' ^ t

l^L^

^ oV ^

V^ V

&

°

m

^

^

1868 to Chet 1906 (1811—Match 1849 A.D.).
Besides these bundles there are 15 MSS. volumes
bound in leather, containing duplicate copies of orders issued
to various Government officials.
These books exhibit a deplorable state of decay and go a long way in corroborating
the remarks of Blochmann quoted above. The paper is eaten by
worms from one end to the other.* There is, also, a voluminous correspondence between Banjit Singh and the Ludhiana and Ambala
* In order to save them from further decay, these booki hav« been preserve's in formalin
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Agencies of the British Government. They are all in Persian,
written in a running shikasta hand.
When I undertook the preparation of a catalogue of these
papers T found them lying in confused heaps on
n
f tbe Cata
\^nt °
' the shelves of the vernacular office in the
Secretariat rooms. There was nothing to
indicate either the subject or the chronological order of these
bundles; even the papers comprised in each bundle were utterly
disarranged, and the want of continuous and consecutive paging
of the papers rendered the task of arrangement more difficult.
My first attempt was, therefore, to subject the entire contents of
these shelves to a preliminary examination and to draw up for
my own use a rough list of ihe whole collection. I had then to
sort these bundles by subjects in a chronological and consecutive
order and accordingly prepared another list showing these particulars. Only when these preliminaries were over, could I commence arid take in hand the work of actual arrangenent and
classification and I have now after a thorough examination of
these bundles grouped them in the following four main heads in
reference to the subject matter I
(1) daftar fauj—relating to the army.
(2) „ tndl—relating to the general revenues.
(3) „ toshalcliana—relating to royal wardrobe and the
King's privy purse.
(4) „ jdgzrat—relating to the jdgzr accounts.
I t is proposed to issue the catalogue in three volumes
Volume I, comprising bundles relating to the army; Volume II,
comprising bundles relating to the general revenues; and
volume III, comprising bundles relating to the toshdfJidna and
jdgir accounts.
The volume now issued contains a summary catalogue of
66
bundles
pertaining
to
daftar
faui
or
the
MiliVolume I.
tary Department. These papers fall in three
sections, viz. —
(1) bardwurd taqszm talab or the pay rolls. A specimen
has been reproduced as an appendix.
(2) jam' kharch or the papers relating to the credit and
debit accounts of the Army Department.
(3) chihra or the descriptive-rolls.
Each of the above sections is sub-divided into two parts—one
dealing with fauj din or the regular army organized on the European model and the other with fauj sowdri, or the irregular

O

cavalry. The pay rolls of the regular army date from Sambat
1876 (1819 A.D.), those of the irregular cavalry from Sambat
1901 (1844 A. D.) and the jam' March accounts of the two
branches also run from the corresponding dates.
It is necessary to state that the papers relating to the two
branches of the army prior to the dates above noted will be dealt
with in Volume I I of the present series. This plan has been
adopted with a view to maintaining the original arrangement of
the records. Before the separate daftars for the two branches
were organized in Sambat years 1876 (1819 A.D.) and 1901 (1844
A.D.) respectively, all the military records were kept in the same
bundles along with those relating to the general revenues, where
they have accordingly been allowed to remain.
The present volume has been divided into four parts, viz., Part
I relating to ihe pay rolls of the Regular army ;
Arrangement of p a r t H relating to the pay rolls of the Irregular
Cavalry; Part I I I relating to the jam' kharch
accounts, and Part IV relating i o the Descriptive Rolls.
Each part contains a summary catalogue of the various
bundles grouped under that particular head.
he papers contained in each bundle have been arranged
and catalogued in a serial order, the date of the rolls for each
separate unit as well as the total number of folios comprised
within each set being also stated. With a view to indicating
clearly the growth of the army, the total strength* together with
the monthly expenditure on pay of each of the three arms
infantry, cavalry and artillery—have been given at five year
intervals; although further details of pay and strength of individual units are shown only at ten year intervals. Here and
there explanatory notes have also been added.
Again each of the four parts into which the volume is
divided has been prefaced with a concise narrative of the main
facts which an examination of the papers reveals. In this
manner it has been found possible, within the compass of not
more than 25 pages, to present a more or less clear picture of
the organization of the Khalsa army, its growth and the administration of its chief branches as well as of the system of maintaining military records of the different kinds. Specimens of certain
original documents, one of which has been reproduced as an appendix and the other in the body of the book on page Q&h; will
indicate the kind and character of the entries on the basis of
which the prefatory notes have been compiled.
* In connection with the working out of the figures g ven at pages 5. 8,'14, 22, 31, 44, 70,
86, it seems necessary to point out that wherever the pay roils of certaia units (especially of
cavalry) could not be traced among the papers relating io a particular period, tbe strength of the
«n»ts in question were taken from the roils of the preceding year.
*
•
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I am under particular obligation to the Hon'ble Mr. J. P„
Thompson, M A., C.S.I., I.C.S., under whose constant invaluable
advice and guidance this catalogue has been compiled. I feel thai
I cannot adequately give expression to my sense of obligation
and the feelings of utmost gratitude I owe him, both for the time
he could spare from his heavy official duties for the uninteresting
task of looking into the proof sheets and for the several valuable
suggestions he gave regarding the arrangement of the volume
while in press.
My best thanks are due
of the Government College

H. L. O. Garrett, Professor
•y kindly evinced the closest
le and was also good enough

final proofs
I cannot leave this opportunity without thanking Mr. T.
Tyson, Superintendent, Government Printing. Panjab, for the
special pains he so kindly took in getting the work expedited.
\
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PART
REGULAR ARMY.
THE jauj-dm or regular army of Ranjit Singh consisted,
principally,
of
infantry
and
artillery,
trained
Introductory.
in European methods of drill. The entire
cavalry, excepting a few regiments of dragoons and lancers trained
by General Allard, was essentially composed of the ghorchardhs
or irregular horse.
The use of artillery and the employment of large masses
of disciplined infantry were recent innoH
18 r y
v
° '
vations in the Indian system of warfare.
The Mughals, the Marhattas and the Sikhs were all accustomed
to fight on horseback only, they despised foot soldiers, and in
artillery they never became proficient. It was not till the middle
of the 18th century, when the Erench and the English had demonstrated the vast superiority of disciplined infantry, that the
Indian potentates understood the value of this arm and began
to raise battalions with the help of European adventurers who had
found their way into India through the Erench and English East
India Companies. Haidar 'Ali, Madhoji Sindhia and Jaswant
Eao Holkar first took the initiative, and partially remodelled
their armies. In the Panjab, however, the old system sur* vived. The country was more or less under the sway of the
confederate Khalsa whose every member was supposed to be a
horseman. The military force of the various chiefs of this
confederacy was composed essentially of cavalry, for though
some artillery was also maintained, it was far from properly
managed. The infantry, which was held in low estimation,
usually garrisoned the forts, besides being employed on
the meaner duties of the service. It was only in the beginning
of the nineteenth century, when Uanjlt Singh had raised a few
battalions of disciplined infantry, that the Sikhs learned the
value and proper use of this arm. Of all the Sikh mislddrs,
Ranjit Singh was the only one who realised that, with the advent
•=£l °f the Eurojoean nations in India, existing tactics had be*:H> come ineffective, and that cavalry could not long hold out
^jagainst the steady fire of the gunner and the musketeer.
He eajne to believe that no Indian State, unless it adopted their
methods, could, in any case, nold out against the European
nations. He, therefore, took in hand the remodelling of his forces
and applied himself to the task with far greater earnestness than
the rulers of Mysore or the Marhatta chiefs had done before
him; and at last succeeded, though not without some difficulty,
in making his people give up their customary order of battle.
By degrees the infantry service came to be preferred in the
. B

2
Panjab, and Ranjit Singh lived to see it regarded as the proper
warlike array of his people.
In the absence of any direct evidence from the records of his
1
Government, it is difficult to ascertain the
a
an
6rS ^t.SduoS £roiS exact date when Ranjit Singh raised his
drill.
first battalion of regular infantry. On the
evidence, however, of the descriptive-rolls (dealt with in Part
IV of this volume) one can say with some confidence that in
Sambat 1864 (1807 A.D.) the Maharaja had at least three 'such
battalions in his service, though a year later Mr. (afterwards
Sir) 0. Metcalfe, who came to his Court as envoy of the English, " saw five of thern in the service of the Raja."
Sayyid Muhammad Latif in his History of the Panjab
the new battalions, known as paltan Naj
o
with toip'Jidna fchdss v King's Own battery), formed part of the
force sent against Ahmad Khan of Jhang in 1803. But following
Sohan Lai—the court historian of the Maharaja—one is led to
2
think that it was Jaswant Rao Holkar, who first suggested
the maintenance of regular infantry when he met Ranjit Singh
in 1805 at Amritsar.
Prom the study of the pay rolls of the earlier years it
appears that at first the infantry service was
omposi ion.
^ ^ ^ ^ popular. l a almost all the battalions raised between Sambat 1864 and 1870 (1807 -18-3 A.D.)
the Panjabi element was very meagre, and the bulk of the regulars
consisted of Hindustanis, Gurkhas and Afghans, who enlisted
in considerable numbers, attracted chiefly by the good pay and
the prospect of adventure. The ghorcharahs still looked with
contempt upon the foot soldier and the proud old chiefs
resented the innovation. But Ranjit Singh, who had been much
impressed with the superiority of European drill, was not
the man to be turned from his purpose. Perseverance, combined with his usual tact, soon enabled him to conquer the
prejudices of his people. He began to show special favour to
the newly-created branch of the army in every possible way.
He used to attend its parades in person and, as marks of his
pleasure, he would not infrequently distribute gifts of money and
clothes to the men with his own hands. For his own co-religionists,
1

These records in the first place contain DO direi't reference to this effect, and, secondly, they
commence only from d i e t 18S8 (April 1811 A.D.), i.e., long alter the Maharaja had introduced
European drill into his armies.
The original reads thus :
^^^^^

f

I

8
of service in the b
were made specially attractive. Tnstead of being paid at
a fixed monthly rate like other non-Panjabi sepoys (for the Sikhs
in the beginning abhorred the very idea of cash payment),
they were given assignments of land-revenue or land or
1
were paid lump sums twice a year at harvest time.
The
service was thus gradually made popular in the province, so that
after Sambat 1875(1818 A.D.) we find the Panjabi element
predominant in all the branches of the regular army. The ranks
of this armv were filled with Sikhs, Hindus, Muhammadans and
from the succeeding p
same
cosmo
pi
politanism in the officering of this army. Europeans or Indians,
Hindus or Muslims, Sikhs or Rajputs, all were employed, pro
vided they knew their trade.
In the beginning, the organisation of the regular army
was
very
simple.
Pach
battalion
of
inOrganisation.
fantry with two horse guns attached
was treated as a complete unit, and was controlled and looked
after by its own commanding officer, the 'kumeddn or Commandant as he was called. But gradually, as the Maharaja
employed more efficient officers like Ventura, Allard, Court,
Avitabile and others, the organisation underwent a considerable
change. We accordingly find that after Sambat 1890 (1833
A.D.\ a ba/ttalion, instead of being a complete unit, formed only
part of the unit, the army being then organised into brigades,
each of which contained a fixed proportion of the three arms
infantry, artillery and cavalry, with the necessary
brig
pply of ammunition and
composed of 4 battalions of infantry, one battery of 8 to 10 horse
2
guns, and a small force varying from a risdlah to a regiment of
cavalry with a company of belddrs (Sappers and Miners).
I n the organization of infantry, a battalion was the administrative and manoeuvring unit. I t was about 9(30
T o ,
strong and was commanded by an officer of the
rank of a Commandant (kumeddn) who had an Adjutant and a Major
to assist him. To each battalion was attached a munshi or clerk, a
mutasaddi, or accountant who kept the regimental accounts, and
a granthi or reader of the Sikh scriptures. In a battalion there
were 8 companies of nominal strength of about 100 each. These
were commanded by subaddrs and each subaddr was assisted by
about
jam'dars. A company was
1

It may however be pointed out that these concessions were gradually withdrawn as the
service became moro popular, and towards the close of the Mai araja's reign the system of
payment hy jdgris or the lump sum, 'o men in the regular army almost disappeared.
A risdlah was generally 180—200 strong and a regiment ordinarily contained from 600 to

660 men.

4
25 men each, each commraided by a hawdlddr who had one ndih
to assist him. The phuriya* (probably French ourrier) and the
sergeant who were not assigned to any section perhaps assisted
the company commander in his administrative duties.
The artillery, or more exactly toplchdna (which is the
generic term used for artillery in these
A r ery
' *
papers) was sub-divided into (i) toplchdna
jinsi comprising mixed batteries of aspi (horse) and gdwi
1
(bullock) guns and hobath (howitzers), (ii) topkhana aspi or purely
horse batteries, and (Hi) zamhfirahlrhdna or swivel batteries.
The number of guns in a mixed battery varied from 10 to
25 and sometimes even more ; in a horse battery it ranged from 6
to 10 and in a swivel battery the number was about 60.
The organisation and interior economy of a battery very much
resembled that of an infantry battalion. The average strength
2
of a 10-gun battery was 250 men including non-combatants
under a Commandant assisted by an Adjutant and a Major.
Each battery was divided into sections, each section comprising
one gun having on an average 11 gunners attached to it. A
section was under the control of a jam'ddr who had a hawdlddr
and a ndih as his assistants.
The regular army of the Maharaja was, as a rule, paid
in cash ; but instances of payment by an
ay
'
assignment of revenue-free lands in lieu
of monthly salaries to some of the higher officers are not
wanting. However, there was neither a fixed scale according
to which men in various grades of service were paid, nor
any hard and fast regulations which governed their promotion from a subordinate to a higher rank. While the scale
of emoluments for the several ranks varies within certain limits
in different regiments, and in different years, it may be of interest
to mention that a careful examination of the pay rolls for a period
extending over nearly twenty years reveals an average approximating the salaries given in the following statement :—
humeddn (commandant), Es. 60 to Es. 150 a month;
adjutant, Es. 30 to Es. 60; wahzur\, Es 21 to Es. 25;
subaddr, Es. 20 to Es. 30 ; jam'ddr, Es. 15 to Es 22 ;
haiodlddr, Es. 13 to Es. 15 ; ndik, Es, 10 to Es. 12 ;
sdrjan (sergeant), Es. 8 to Es. 12 ; phuriya, Es 7-8-0
to Es. 10 ; sepoy Es. 7 to Es. 8-8-0.
m

#

s

The original reads *>,
% and is the Pan jab i form of the French fourrier which means
a quarter-master sergeant.
1
* See footnote on page 67.
2 The non-combatants comprised on an average 5 jhandd-barddrs, 5 gharydlis, 10 belddrs,
10 mistrfs, 10 saqqds and a large number of ledmds (bullock-drivers) and taihliyds (grooms).
f t *&/* is probably a corrupted form of the French majeur. This is evidently due to the fact
that Ranjit Singh's army was trained aud officered by the Fren<
ench Generals Ventura, Allard and
others,

/
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Establishment
Tchalasi) Ks. 4 per month ; saqqa, Us. 4 ; gharydli, Us. 4 ;
sarbdn Us. 4-5 ; jhandd-bardar, Us. 4-5 ; beldar, lis. 5-6 ;
and mistri, Us. 6-7
In the artillery branch the rate of pay was much the same
as in the infantry• In the cavalry it was much higher. A
sowar was paid between Rs 20 and Rs. 26 a month and a risdlddr (a rank similar to that of a subaddr of infantry) Rs. 40
to Rs. 48.
The scale given above, it should be noted, is that which was
generally followed during the lifetime of Eanjit Singh. After
his death the army became all powerful and forced successive
rulers to increase their pay.
It will be instructive to give in a tabular form the
strength of the regular army at different
reng
'
times during the Sikh rule. The figures
given below will show how during his own lifetime the Maharaja
kept the size and expenditure of his army within proper limits,
and how within seven years after his death, both the strength
of the army and the amount paid on account of salaries, were
very considerably increased. The size of the army was almost
doubled while the expenditure rose in even greater proportion :—
Year.
Strength.
Total monthly ex- Average
penditure on pay. per head.
Rs. A. p.
1868 (1811 A. D.)... Infantry 2 , 8 5 ^ 4 0 f i l
g2 m
Q 0
7'8
Artillery 1,209/ ' .
.
1876 (1819 A.D.)... Infantry 7,8l6j
Cavalry
837 <- 9,457
79,494 0 0..
8'4
Artillery • 8 0 4
1885 (1828 A.D.)... Infantry 15,825")
Cavalry 4',345 \ 23,948 2,48,644 0 0
10-3
Artillery 3,778)
1895 (1838 A.D.)... Infantry 29,617 }
Cavalry 4,090 \ 38,801 3,74,101 0 0
12'4
Artillery 4,533)
1902 (1845 A.D.)... Infantry 53,962")
Cavalry 6,235 f- 70,721 8,62,707 0 0
12-2
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ • \ r t i l l e ' r y 10^,524 ) \
_
•

The

regular army of the Maharaja was the best
„ _anised department of the State. I t was
General remarks.
^ f ^ ^ o n l y d e p a r t m e n t that throughout his reign claimed his unremitting attention. ^ Having once
introduced the European methods of drill, Ranjit Singh was
always anxious to bring his regulars up to the level of
*

•

6
the Company's troops. With this object, he took into his
service a large number of Europeans, some of whom proved to be
very capable officers. The result was that his army was kept in
a most efficient state of equipment and training.
The Sikhs under these officers soon mastered the complicated manoeuvres of a European army and all the tactics
of European warfare.
And, in 1846, when their efficiency
was put to a severe test they were found equal to the occasion.
Cunningham, speaking of the first Sikh war, says : " the
guns of the Sikhs were served with rapidity and precision, and
the foot soldiers stood between and behind their batteries, firm
in their order and active with their musket. The resistance
met by the English on this occasion was wholly unexpected, and
it was at Ferozeshah for the first time that the Indian and the
British soldiers of the English armies met an equal antagonist
with their own weapons—even ranks and the fire of artillery."
Thus the value of discipline and the European methods of
fighting introduced among his men by the sagacious Ranjit had
borne their fruit, and if the Sikhs lost the day at Ferozeshah, it
was mainly for want of competent and honest commanders.
" Never did a native army having so relatively slight an
advantage in numbers fight a battle with the British in which
the issue was so doubtful as at Ferozeshah ; and if the victory
was decisive, opinion remains divided as to what the result
might have been If the Sikh troops had found commanders with
1
sufficient capacity to give their qualities full opportunity."
1

Sir G. Qough and Arthur bines.—The Sihha and the Sikh Wart (p. 42).

1
SUMMARY CATALOGUE.
Part I of the volume deals with. 39 bundles relating to the
•pay rolls of the regular army, from Sambat 1876 to 1905 (1819
1848 A.D.). Of these, 10 relate only to the troops stationed in
Peshawar, Kulu, Bannu and Tonk at different times, whereas the
remaining 29 contain the rolls of the entire regular army. The
pay rolls from Sambat 1808 to 1873 (1811-16 A.B.) will be
found in the bundles relating to General Eevenues (to be
issued in volume I I ; \; the rolls from Sambat 1873 to 1876 (1816
-19 A.D.) are missing as well as those for Sambat years 1884,
1889 and 41896. The pay rolls of. cavalry regiments from
Sambat 18*90 onwards (with the exception of those treated in
Bundle Aa 25 (ii)) are also missing.
In studying the rolls, the following points should be borne in
mind:
Fir si.—The units, whether a petit an (battalion) of infantry,
a derah (battery) of artillery, a rajman (regiment) of cavalry, or,
as afterwards, a brigade of all the three arms, were, as a rule,
called after the name of their commanding officers.
Secondly—That the ' date of rolls ' given under each head or
sub-head, denotes a period covered by several sets of pay rolls. As
explained on page 127, the troops were paid only five times in the
year. The pay rolls of an official year accordingly comprise 5 sets.
The number of folios noted under each of the sub-heads is the
total number of the papers contained in all the sets of pay rolls
under that sab-head.
Bundle No. Aa. 1.—Total folios 1,464; size 7£"x5J-*
written in shikasta.
Official-in-charge.—Diwan Ajodhya Parshad.
Bate of rolls.—Poh 1875-Ohet 1877 (January 1819-April
1820 A. D.).
-?

\

Contents.—The bundle contains pay rolls of (e) 13 battalions of infantry,
(ft) 3 regiments of cavalry, (Hi) 4 derails (units) of artillery and (iv)
descriptive-rolls of some 20 men newly taken into service. The contents
of the bundle have been arranged as follows |
(i) Pay rolls of infantry.
cavalry.
(Hi) „
„
„ artillery covering topW>dna and
(iv) chihra muldztmdn sarkdr.

zamburakUhdna.

Remarks.—The strength of a battalion—as will be noticed from the
details given in the succeeding pages—varied from four to six hundred men.
The total number of men as borne on the rolls for the months of Katik and

8
1

Mano-h
1876
including
the
/artanadars
was
9,334
men
whose
monthly
u
J
S
* " • " ""-*
fc>
salary amounted to Rs. 77,735, the distribution among the three arms
being—
„
6

Rs

Rs.

Infantry
... 7,748 men, salary 60,172 per month, average 7*8 per head,
Cavalry
... 750 „
„
11,723 „
„
„
15*6 „ „
#
Artillery com- 834 „
„
5,84.0 „
„
„
70 „ „
prising 22
guns).

Pay rolls of Infantry.
paltan Bapu Amir Singh.
Strength.—395 men, whose monthly salary amounted to
Es. 2,779. Date of rolls.—P'oh 187&-Chet 1877 (January 1819
April 1820 A.D.); folios 70.
paltan ' Aziz Khan.
Strength.—739 men, whose monthly salary amounted to
Es. 5,601. Date of rolls.—Bisakh 1876 d i e t 1877 (May 1 8 1 9 April 1820 A.D.); folios 101.
paltan 'Ibadullah.
Strength.—6*7& men, whose monthly salary amounted to
Es. 5,221 Date of rolls.—P'oh 1875 Chet 1877 (January 1 8 1 9 April 1820 A.D.) • folios 110.
paltan Bakhtawar Khan.
Strength.- 585 men, whose monthly salary amounted to
Es. 3,582. Date of rolls.—Bisakh 1876-Ohet 1877 (May 1819—
April 1820 A.D.) ; folios 73.
paltan Shaikh Basawan.
Strength.—-752 men, whose monthly salary amounted to
Es. 5,664. Date of rolls.—-Bisakh 1876-Chet 1877 (May 1819
April 1820 A,D.); folios 90.
paltan Dhaunkal Singh.
Strength.—767 men, whose monthly salary amounted to
Es. 6,431. Date of rolls.—Bisakh 1876 -Chet 1877 (May 1819—
April 1820 A.D.) ; folios 86.
paltan Ghulam Husain Khan
Strength.—(Not ascertainable.) Date of rolls.—Bhadon 1876
(September 1819 A.D.) ; folios 28.
paltan Gulab Singh.
Strength.—742 men, whose monthly salary amounted to
Ea. 5,317. Date of rolls.—Poll 1875—Chet 1877 (January 1819—
April 1820 A.D.); folios 90.
1

The fa fdnaddrs were the men who were paid twice a year at harvest time (see page 127).
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paltan Haryar Singh.
Strength.—679 men, whose monthly salary amounted to
Rs. 5,017. Bate of rolls.—Tola. 1875- Chet 1877 (January 1819
April 1820 A.D.) ; folios 90.
paltan Mahan Singh.
Strength. —7'59 men, whose monthly salary amounted to
Rs. 5,872. Bate of rolls.—Bisakh 1876-Chet 1877 (May 1819
April 1820 A.D.) ; folios 89.
paltan Mahtab Singh.
Strength.—564 men, whose monthly salary amounted to
Rs. 4,309. Bate of rolls.—Bisakh 1876—Chet 1877 (May 1819
April 1820 A.D.)'; folios 56.
paltan Najaf Khan.
Strength.—557 men, whose monthly salary amounted to
Rs. 4,500. Bate of rolls.—Bisakh 1876—Chet 1877 (May 1819
April 1820 A.D.) ; folios 77.
paltan Ram Lai.
Strength-~ 593 men, whose monthly salary amounted to
Rs. 4,308. Bate of rolls.—Bisakh 1876 - Chet 1877 (May 1819
April 1820 A.D.) ; folios 90.
(ii) Pay rolls of Cavalry.
Under the above head have been arranged pay rolls of the
following 3 regiments (rafman) of cavalry:
Rs.
(1) rajman Gurmukh Singh—170 men, monthly salary 3,168.
1
(2)
„
Hira Singh —. 122 „
„
„
2,359.
(3)
„
Mahtab Singh— 545 „
„
„
7,879.
Bate of rolls— Phagan. 1875—Chet 1877 (March 1819
April 1820 A.D.); folios 125.
(iii) Pay rolls of Artillery.
*

TOPKHANA.

Under the above head have been arranged pay rolls of the
following 2 derails (units) of artillery :
Rs.
(1) derah Ilahi Ba&bsh—(15 guns) 395 men,monthly salary 2,933 •
(2)
„ Mazhar <AK Beg—(6 guns) 159 „
„
„ 1,140.
Bate of rolls.-Bisakh 1876-Chet 1877 (May 1819-April
1820 A.D.); folios 87.
1

No. (2) will subsequently appear as regiment Khazam Singh

0
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Under the above head have been arranged pay rolls of the
following 2 derahs (units) of swivel guns :
(1) derah 'Ibadullah Khan—205 men, whose monthly salary
amounted to Es. 1,800.
(2) „ Ghulam Muhammad Khan—55 men,whose monthly
salary amounted to Us. 334
Bate of rolls.—Bisakh 1876- Chet 1877 (May 1819—April
1820 A. D.); folios 60.

(iv) Chihra Mulaziman Sarkar.
Under the above head have been arranged descriptive-rolls of
several men newly put on the strength of the following 3 Infantry
battalions :—(1) pattern Dhaunkal Singh, (2) pal tan Baj Singh,
(3) paltan Earn Lai, commanded, respectively, by Dhaunkal
Singh, Baj Singh and Earn Lai; folios 22.
Bundle No. Aa 2.—Total folios 996 ; size 74" X 5" ; written
in sMkasta.
Oijicial-im-charge.—Dlwan Ajodhya Parshad.
Date of rolls.—Bisakh— Mangh 1877 (May 1820—February
1821 A.D.).
Contents.—This bundle contains pay rolls of («) 13 battalions of infantry,
(ii) 3 regiments of cavalry, (Hi) 8 derahs (units) of artillery and (tv)
belddrs. The contents of the bundle have been arranged as follows :—
(i) Pay rolls of infantry.
(it) „
„ „ cavalry.

(hi) „
(iv)

„

,&Jch

„

„ belddrs, sdrodns and other camp-followers attached to
the army.
(v) „
,, „ balamlir.
Remarks.—The pay rolls for the year Sambat 1877 show that the
artillery branch was strengthened by an addition of 4 fresh units of artillery
including horse and camel guns.

(i) Pay rolls of Infantry.
(1) paltan 'Aziz Khan ; folios 77.
(2)
„'
'Ibadullah ; folios 80.
(3)
„
Bapu Amir Singh ; folios 39.
(4)
„
Bakhtawar Khan ; folios 46.
(5)
„
Balwant Singh ; folios 46.
(6)
„
Shaikh Basawan ; folios 49.
(7),',
Dhaunkal Singh ; folios 77. *
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(8) paltan Gulab Singh ; folios 50.
(9)
„
Haryar Singh ; folios 67.
(10)
„
Mahtab Singh ; folios 41.
(11)
„
Mahan Singh ; folios 50.
(12)
„
Najaf Khan ; folios 58.
x
(13)
„
Eanbir Singh ; folios 62.
Bate of rolls.-^Bisakh—Mangh 1877.
(ii) Pay rolls of Cavalry.
(1) rajman Gurmukh Singh.
2
(2)
„
Khazan Singh.
(3)
„
Mahtab Singh.Bate of rolls.—Bisakh—Mangh 1877 ; folios 42.
(Hi) Pay rolls of Artillery.
TOPKHANA.

(1) derah 'Atar Singh.
(2)
„ Fattu Khan.
(3)
„ Ilahi Bakhsh.
(4)
„ Mazhar 'Ali Beg.
(5)
„ Shiv Parshad.
Bate of rolls.—Bisakh 1877—Mangh 1877 ; folios 107
ZAMBURAKKHANA.

(1) derail 'Ibadullah Khan.
3
(2) „
'Abdul Rahim Khan.
(3) . „
Khair 'Ali Khan.
Bate of rolls.—Bisakh—Mangh 1877 ; folios 43.
(iv) Pay rolls of Beldars? &c.
Under the above head have been arranged pay rolls of the
belddrs and sarbans attached to the regular army.
BALAMTiR.*

Under the above head have been arranged details of pay relating to groups of recruits and other untrained men taken from
several battalions and placed under a drill instructor; folios 12.
* Corrupted form of the English word Volunteer, but the use of the word to denote recruits
under training appears unusual.
l
BaUalion No. 13 in the rolls of the previous years appeared under the designation or p alt an
Ram La).
* Regiment No. (2) in the rolls of the previous years appeared as regi nent Him Singh, and
under No. (3) have been arranged rolls of only a portion of j\fahtab Singh's regiment.
3
(derah 'Abdul Rahim Khan) formerly belonged to the contingent of Prince Kharak Singh,
but in Sambat 1877 was attached to the Compu-i-Mn'alla.
Tl e Compu-i-Mv'alla from Compti
l
(Camp) and Mu alla (from A'lla or chief) was used to denote the Army paid directly from the
state treasu-ry as distinguished from the troops kept and maintained by the chiefs out of service
Jdairs, granted them,
#
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Bundle No. Aa 3.—Total folios 1,486; size 7"x4f"; written in
a mixed shihasta.
Official-in-charge.—Drwan Ajodhya Parshad.
Date of rolls.—Phagan 1877—Mftngh 1878 (March 1821
February 1822 A.D.).
Contents-—The bundle contains pay rolls of (i) 14 battalions of infantry,
(it) 4 regiments of cavalry, (Hi) 8 derah (units) of artillery and (iv)
beldars, etc, comprising the regular army. Papers in the bundle have been
arranged in the following order :
(i) Pay rolls of infantry.
(ii) »
)> )> cavalry.
(Hi) »
» » artillery, covering toplih>ana and zamburakHh
(iv) „
„ y beldars and sarbans, etc.
Jiemarlcs.—Buvmg the winter of Sambat 1878 Ranjit Singh conquered
From the evidence of the rolls
Manker
it appears that some of these battalions took part in reduction of these forts
and were subsequently posted in the newly-conquered territories.

(i) Pay Rolls of Infantry.

^

1

(1) paltan Husahi Khan ; folios 90.
(2)
,', 'Ibadullah^ ; folios 100.
(3)
„ Bakhtawar Khan ; folios 70.
(4)
„
Shaikh Basawan ; folios 72.
(5)
„
Balbhadar; folios 75.
(6)
„ Dhaunkal Singh ; folios 96.
(7)
„ Dewa Singh ; folios 58.
(8)
„
Gulab Singh; folios 68.
(9)
„ Haryar Singh ; folios 90.
(10)
„ Mahan Singh ; folios 68.
(11)
„ Mahtab Singh ; folios 51.
(12)
„
Najaf Khan ; folios 76.
(13)
„
Bharmar.*
(14i) • „
Ranblr Singh ; folios 69.
Company of A radali* (orderlies) ; folios 29.
NOTE.—In the rolls of t i e previous year battalions Nos. 1, 5 and 7 appeared as paltan 'Aziz

Khan, Balwant Singh and Bapu Amir Singh respectively.

Date of rolls.—Phagan 1877—Mangh 1878.
* The word bharmar sounds like a Panjabi woid although its exact significance is not
known. The P'wmdrs (Bharmar) were long matchlocks which it took a strong man to carry;
they were used as wall pieces, or supported on a light forked tripod attached to the stock, were
used in the field and in skilful hands were deadly weapons — Calcutta Review, 1844, volume 1,
page 454. A few specimens oi the bharmar are preserved in the Lahore Museum and the Port,
1
Hnsain Khan was adjutant in this battalion and the rolls of the previous years shon
him as acting Commandant. In Sambat i878 he was confirmed in his post on Us. 100 a
month.
» Commandant 'Ibadullah being killed in the battle of Mankera, the adjutant Imam
3hah was promoted to succeed him in the command.
» This company of orderlies comprised men detached from different b»tta!tau> and
employed as orderlies of the Maharaja.
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(ii) Pay rolls of Cavalry.
(1) rafman Khazan Singh.
(2)
„
Gurmukh Singh.
(3)
„
Giyan Singh.
(4)
„ * Mahtab Singh.
Date of rolls.—Bis&kk 1878 Maghar
1878 (May—December 1821 A.D.); folios 115.
(iii) Pay rolls of Artillery.
TOP KH ANA.

(1) derah Ilahi Bakhsh.
(2)
„
Shiv Parshad.
(3)
„
Fattu Khan and Amir Chand.
(4) „
Mazhar 'Ali Beg.
' Atar Singh.
'o1
»
Date of rolls.—Phagan 1877—Mangh 1878 ; folios 177.
ZAMBURAKKHX NA.

(1) derah 'Ibadullah Khan.
(2) ' „ 'Abdul Eahim Khan.
(3)
„
Kh air 'Ali ghan.
Date of roMs.—Phagan 1877—Mangh 1878 (March 1821
February 1822 A.D.) ; folios 89.

(iv) Pay rolls of Beldars, &c.
Under the above head have been arranged pay rolls of the
sdrhdns and beldars, etc., attached to the regular army, as
well as the rolls of the guards quartered over the
or King's sleeping apartment; folios 59.
Bundle No. Aa, 4 (i).—Total folios 1,271; size 7¥ X 5";
written in shikasfa.
Official4n-cha7ge.—T)iwa,ii Ajodhya Parshad.
Date of roHs.—Phagan 1879—Mangh 1880 (March 1823
February 1824 A.D.)Contents.—This bundle contains pay rolls of (i) 14 infantry battalions
(n) 10 derahs (units) of artillery, (Hi) 'amla and (iv) miscellaneous accounts,
The contents of the bundle have been arranged in the following order:
(i) Pay rolls of infantry.
(it) >, „ „ artillery, covering tojpiihana and zambutakhbana.
(^) „
„ ,, 'amla.
1
(iv) Jam ftharcfi papers.
:-r

NOTE.— The

rolls of cavalry regiments have not been traced.
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Remarks.-—Total strength of the army including fa.-uj-i-Tjb.ass as borne
on the rolls for the months of Poh—Mangh 1880 (January—February 1824
A.D.) stood at 15,025 men, whose monthly salary amounted to Rs. 1,38,048.
This number was distributed among the three arms as follows :
Rs.
Infantry ... 11,681 men, salary Rs. 84,161 per month, average 7'2 per head.
Cavalry. ...
1,656 „
„ Rs. 41,609 „
„
„ 25-1
Artillery (com- 1,688 „
„ Rs. 12,270 „
„
„
IS
prising 47 guns).
: >

! >

»

»

Pay rolls of Infantry.
(1) paltan
(2) * „
(3)
„
1
(4i)
„
(5)
,,
(6)
„
(7)
„
2
(8;
„
(9)
„
(10)
„
(11)
,,
3
(12)
„
(13)
„

Prem Singh ; folios 96.
Ohandka Parshad ; folios 63.
Dhaunkal Singh ; folios 80.
Dewa Singh ; folios 34.
Ranbir Singh ; folios 71 •
Mirza Kaushan Beg; folios 72.
Eanshan Khan; folios 97.
Sham Sota ; folios 49.
Gulab Singh; folios 110.
Mahtab Singh; folios 54.
Mahan Singh; folios 58.
Mastan Singh ; folios 68.
Haryar Singh ; folios 83.

the rolls of the previous year battalions Nos. 1, 2, 6 and 7 appeared as
Shaikh 'Ibadulla,Ns»jaf Khan, BakMawar Khan, and 'Aziz Khaa respectively.
NOTE
)TE.—In

Date of rolls—Phagan
February 18*4 A. D.)

paldtan

1879—Mangh 1880 (March 1823
4

GALLA JADIDAN .

Under the above head have been arranged papers relating to
the payment made to recruits under training. By the end of
Sambat 1880 they were distributed over several battalions.
1

Dewa Singh's battalion was transferred tqfauj'4'Mdl,
pay rolls cover only first eight months of the year.

'n the month of Katik : hence the

353 " Memoirs of Alexander Gardner." In the month of Phagan 3 8FO (Febuiu.'y 3>24 A.I) )
bbe battalion was tacked on.fcofauj-i'hha&tL,
3
The Commandant Shaikh Basawan W B appomtlkVtc command tide kkd&& paltan which
formed a part of the ftuj4'Md&&. A portion of bis b btalion went witu h i m / ' T h e remainder
was strengthened by the addition of men taken from " galla ja'drddn " (see below) and was placed
under Commandant Mastan Singh : hence tins change in the desigration of the battalion-;.
4
galla literally means a herd or a pack, and jadTd means new, recent. It denoted a
party of men under a drill instructor, but not yet assigned to any particular battalion,
The wcrdjjfaMa is„even to-day, very commonly used to denote a party of military recruits,
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(ii) Pay rolls of Artillery
TOPKHANA.

(1) detail Ilahi Bakhsh.
(2)
„
Amir Chand.
(3)
„
Shiv Parshad.
(4)
„
Mazhar <Ali Be
(5)
„
Mewa Singh.
DateoJ rolls.—Phagan 1879—Mangh 1880; folios 199.
\

ZAMBtfKAKKHANA.

(1) derah 'Ibadullah.
(2)
„
'Abdul Eahim Khan,.
(3)
„
Mewa Earn.
(4)
„
Anta Gour.*
(5)
„
Khair 'AH Khan.
Date oj rolls.—Phagan 1879-Mangh 1880; folios 80.

(iii) Pay rolls of 'Amla.
Under the above head have been arranged pay rolls of
belddrs, sdrbdns and other miscellaneous establishments, including the paZM-bearers, farrdsh, &c,, attached to the regular army;
folios 30.

(iv) Jain' khareh papers
The set of papers (10 folios), headed "jam' khareh," contains
s of credit and debit accounts relating to the following
heads
Income from the rent of shops in the regimental
bazars.
(ii) Sale-proceeds of the personal property of men dying
without heirs, a sum of Us. 3 being generally
deducted for his kafn dajn, i.e., to defray the
expenses of his funeral.
(Hi) A return of in'am, or customary bestowal of khil'ats,
and cash given to the Infantry officers on the
occasion of Dasehra and Diwali festivals.
**

* The original reads . v,\; . it seems a corrupted form of some foreign name although I have
been able to identify it clearly with any name amongst those given in the lists of European
\l. Smyth. It may probably be misspelt for Argoucl, a French man in the service of Banjit
Singh (see Gardner, page 341), Smyth gives this name as Argou.
,

\
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Bundle No. Aa 4 (ii).—Total folios 798; size 74''X 5"; written
in shikasta
Official-in-charge.—Dmeui Ajodhya Parshad.
Date of rolls.—Katik 18 79—Mangh 1880 (November 18
February 1824 A.D.).
Contents.—This bundle contains pay rolls of (i) 3 battalions of infantry, (ii) 2 regiments of cavalry and (Hi) miscellaneous papers. The papers
in the bundle have been arranged in the following order :
[i) Pay rolls of infantry
(ii) „
„ „ cavalry.
(tti) Miscellaneous papers covering atnduat, hasrdt and other
accounts.
'
Remarks.—The pay rolls arranged in this bundle relate to the fauj-iWhits or the brigade trained and drilled in the French method by Generals
Allard and Ventura, This brigade consisted of 4 battalions of infantry,
2 regiments of cavalry and one troop of artillery comprising 24 guns.
*

Pay rolls of Infantry.
(1) paltan khciss; folios 60. *
(2)
„ Gurkha; folios 99.
L
(3)
„ Dewa Singh ; folios 45.
Date of rolls.—Katik—Mangh 1880 (November— February
1824 A.D.).
—Up to the year ending Mangh 1878, JS'os. 1 and 2 appeared as palafan Shai]&
Basawau and Balbhadar respectively (see page 12).
NOTE

(ii) Pay rolls of Cavalry.
(1) rajman khass.
(2)
„
Lansia.
Date of rolls.—Poh—Mangh 1880 (January—February 1824
A.D.) ; folios 30.
(iii) Miscellaneous.
*
Under the above head have been arranged papers relating to
miscellaneous heads of accounts such as jam' kharch, amdnat,
kctsrdt and tahwzL'* etc. ; folios 157.
Bundle No. Aa 5 (i)—Total folios 1,896 ; size 7±"X 5"; written
in shikasta.
Official-in-charge.—Dlwan Ajodhya Farshad.
#

Lansta is corrupted form of Lancers.

1

Dewa Singh'* battalion was transferred w Jauj-i-Mass la the month tof Katik : hence the
pay lolls cover only first eight months of the year
a

For the nature and character of thb entries under these eub-neads tee Pari III af the
volume.
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Date of rolls.—Phagan
April 1825 A.!).).

1880—Chet

1882' (March 1824

Contents.—This bundle contains pay rolls of (*) 13 battalions of infautry,
(ii) 10 (fera&s (units) of artillery and (in) 'amla. The papers in the bundle
have been arranged in the following order :—
(i) Pay rolls of infantry.
(ii) ,,
,;' ; , artillery covering tojMsdna and zamburahMsatia.

(Hi) ,,

,,

,, 'amla.

(i) Pay rolls of Infantry.
1

(I) y alt an Amir Singh ; folios 29
(2)
., Prem Singh and Imam Bakhsh ; folios 110.
(3)
„ Phirmar ; folios 12.
(4)
„ Chandka Parshad ; folios 83
,, Dhaunkal Singh ; folios 97.
„ Raushan Beg ; folios 70.
(7)
„ Raushan Khan ; folios 109.
2
(8,
„ Zorawar Singh ; folios 92.
(9)
„ Gulab Singh; folios 86.
(10)
„ Mahtab Singh ; folios 70.
(11)
„
Mahan Singh ; folios 81.
(12)
„ Mastan Singh ; folios 92.
(13)
„ Haryar Singh ; folios 93.
Date of rolls.—-Phagan 1880—Chet 1882 (March 18 24-April
1825 A.D.).
t

(ii) Pay rolls of Artillery.
TOPKHANA.

(1) derah Ilahi Bakhsh.
, Amir Ohand.
12)
,
Shiv Parshad.
(3)
,
Sultan Mabmud.
,
Mazhar 'Ali Beg.
(5)
,
Mewa Singh.
(6)
Dale of rolls.—Phagan 1880-Cbct 1882 ; folios 264.
ZAMBtJllAKKHlNA.

(1) derah 'Ibadullah.
(2) ' „
'Abdul Rahlm Khan.
(3)
„
Mewa Ram.
Khair 'All Khan.
JS
Date of rolls.—Phagan 1880-Ohet 1882 ; folios 85
1

Xo, 1 was raised in Sainbat 1881
2 Up to tbc year ending Sfan^b 1880, pa&Ja* Zorawar Singh appeared under tbc designation
ol palfan, Ranblr Siugb.

m
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(iii) Pay rolls of 'Amla.
Under the above-head have been arranged pay rolls of th<
belddrs, sdrbdns and dhangars (blacksmiths), etc., attached to the
army ; folios 23.
Bundle No. Aa 5 (ii)—Total folios 1,632; size 7i" X 5" ;
written in shikasta.
Official-w-charge.—Dlwan Ajodhya Parshad.
Date of rolls.—Phagan 1880—Mangh 1881 (March 1824
February 1825 A.D.)Contents.—This bundle contains pay rolls of (i) -A battalions of infantry,
(ii) % regiments of cavalry, and (ih) miscellaneous papers covering jam'
%h

The papers'in the bundle have been arranged in the following order :
(i) Pay rolls of infantry,
(it) „ „ „ cavalry,
{iii) Miscellaneous papers..
/

(i) Pay rolls of Infantry. •
EAUJ-I-KHASS.
•

•

(1) paltan khdss.
(2)
,',
Gurkha,
(3;
„
Deva Singh.
(4)
,, Sham Sota. J
Date of rolls.—Phagan 1880—Mangh 1881 (March 1824
February 1825 A.D.); folios 627.

(ii) Pay rolls of Cavalry.
(1) raj man khdss.
(2)
„
Dragoons.
Date of rolls.—'Phagan 1880—Mangh 1881; folios 477.

(iii) Miscellaneous.
Jam' lyharch tahwll Ventura Sahib.
Under the above head have been arranged papers detailing
the receipts and disbursements of money credited to the account
offmj-i-khdss under General Ventura; folios 60.
Amanat-kasrdt.
Papers arranged under the above head relate to the amdnat
and kasrdt accounts of the fauj~\
'Jam' kharch taqsim langar.
Under the above head have been arranged papers relating to
the accounts of the mess attached to the f
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Bundle No. Aa 6.—Total folios 1,193; size U"x 5" ; written
in shikasta.
Official-in charge.—Diwan Ajodhya Parshad.
Bate of rolls.—Bisakh 1882- Chet 1883 (May 1825—April
1826 A. 1).).
Contents. r—This bundle contains pay rolls of (#) 13 battalions of infantry,
(ii) % regiments of cavalry, (Hi) 10 derahs (units) of artillery, and (iv)
'amla. The papers in the bundle have been arranged in the following
o rcleiB
(t) Pay rolls of infantry.
(it)

„

„

(iii)

,,

v

„ cavalry.
„ artillery covering topJshdtia and

zamhurahlisana.

(

(iv) a?/ila, etc.

Pay rolls of Infantry.
1
(1) paltan Amir Singh ; folios 61.
(2)
„
Prera Singh ; folios 95.
(3)
„ - Ohandka Parshad ; folios 61.
(4s) „
Dhaunkal Singh ; folios 70.
(5)
„
Ranbir Singh ; folios 41.
(6)
„
Eaushan Beg ; folios 68.
(7)
„ Raushan Khan ; folios 95.
(8)
„
Zorawar Singh ; folios 83.
(9)
„
Gulab Singh ; folios 80.
(10)
„ Mahtab Singh ; folios 61.
(11)
„
Mastan Singh ; folios.
(12)
„
Mahan Singh ; folios 78.
(18)
„
Haryar Singh; folios 72.
Date of rolls.—Bisakh 1882-Chet 1883

\

I

2

(ii) Pay rolls of Cavalry.
(1) raj man Akal.
(2)
„
Jodh Singh.
Bate of rolls.-—Bisakh 1882—Chet 1883 ; folios 41.
ir

rhe paltan Bharmdr was, in the beginning of Sambat L882, amalgamated with paltan
Amu* Singh—fche pay rolls of the two have accordingly been bound together. Battalion No. 5 was
raised in Sambat 1882.
#

2 The pay rolls of the cavalry regiments for the two preceding years
and 1881 have not been traced.

Sambat 1SSQ
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(Hi) Pay rolls of Artillery.
TOPKHANA.

(1) derah Ilahi Bakhsh.
(2)
„
Amir Chand.
(3)
„ Shiv Parshad.
(4)
„
Sultan Mahmud.
(5)
,, Mazhar 'Ali Beg.
(6)
„ Mewa Singh.
Date of rolls.—Bisakh 1882---Mangh 1882 (May
February 1826 A .D.); folios 206.

1825—

ZAMBtfRAKKHANA.

(1) derah 'Abdul Bahim
(2) ' „
'Ibadullab.
(8)
,, Jai Singh.
(4) „
Khair'Ali Khan.
Date of rolls.—Bisakh 1882- Mangh 1882 ; folios U.
(iv) Pay rolls of 'Amla.
. Under the above head have been arranged pay rolls of the
establishment consisting of the dliangars (blacksmiths), sdrhdns
and beldars attached to the army; folios 35.
Bundle No. Aa 7.—Total folios 1,171 ; size 7"X4|"; written
in shikasta.
0fficial4n-charge. — Tdiwtm Ajodhya Parshad,
Date of rolls.—Bisakh - M a n g h 1883 (May 1826—February
1827 A.D.).
Contents.—This bundle contains pay rolls of (i) 14 battalions of infantry,
(ii) 2 regiments of cavalry, (en) 11 derahs (units) of artillery and (il)
beldars. Arrangement of the papers in the bundle is as follows : —
(•) Pay rolls of infantry.
(**)
»
n >; cavalry.
\™i) ». 9} » artillery covering toptihana and
(iv)

zamburaktihana.

NOTK.—Pay rolls of the fauj-i-7tha&z have not been traced.

Itemarfo.—During the year Sambat 1883 (1826 A.D.) the army was
increased by one b-ittalionof infantry and 2 derah of horse guns.

of Infantry
(1) palan Amir Singh
(2) „
Baj Singh:
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(3) palfan Chandka Parshad; | f u
106
(4)
„
Mahan Singh;
)
t5)
„
Dhaunkal Singh ; ) f ,. g 2
t01108
(6)
„
Eanbir Singh;
*
**'
(7)
,,
Raushan Beg; folios 51.
(8) •„ Zorawar Singh ; J f ,; 1 Q
(9)
„
Mastan Singh ; )
(10)
„
Gnlab Singh ; folios 68.
(11)
„
Prem Singh*;
l folios 10-1.
(12)
„
Raushan Khan
n o n o s IUJ..
(13)
„
Mahtab Singh; folios 45.
(14)
„
Haryar Singh j folios 57.
Baj Singh's battalion was raised in the beginning of Sambat 1883 (1826 A.D.).
whereas those shown in brackets were amalgamated in the month of Katik : hence their rolls for
previous mouths have also been boun 1 together.
NOTE.—

Date of rolls.—Bisakh—Mangh
1827 A.D.)

1883 (May 1826—January

(ii) Pay rolls of Cavalry.
(1) rajman Akal.
(2)
„
Giyan Singh.
Date of rolls.—Magfaar 1882—Mangh 1883 (December 1825
January 1827 A.D.); folios 97.

(iii) Pay rolls of Artillery.
TOPKHANA.

(1) derah Ilahi Bakhsh.
Miyan Ilahi Bakhsh.
(2)
Amir Chand.
(3)
(4)
Jodh Singh.
Shiv Parshad.
c
(5)
Mazhar Ali Bei?.
Mewa Siiisfh.
(?)
Date of rolls.—Bisakh—Mangh 1*883 (May 1826—January
1827 A.D.); folios 208.
)

ZAMBURAKKHANA.

(1) derah 'Ibadullah.
(2) „
'Abdul Rahlm.
(3) }J Mewa Ram.
(4) „
Khair <Ali Khan.
Date of rolls.—Bisakh—Mangh 1883 ; folios 66.
* Commandant Prem Singh was promoted to the rank of a Colonel and put in charge
N
of the two battalions known as paltan Ilausban Khan and palfan Prem Singh. These two batta^
lions will subsequently appear under the designation of Najlb battalions,
r
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(iv) Pay rolls of Beldars.
Under the above head have been arranged pay rolls of the
beldars and sdrbans, etc., attached to the regular army; folios 26.
Bundle No. Aa 8.—Total folios 1,941; size 1\" X h"'; written
in sliikasta.
Official-in-chnrge.—Dmsm Ajodhya Parshad.
Date of rolls.—Phagan 1884- Chet 1886 (March 1828
April 1829 A.D.).
Contents.—The bundle contains pay rolls of (%) 14 battalions of infantry,
(n) 5 regiments of cavalry, [lii) 15 derails (units) of artillery and (iv) miscellaneous. The arrangement of papers in the bundle is as follows :
(%) Pay rol]s of infantry,
(*0
,, ,, )} cavalry.
t •
[iii)
„ „ „ artillery covering toplchana and znmhuratyiava.
(iv) Miscellaneous.
Remarks.—On examining these rolls it will appear that during the precedin<*
ten years, the Maharaja tried to improve the organisation, quality and strength
of his army. Qualified European officers were taken into service to train men
in
methods of European drill, A model brigade (fimj-i-Tsh>ass) was raised in
I
Sambat 1879. The minimum strength of a battalion was raised from 400 to
700 men. The artillery branch was re-organised. The practice of attaching
guns (on the average 2) to each battalion of infantry, hitherto followed, was
given up and the entire tajplch-dna was divided into two sections, -namely,
fojplchana jinsi or heavy and mixed batteries and topkhana aspi or the horse
and light field batteries—each placed under an officer of the rank of a General.
Total strength of the army in Sambat 1885 (1828 A.D.)—including that
of the 4 infantry battalions and 2 regiments of cavalry constituting faui-itchass—whose rolls have not been traced—stood at 2^,948 men, whose monthly
salary amounted to Us. 2,48;644<, the distribution among the three arms
being
Rs.

Rs.
•

Infantry ... 15,825 men, salary 1,16,284 per month, average 7'3 per head
Cavalry ... 4,345 „
„ 1,03,970 ,,
„
„ 23*7 ;> 9)
Artillery ... 3,778 „
„
28,390 „
„
„
7-5
>>

»

(i) Pay rolls of Infantry.
(1) paltan Amir Singh—1,049 men, salary Es. 7,
month : folios 64.
(2) „ Chandka Parshad \ —-1,118 men, salary Es. 11,022
(3) „ Mahan Singh
J" per month; folios 125.
(4) „ Dhaunkal Singh \ —1,274 men, salary Es. 9,667
(5) „ Eanbir Singh
j per month ; folios 120,
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•

(6) paltan Zorawar Singh ) —1,578 men, salary Rs. 11,758
1
(7)
,, Sham Singh
) per month; folios 132.
(8)
„ Gulab Singh—1041 men, salary Rs. 7,665 per
month; folios 66.
(9)
„ Ganga Singh—813 men, salary Rs. 6,540 per
month; folios 88.
(10)
„ Gujar Singh—1,195 men, salary Rs. 7,619 per
month; folios 108.
2
(11)
„ Musa (Moervius) —1,156 men, salary Us. 6,748
per month ; folios 81.
(12)
„ Prem Singh
\ —1,368 m
(13)
„ Raushan Khan ) per month; folios 160.
(14)
„ Harsahai Singh—1,147 men, salary Es. 7,285 per
month ; folios 100. .
NOTE.—la the rolls of the previous years battalions Nos. 9^ L0, 11 and 14 appeared as

paldtan Haryar Singb, Mabtab Singh, Baj Singh and Raushan 13eg, respectively.

Date of rolls.—Phagan
April 1829 A. D.).

1884—diet 1886 (March 1828

(ii) Pay rolls of Cavalry.
3

(1) rajman Akal —605 men, salary Rs. 12,821 per month.
(2)
„
Ram—243 men, salary Rs. 5,130 per month.
(3)
„
Karam Singh Shahdariya—282 men, salary Rs. 5,674
per month.
(4)
,,
Giyan Singh—281 men, salary Rs. 6,400 per month.
(5)
„
Gulab Singh—226 men, salary Rs. 4,884 jDer month.
Date of rolls.—Bisakh 1885—Chet 1886; folios 139.

(iiij Pay rolls of Artillery.
TOPKHANA JlNSI.

(1) clerah Ilahi Bakhsh —(23 guns), 451 men whose monthly
salary amounted to Rs. 3,600.
(2)
„ Amir Chand—(11 guns), 268 men, whose monthly
salary amounted to Rs. 1,801.
(3)
„ Imam Shah, Sayyid—(25 guns), 493 men, whose
monthly salary amounted to
Rs. 3.712.
1

•

Commandant Mastan Singh was succeeded by fcl.am Singh Man; the designation cf
the battalion was therefore changed from that of paltan Mastan Singh to palfan Sham
Sicgh.
•Musa Farhangi may 1)3 identified with Moervius—a Prussian whom Smyth has on his
list. Moervius was employed in Sambat 1834. He se.vel for about a year, when in September
lS/i8 he expired alter a short illness.
3
Regiment No. (1) was raised in Chet 1836 (April 1829 A.D.) and Nos. (3) and (5) were
formed by detaching troops from No. (4). Rolls of No. (1) commence from JJhad^n 1884(September 1827 A.D.).
'
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(4) derah Sultan Mahmud Khan—(27 guns), 892 men, whose
monthly salary amounted
to Es. 6,722.
Bate of rolls.—Phagan 1884—diet 1886.
TOPKHANA ASPI.

(1) derah Ilahi Bakhsh—(8 guns), 220 men, whose monthly
salary amounted to Rs. 1,698.
(2) „ Jodh Singh* (8 guns), 138 men, whose monthly salary
amounted to Rs. 1,140.
(3) „ Dlwan Singh - (4 guns), 120 men, whose monthly salary
amounted to Rs. 964.
,
(4) „ Shiv Parshad—(8 guns), ^11 men, whose monthly salary
amounted to Rs. 1,506.
(5) „ Mazhar 'Ali Beg—(8 guns), 202 men, whose monthly
salary amounted to Rs. 1,500.
(6) „ Mewa Singh (8 guns), 234 men, whose monthly salary
amounted to Rs 1,563.
(7) „ Bhag Singh—128 men, whose monthly salary amounted
to Rs. 913.
Date of rolls.—Phagan 1884 - Chet 1886 ; folios 476.
Z AMBtf E AK KHAN A,

(V. derah Jai Singh—48 men, whose monthly salary amounted
' '
to Rs. 378.
(2)
„
'Abdul Rahim- 86 men, whose monthly salary
amounted to Rs. 642.
(3) „ Muhammad Shah—136 men, whose monthly salary
amounted to Rs. 1,050.
(4)
„ Mewa Singh—31 men, whose monthly salary amounted to Rs. 230.
(5) „
Khair *Ali Khan—120 men, whose monthly salary
amounted to Rs. 967.
Date of rolls.—Phagan 1884—Chet 1886 ; folios 60.'
(iv) Miscellaneous.
Under the above head have been arranged papers relating to
the roznamcha account—detailing the distribution of salary to
the troops ; folios 62.
Bundle No. Aa 9.-Total folios 1,912 ; size 7£" X 5"; written
in shikasta.
* derah Jodh Singh comprised the aspi section of the derail kaliin commanded by Sultan
ilahmiid Khan.
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Official-in-charge.-—Diwkn Ajodhya Parshad.
Date of roZZs.—Bisakli 1886 Chet 1887 (May 1829-April
1830 A.D.).
Contents.—This bundle contains pay rolls of H) 14 battalions of infantry,
[it) 6 regiments of cavalry, (it) 1 5 derails (units) of artillery and [iv) miscellaneous papers relating to descriptive-rolls, etc. Papers in the bundle
have been arranged in the following order :
(i) Pay rolls of infantry.
(**)

,>

»

»; cavalry.

(en)

„

,,

„ artillery covering topMhdna and zamburaklih>a)ia

(iv) Miscellaneous papers covering descriptive-rolls, etc.
NOTE.—Pay rolls of fauj-i-khad-i

have not been traced.

(i) Pay rolls of Infantry.
(1) paltan
(2) „
"" „
(4) „
(5) „
(6) „
(7) „
(8) „
(9) „
(10) „
(11) „
(12) „

Chandka Parshad ; folios 68.
Eanbir Singh;")t0ll0s
f H
1l 8d R
%
b
Eateh Singh ; )
' *
Zorawar Singh ; folios 99.
Sham Singh ; folios 59.
Kahan Singh ; folios 83.
Ganga Singh and Bhupal Singh; folios 80.
Gujar Singh ; folios 95.
Gulab Singh; folios 70.
Musa (Moervius); folios 59.
Mahan Singh ; folios 106.
Prem Singh;
") £ ,.
inn

(13)

„

IfirDita*;

JM^160

(14)

„

Harsahai Singh ; folios 114.

NOTE.—For the pay rolls of five months from Bisakh to Bhadot) of battalions No. 1 and 5, sec

under palt an H and 4 respectively. As regards battalions Nos. 3# and 6, they appeared in the
rolls of previous years, as palatan Dbauukal Singh and Amir Singh respectively. When Dbauukal
Singh was promoted to the rank of a Colonel, Fateh Singh succeeded him as Commandant. In
No. 7 Bhupal Singh was taken as Captain on Rs. 300 a month

Date of rolls.—Bisakh 1886 Chet 1887 (May 1829 April
1830 A.B.).
•

#

Mir Khan succeeded Ltaushan Khan to the command of the second Najlb Battalion whose
1
designation was accordingly changed from that of palfan Raushan Khan to paltan Mil Khan.

E
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(ii) Pay rolls of Cavalry.
(1) rajman Akal.
N
(2)
„
Janriat Singh.
(3)
„
Ram.
„
Karm Singh.
„
Giyan Singh.
(6)
„
Gulab Singh.
Date of rolls.—Bisakh 1886-Ghet 1887; folios 110

(iii) Pay rolls of Artillery.
f

rOPKHlNA JlNSI.

derah Jlahi Bakhsh.
„ Amir Chand.
(3)
„ Sultan Mahmud Khan.
(4)
„ Sayyid Imam Shah.
Date of rolls.—Bisakh 1886—Chet 1887 ; folios 274
TOPKHlNA ASPI.

(1) derah Ilahi Bakhsh.
(2)
„ TBhag Singh.
(3)
„ Jodh Singh.
(4)
„ Diwan Singh.
(5) „ Shiv Parshad.
(6» „ Mazhar 'Ali Beg,
(7) . „ Mewa Singh.
Date of rolls.—Bisakh 1886-Chet 1887 ; folios 223
ZAMBtfRAKKHlNA.

(1) derah 'Abdul Rahlm.
(2) ' „ 'Ibadullah.
Jai Singh.
5>
Khair 'Ali Khan.
5}
Date of rolls.—Bisakh 1886-Chet 1887 ; folios 34.

(iv) Miscellaneous.
Under the above head have been arrans-ed descrintive-rolls of
la or the establishment consisting of the /!
bihisht
Bundle No. Aa 10.—Total folios 2,405 ; size Tf X W; written
in mixed shikasia and nasta'lzq.
Ojficial-in-charge.—Diwan Ajodhya Parshad.
Date of rolls.—Bisakh 1887 • Chet 1888 (May 1830 —April
1831 A.D.)
f
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Contents.
stents.—Th\s bundle contains pay rolls of (*) 16 battalions of infantry,
(ii) 4 regiments of cavalry, (ni) M derahs (units) of artillery, and Uv)
heldars. The arrangement of papers in the bundle is as follows :
(»') Pay rolls of infantry.
(ii) „
„ ., cavalry.
(***) »
» » artillery covering topMiana and zahthlra/cjehdna.
(«?) „
„ „ beldars.
NOTE.—Pay rolls of fauj-i-khdi& have not been traced.

Remarks.—During Sambat 1887, tbe army was increased by two battalions of infantry and one unit of horse artillery.

Pay rolls of Infantry.
1

(1) paltan John Holmes ; folios 103.
(2) „
Chandka Parshad ; folios 97.
(3) „ Eanbir Singh ; \ f ,. 2 q f i
t0ll0S
b
(4)
„ Fateh Singh; )
^ '
(5)
„ Zorawar Singh ; folios 110.
(6) „
Sham Singh ; folios 113.
(7) ,, Samand Singh ; folios'37.
(8) „ Kahan Singh ; folios 112.
(9) „ Ganga Singh and Bhupal Singh; folios 108.
(10) „ Gujar Singh ; folios 131.
(11) „
Gulab Singh ; folios 112.
(12) „ Mahan Singh ; folios 93.
(13) „ Mehr Singh; folios51.
(14) „ Frem Singh ; ) P ,. nAA
)i-\
-\r- i n , c folios 244.
(1c) „ Mir K h a n ; j
(16) „ Harsahai Singh ; folios 126.
NOTE.—In the rolls of the previous year battalion No. 1 appealed under the name oi

paltan Moervius whereas Nos. 7 and 13 were raised towards the end of Sambat 1887, the latter
being also known as paltan KashmTrwala.

Date of rolls.—Bisakh
April 1831 A.D.).

1887—Chet

OOMPANY-HA.

1888

(May

1830

2

Under the above head have been arranged pay rolls of two
infantry companies attached to the artillery branch ; folios 18,

(ii) Pay rolls of Cavalry.
(1) raj man Akal.
(2)
„
Jamiat Singh.
1

In Sambat 1886 John Holmes was taken into service and put in charge of the
battalion previoasly commanded by the late Moervius. The battalion will, accordingly, iu the
rolls of subsequent years appear under the name of pultun John Holmes.
John Holmes joined service as commandant on Its. 150 per month and ultimately rose io be
Job
Colonel . For two years, i.e., Sambat 1892 and 1893, he was Jcdrddr or Collector of revenues of
Gujrat.
hd in Persian is added to the noun to denote its plural form.
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(3) rajman Karam Singh Shahdariya.
(4i)
„ Zorawar Singh.
Date of rolls.—Bisakh 1887-Chet 1888 ; folios 74.
(iii) Pay rolls of Artillery.
TOPKHANA JlNSI.

(1) derah Ilahi Bakhsh.
(2) ' „ Amir Ohand.
(3) „ Sayyid Imam Shah.
(4) 5, Sultan Mahmud Khan.
Date ojrolls.—Bisakh 1887-Ohet 1888 ; folios 297.
TOPKHANA ASPI.

(1) derah Ilahi Bakhsh.
(2) ' „ Bhag Singh.
(3;
„ John Holmes.
' (4) „ Jodh Singh.
(5)
„ Drwan Singh.
(6) „
Shiv Parshad.
(7) „ Mazhar 'Ali Beg.
(8) „ Mewa Singh.
(9) top Guru hi.
NOTE.—derah John Holmes comprised 2 guus attached to the infantry battalion of the

same name. Top Ouru hi was a single gun. The exact significance of the phrase is not known.

Date of rolls.—Not uniform, but roughly from Bisakh
Mangh 1887 (April 1830—July 1831 A.D.); folios
ZAMBTJKAKKHANA,
4

(1) derah 'Abdul Rahim.
(2)
„ Jai Singh.
(3)
„ Mewa Singh.
(4)
„ Khair 'AH Khan.
Date or rolls— Bisakh 1887—Chet 1888 ; folios 43.
(iv) Pay rolls of beldars.
Under the above head have been arranged pay rolls of belddrs
attached to the regular army.
Date of rolls.—Bisakh—Maghar 1887 (April—November 1830
A.D.) ; folios 30.
Bundle No. Aa 11 .-Total folios 2,579 ; size W%5"; written
in shikasta.
Official-in-charge.—Diwan Ajodhya Parshad.
Date oj rolls.—Bisakh 1888-Chet 1889 (May 1831-April
1832 A.D.).
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Contents.- ms bundle contains pay rolls of (*) 21 battalions and few
companies of infantry, (u) 3 regiments of cavalry, (m) 17 tf*mfo (units) of
artillery, [iv) beWars, and (v) miscellaneous papers. The contents of the
bundle have been arranged in the following order:—
\i) Pay rolls of infantry.
(**)

>i

»

» cavalry.

(«*)

»

»

» artillery covering lopTtbana and zamhuraklsb&na.

liv)
(») Miscellaneous papers.

Pay rolls of Infantry.
(1) pattern Mass (not traceable).
(2)
„
Gurkha Qiaziran only). Hauj-i-Midss ;
(3)
„
Dewa Singh.
f folios 117.
(4)
„
Sham Sota.
(5) ' „
Buddh Singh Man* ; folios 99.
(6)
„
John Holmes ; folios 106.
(7)
„
Ghandka Parshad ; folios 114.
(8)
., Kanbir Singh ; ) f ,. 2 g '
t0ll0S Jdi
(9)
„
PatehQjan; j
(10)
„
Z'orawar Singh ; folios 89.
(11)
,,
Sham Singh ; folios 115.
(12)
„
Samand Singh ; folios 75.
(13)
„
Kalian Singh, Man ; folios 107.
(14)
„
Ganga Singh ; folios 108.
(15)
„ Gujar Singh ; folios 83.
(16)
„ Gulab Singh ; folios 117.
(17) „ Mahan Singh ; folios 81.
(18) „ Mehr Singh; folios 101.
(19)
„ Mir Khan;
(20)
„ Prem Singh;
[ folios 152.
One company of Khalsa Sepoys ;
(21) faltan Harsahai Singh ; folios 132.
Bate of rolls.—Bisakh 1888 d i e t 1889 (May 1831—April
1832 A.D).
•Battalion No. 5 was raised fresh. Buddh Singh first joined as a trooper m he
irregular cavalry in Sambat 1872 (1815 A.D.)., In Sambat 18fc7 he was transferred to >the
regular army where passing through several grade? of military service he ultimately rose to the
rank of General.
*

a •
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COMPANY-HA.

Under the above head have been arranged pay rolls of two
companies of sepoys attached to topkhcma jinsi commanded by
General Sultan Mahmud Khan ; folios 24,
Pay rolls of Cavalry
ajman Akal
(2)
„ Jamiat Singh.
(3)
„ Bam.
NOTE.—At the end of the regimental rolls will be found papers relating to payments

made to jadidan or new men added to the strength of the 3 above-named regiments.

Date of rolls.—Bisakh 1888-Chet 1889 (May 1831—April
1832 A.D.); folios 107
(iii) Pay rolls of Artillery.
TOPKHANA J l N S I .

(1) derah Amir Chand.
(2)
„ Sultan Mahmud Khan.
(3)
„ IlahiBakhsh.
(4) „ Imam Shah.
Date of rolls—Bisakh 1888-Chet 1889 (May 1831- April
A.D.) ; folios 270.
TOPKHANA ASPI.

*

(1) derah Bhag Singh.
(2)
„ Jodh Singh.
(3) „ Shiv Parshad.
(4)
„ Mewa Singh.
(
(5) „ Mazhar Ali Beg.
(6)
., Miyan Ilahi Bakhsh.
(7) „ John Holmes.
(8) top Guru hi.
Date of rolls.—Bisakh 1888—Chet 1889 (May 1831—April
1832 A.D.); folios 235.
Z AMBtJ R AKKH A N A.

(1) derah 'Abdul Bahim.
(2) „
Jai Singh.
(3)
„
Mewa Singh.
c
(4)
„
Khair Ali Khan.
Date of rolls.—Bisakh 1887—Chet 1888 (May 1831-April
1832 A.B.) ; folios 47.
(iv) Pay rolls of Beldars.
Under the above head have been arranged pay rolls of
heldars, etc v attached to the army ; folios 35.
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(v) Miscellaneous.
Under the above head have been arranged a list of singhan
pir sal or the men (Sikhs) removed from the strength of their respective battalions by reason of their old age ; folios 8.
Bundle No. Aa 12. Total folios 1,333 ; size 74* X 5* ; written
in a mixed shikasta.
Qfficial-iii-charge. — Bakhshi Bhagat Ram.
Date of rolls.— Bisakh—Mangh 1890 (May 1883—February
1884 A.D.).
Co?itent8.-*The bundle contains pay rolls of (I) 18 battalions of infantry
and (ii) 18 derahs (units) of artillery.
The papers in the bundle have been
arranged in the following order ^
(i) Pay rolls of infantry.
(**) „
„ „ artillery covering topMidna and zawbura/cJchdna.
N O T E — P a y rolls of Fauj-i-lihazs. have not been traced.

Remarks.—The figures given below will show that during the five years,
from Sambat 1886 to 1890 (182'-)—1833 A.D.), the infantry branch was considerably strengthened though the cavalry and artillery did not witness any
valuable addition to their numbers. During the year the ^total strength of
the regular army including Fauj-i-Mids$—whose rolls are missing—stood at
:
27,282 men whose salary amounted to Rs. 2,8 1«,407 per month, the distribution among the three arms being
Rs.
Infantry ...
Cavalry ...
Artillery...

Rs.

20,577 men, salary 1,67,962 per month, average 8*1 per head
3,914 „
„
86,544 „
„
22'1 „
„
9i
8,162

„

„

25,089,,

„

„

7'6

)>

f»

Pay rolls of Infantry.
(1) paltan
(2) „
(3) „
(4) „
(5) „
(6) ,,
(7) j, (8) „
(9) „
(10) „
r

1

Baldan Singh ; folios 76.
John Holmes ; folios 60.
Eanbir Singh > . , H
g
t 0 1 1 0 s ld&
Eateh Singh }>
*
Zorawar Singh ; folios 57.
Sham Singh ; folios 57.
Kahan Singh ; folios 78.
Oortlandt ; folios 49.
Bnddh Singh" 2
) . folios
89
r o l l o s ay
Harsahai Singh
*'
*

On the death of Commandant Chaiidka Parshad his younger brother Baldan Singh
was placed in command of the battalion previously called after his own name, although in the
rolls of Sambat 1889 (1832 A.D.) it appeared under the designation of palfan GuTab Sin^h,
Miniialiya.
a
palfan Buddh Singh and Harsahai Singh were placed under Mr. Court, •
*
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(11) paltan Ganga Singh ; folios
Guj
(12)
(18) 53 Gulab Singh ; folios I
(14) 35 Mahan Singh ; folios
(15; 55 Mahtab Singh; folios
(16) J) MehrSingl
(17) 55 Prem Sing
[ ; folios
Mir Khan
(18)
Not uniform but mostly from Bisakh—Magh
Date of
1890 (May—December 1833 A.D.)
>?
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(ii) Pay rolls of Artillery.
TuPKHANA J l N S I .

(1) derah Ilahi Bakhsh.
Amir Ohand.
(2
Imam Shah.
(8
Sultan Mahmud Khan.
(4)
Date
rolls.—Bisakh—Maghar 1890 ; folios 153.
33
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33

TOPKHANA A S P I .

(1) derah Ilahi Bakhsh.
Bhag Singh.
55
(2)
John Holmes.
55
Diwan Singh.
(4)
55
Shiv Parshad.
55
(5)
Mazhar 'AH Beg.
55
(6)
Mewa Singh.
(7)
55
(8) top Guru, hi.
Date of rolls.—Bisakh—Maghar 1890 ; folios 142.
ZAMBtJRAKKHANA.

(1) derah 'Abdul Rahim.
Eaiz Bakhsh.
55
(2
Jai Singh.
55
(3)
Mahmud Shah.
55
(4)
Shams-ud Din
53
(5)
Sjair <Ali Khan.
55
(6)
rolls.—Bisakh Maghar 1890 ; folios 48.
Date
Bundle No. Aa 13.—Total folios 3,360; size 7f"x5*": written
in shikasta.
Official-in-charge. - Bakhshi Bhagat Earn.
Date of rolls.—Phagan 189 D-Mangh 1891 (March 1834
February 1835 A.D.)
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Contents.— The bundle contains pa; rolls of (i) 22 battalions of infantry,
(it) 20 deraks (units) of artillery and (in) beldars, etc. The contents have
been arranged in the following order ; —
(i) Pay rolls of infantry.
(ii) v
>, „ artillery including topJchdna and zamb?2ra]elihdna.
(///) „
„ „ beldars, etc.
lit'marks.— During this year regular army was organised into brigades
each of which consisted of 3 to <k battalions of infantry, one derah (unit) of
artillery, and a cavalry force varying from two to six hundred men. The command of a brigade was given to an oHirer of the rank of General. The
pay rolls of cavalry regiments from Sambat 1891 onwards are missing.
The rolls of infantry and artillery have been arranged in order of the brigades
they formed a part of. In the succeeding pages the sub-heads, i.e., battalions,
etc., will be denoted by the name of the General Commanding* the brigade.

(i) Pay rolls of Infantry.
EAUJ-I-KETAPS.
•

•

(1) paltan hbciss.
(2)
„ Gurkha.
(3)
„ Dewa Singh.
(4)
„ Sham Sota.
(5) topkhana Ilahi Bakhsh. .
Date of rolls.—Phagan 1890—Mangh 1891 (March 1831
February 1835 A.3D.); folios 611.
AVITABILE.

paltan Gujar Singh and Shiv Singh.
Date of rolls.—Phagan 1890—Mangh 1891; folios 145.
AMIR SINGH, MAN.

(1) paltan Zorawar Singh.
(2)
„
Sham Singh.
(3) topkhana Kahan Singh.
Dateoj roils.—Phagan 1890-Mangh 1891 j folios 278.
SARDAR TBJ SINGH.

(1) paltan Balclan Singh.
(2)
„
Ganga Singh.
(3)
„
Samand Singh.
(4)
„
Mehr Singh.
(5) topkhana Ilahi Bakhsh.
Date of rolls.-*-Phagan 1890-Mangh 1S91; folios 597,
* In Sambat 1893 (1830 A.D.) "RanjH- Singh conferred the rank of a General on the
following eight m e n |
(1) Sardar Ram Singh, son of Janrdar Khushal Singh ; (2) Sardar (.injur Singh ; (3) Ventura
Sahib; (4) Sardar Tej Singh; (5) Sardar Ajlt Singh; (6) Court Sahib; (7) Sukh Raj Misar;
4
\S) Miyan Udham Singh—* Vmdat"uhtaxoHnWi by Lala Sofian Ldl, \vige 350, part III.
f
\

3?

u
DHAUNKAL SINGH.

(1) paltan Dhaunkal Singh.
(2)
„ Pateh SinghDate of rolls.—Phagan 1890-Mangh 1891; folios 278.
MISAR SUKH B X J .

(1) paltan Bahadur Singh.
(2)
„
Cortlandt.
. (3)
„
John Holmes.
(4) topkhana Sayyicl Jrnam Shah.
(5)
„
.Tohn Holmes.
Date of rolls.—Phagan 1890—Mangh 1891 ; folios 522.
COURT.

(1) paltan Buddh Singh.
(2) „ Barsahai Singh.
(3) topkhana Jodh Singh.
Date of rolls.— Phagan 1890-Mangb 1891 ; folios 282.
Grui-AB SINGH.(1) paifan Gulab Singh
(2)
„
Kahan Singh.
(3) topkhana 13hag Singh.
Date of rolls.—Phagan 1890-Mangh 1891; folios 270.
NA J fB
Pay rolls of two Najib battalions, commanded by Prein
Singh and Amir Khan, respectively, are missing.
(ii) Pay rolls of Artillery.
TOPKHANA JINST.

(1) (lerah llahi Bakhsh {see under Fauj-i-khdss).
(2) y Amir Chand.
(8)
„ Sayyicl Imam Shah (see under Misar Sukh
Raj).
(4)
,, Sultan Mahmud Khan.
Date of rolls.-—Phagan 1890—Mangh 1891; folios 123.
TOPKHANA AS PI.

(1) fferah llahi Bakhsh (see under Tej Singh).
(2) „ . Bhag Singh ( „ under Gulab Singh).
(3)
„ Jodh Singh ( „ under Court).
(4)
„ Diwan Singh.
(5)
„ Shiv Parshad.
(6)
,, Kahan Singh (see under Amir Singh).
(7)
„ Kalu Khan.*
*derah No. 7 was raised by detaching 3 gnus from different uuita
f
V

3*0

(8) derail Mewa Singh,
(9)
„ Mazhar <Ali Beg,
(10) top Guru hi.
(11) „ John Holmes (see under Misar Sukh Raj).
Date of ro^s.—Phagan 1890 Mangh 1891 ; folios 184.
ZAMBtJRAKKHXNA.

(1) derah 'Abdul Rahim.
(2)
„ Jai Singh.
(3)
„ Muhammad Shah.
(4) •„ Shams-ud-Din.
(5)
„ Paiz Bakhsh.
Date of rolls.—Pah 1890—Mangh 1891 ; folios 35.

(iii) Pay rolls of Beldars, &c
*

Under the above head have been arranged pay rolls of the
beldars, etc., attached to the army; folios 5.
NOTE,—Papers are not complete.

Bundle No. Aa 1 4 . - Total folios 3,218 ; size 7|*X 5" ; written
in shiJcasta.
%
Offieial'in'Ch(n ge.— ^v^shi Bhagat Earn.
Dofe of roZZs.—Phagan 1891—Chet 1893 (March 1835
April 1836 A.D.).
Contents.—The bundle contains pay rolls of (i) 26 battalions and few
miscellaneous companies of infantry and (it) 14 derahs (units) of artillery.
The papers in the bundle have been arranged in the following order :
(i) Pay rolls of infantry.
(*0 n '» » artillery.
Remarks.—During this year infantry branch of the army was strengthened by an addition of 3 battalions. The pay rolls of zanihurakhhana (swivel
batteries) are missing.

(i) Pay rolls of Infantry.
PAUJ-I-KHASP.

(1) paltan Ichass.
(2) „'
Gurkha.
'
(3) „
Dewa Singh.
(4) „
Sham Sota.
(5) topkhafia Ilahi Bakhsh.
Date of rolls.—Phagan 1891 Ohet 1893 (March 1835
April 1836 AD.) ; folios 545.
AVTTABILE.

paltan Shiv Singh.
>f rolls.—Phagan 1891- Chet 1893 ; folios
/
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£

\.MIE SINGH, M A N .

1

(1) paltan Zorawar Singh.
(2)
„* She* Singh.
(3) „
Sham Singh.
(4) topkhana Kaban Singh.
Date of rolls.—Phagan 1891—Chet 1893 ; folios 236,
•

T E J SINGH.

(1) paltan Baldan Singh.
(2)
„
Ganga Singh.

(3)

„

Mehr Singh.

(4)
„
Samand Singh.
(5) topkhana Ilahi Bakhsh,
Date of rolls.—Phagan 1891—Chet 1893 ; folios 413.
COLONEL DHAUNKAL SINGH.

(1) paltan Dhaunkal Singli.
(2)
,] Pateh Singh.
Date oj rolls.—Phagan 1891— Chet 1893 ; folios 208.
MISAE STJKH RAJ.

2

(1) paltan Bahadur Singli.
(2) „
John Holmes.
(3)
,,
Jiwand Singh.
(4i) „
Ratan Singh.
(5) topkhana John Holmes.
(6)
„
Sayyid Imam Shah.
Date oj rolls.—Bisakh 1892—Chet1893 ; folios 613,
COURT.

(1) paltan Harsahai Singh.
(2)
,;
Buddh Singh.
(3) topkhana Jodh Singh.
Date of rolls.—Phagan 1891— Chet 1893 ; folios 251.
GULAB SINGH.

(1) paltan Gulab Singh.
(2)
„
Kahan Singh.
1

/

Battalion No. (2) was raised in the month of San wan 1891 (August 1834 A.D.).
No. (4) — Rolls only for the month of Phagan 1891—San wan 1S92 (March
• August 1835 A.D.) have been traced.
2
Battalion No. (3) was raised in Poh 1891 (January 1835), and was 1hen kiiown by ihe
name of paltan Sher Singh and No. (4) in the rolls of the previous years appealed under
the name of paltan Cortlandt.
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(3) paltan Mahan Singh and Jwala Singh.
(4) toplchdna Bhag Singh.
Date of rolls.—Phagan 1891—Asuj 1892 (March October
1835 A.T)) ; folios 206.
NAOIB.

(1) paltan Anilr Khan.
(2)
Prem Sin^h.
Date o/roB*.—Phagan 1891 -Ohet 1893 ; folios 127.
TANWALA,

pay rolls of one
Und
battalion of infantry known as paltan Dnoan S
or paltan Multanwala. It will subsequently appear under the
name oi paltan Tej Singh.
Date of rolls.—Katik 1892 -Ohet 1893 (November 1835April 1836 A.D.) ; folios 67.
CoMPANY-HA.

Under the above head have been arranged pay rolls of (i) two
companies of infantry attached to the jinsi section of the
artillery branch and (ii) other miscellaneous companies serving
as orderlies and guards; folios 28.

(ii) Pay rolls of Artillery.
TOPKHANA JINSI.

(1) derah Ilahi Bakhsh (see under Fauj-i'lchasj).
(2) „
Amir Oband.
(3)
„
Imam Shah (see under Misar Sukh Raj).
(4) „
Sultan Mahmud Khan.
Date of rolls.—Phagan 1891- diet 1893 ; folios 222.
TOPKHANA ASPI.

(1) derah Ilahi Bakhsh (see under Tej Singh).
(2)
„
Bhag Singh ( „
„ Gulab Singh).
(3) „
Jodh Singh ( ;, „
Court).
(4)
„
Dlwan Singh.
(5)
„
Shiv Parshad.
(6)
„
Kahan Singh (see under Amir Singh).
(7)
„
Kalu Khan.
(8)
„ Mewa Singh.
, (9) „
Mazhar 'Ali Beg.
(10) top Guru hi.
Date of rolls.—-Phagan 1891 - d i e t 1893; folios 157.
Z AMBtJR AKKH ANA.

Rolls of zamburaWchana (swivel batteries) have not been
traced ; the few papers that were found have been arranged
the above head; folios 21
/

88
Bundle No. Aa 15 (i).—Total folios 2,498 ; size 7 | " x 5 * ;
written in sliikasta.
Official-in-charge.—Bakhshi Bhagat Ram.
Date o/roKs.—Bisakh—Mangh 1893 (May 1886—February
1887 A.D.).
Contents.—The bundle contains pay rolls of ii) 26 battalions and few
miscellaneous companies of infantry, [ii) 18 derails (units) of artillery.
Papers have been arranged in the following order :—
(i) Pay rolls of infantry.
(it) ?,
5, h artillery covering tof Oh a* a and zzmburaktihdna.
Remarks.—During
the year under consideration the infantry branch
was strengthened by an addition of 2 battalions.

(i) Pay rolls of Infantry.
FATTJ-I-KHASP.
*

(1) paltan Ichdss.
(2)
,',
Gurkha.
(3)
„
Dewa Singh.
(4)
„
Sham Sota.
(5) topkhana Ilahi Bakhsh.
Date of rolls.—Bisakh—Mangh
1837 A D.); folios 370.

1893 (May 1886—Febru ary

AVITABILE.
1

paltan Bhup Singh.
Date of rolls .—Bisakh—Mangli 1893 ; folios 86.
COLONEL AMIR SINGH, MAN.

(1) paltan Zorawar Singh.
(2)
„
Sham Singh.
(3)
„
Sher Singh.
(4) topkhana Kalian Singh.
Date of rolls.—Bisakh - Mangh 1893 ;folios 289..
GENERAL SARDAR TE.I SINGH.

(1) paltan Baldan Singh.
(2)
„
Ganga Singh.
2
(3)
„
Mahtab Singh
(4)
„
Mehr Singh.
(5) topkhana Ilahi Ba]dish.
Date of rolls.—Bisakh—Mangh

1893 ; folios 393.

GENERAL MISAR STJKH BA.T.

(1) paltan Bahadur Singh.
(2)
„ John Holmes.
In
the
rolls
of
the
previous
year
appeared
as
paltan
Shiv
Singh.
3
Xn the rolls of the previous years it appeared as palfan Samand Singh,

N

V
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(3) paltan Jiwand Singh.
(4)
„
E-atan Singh.
(5) topkhdna Sayyid Imam Shah.
6
()
»
John Holmes (2 guns only).
Date of rolls.—Bisakh—Maghar 1893; folios 344.
GENERAL COURT.
1

(1) yaltan Baja Singh.
(2) ' „
Buddh Singh.
(3) topkhdna Jodh Singh.
Date of rolls.—Bisakh—Mangh 1893 ; folios 246
GENERAL GUJAR SINGH.

(1) paltan Colonel Dhaunkal Singh.
(2)
„
Patch Singh.
Date of rolls.—Bisakh— Maghar 1893 ; folios 132.
COLONEL GULAB SINGH.

(1) paltan Gulab Singh and Mehr Singh.
(2)
„
Kahan Singh.
(3)
,,
Jawala Singh.
(•1) topldkdna Bhag Singh.
Date o/rofts.—Bisakh -Mangh 1893 ; folios 265.
^

GULAB SINGH MINHALIYA.

The battalion placed under Gulab Singh Avas raised in the
month of Asixj 1893 (October 1837 A.D.) and for several months
was known as paltan nan or (new).
paltan Gulab Singh.
Date of ro^s.—Katik—Mangh 1893 (November 1836February 1837 A.D.) ; folios 56.
TEJ SINGH.
2

paltan Tej Singh.
Date of rolls.—Bisakh—Sanwan 1893 (May 1886—August
1836); folios 24
KAJIB.

Pay rolls of jSTajib battalion are missing.
COMPANY-HA.

Under the above head have been arranged pay rolls of
miscellaneous companies of cavalry and infantry serving as
orderlies and guards, etc ; folios 31.
* paltan Baja Singh formerly appeared as paltan Iiarsahai Singh.
5
paltan Teja Singh formerly appeared aa that of Dlwan Sanwan MalwSla,
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(ii) Pay rolls of Artillery.
TOPKHANA JlNSI.

(1) derah Ilahi Bakhsh (see under FaujA-khass).
(2)
„ Amir Chand.
(3)
„ Imam Shah (see under Misar Sukh llaj).
(4)
„ Sultan Mahmucl Khan.
Date of rolls.—Bisakh—Mangh 1893 ; folios 117.
* TOP KHAN A As PI.

(1) derah Ilahi Bakhsh (see under Tej Singh).
(2) ' „ Bagh Singh (
„
Ghilab Singh).
(3)
„
Jodh Singh (
„
Court).
(4t)
„
Diwan Singh.
(5)
„
Shiv Parshad.
(6) . „ Kahan Singh (see under Amir Singh).
(7)
„ Kalu Khan.
(8)
„ Mewa Singh.
(9)
„ Mazhar 'All Beg.
(10) top Guru hi.
(11)
„
John Holmes (see under Misar Sukh Haj).
Date of rolls.—Bisakh-Mangh 1893 ; folios 156.
ZAMBtJRAKKHANA.
\

(1) derah 'Abdul Bahlm.
(2) ,, Muhammad Shah.
c
(3) „ Khair Ali Khan.
Date oj rolls.—Bisakh—Mangh 1893 ; folios 22

Bundle No. Aa 15 (ii).—Total folios 768 ; size W X 5";
written in shikasta.
Offieial-in-charge.—Bakhshi Bhagat Earn.
Date of rolls.—Poh 1893—Jeth 1894 (January—June 1837
A.D.)
Contents, —-The bundle contains pay rolls of (*) 10 battalions of infantry
and (ii) 3 derahi (units) of: artillery. Papers in the bundle have been arranged
in the following order |
(i) Pay rolls of infantry.
x
{ii) v
„ „ artillery.
•
Remarks.—The pay rolls contained in the bundle relate to a division^ of
regular army stationed in Peshawar. The normal strength of this division,
as will be noticed Prom the succeeding pages, consisted of 7 to 10 battalions of
infantry and 15 to 20 pieces of artillery of the regular anny, together with
some irregular horse whose number cannot be exactly estimated. The annual
cost of maintenance of this division amounting to eight lacs of rupees
per annum was almost equal to the revenues of the province.
\

\
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(i) Pay rolls of Infantry.
JAM'DAR

KhusHHAL S I N G H .
1

(1) paltan Sada Singh, Colonel.
(2)
,;
Tej Singh.
(3) topkhdna Dlwan Singh.
Date of rolls (roughly).—Poh 1893—Jeth 1894 (January
June 1837 A.D.); folios 124
GENERAL M I S AH SUKH R A J .

(1) paltan Bahadur Singh.
(2)
„
John Holmes.
, (3)
„
Jiwand Singh.
(4)
„
Ratan Singh.
Date of rolls.—Toh 1893—Jeth 1894 ; folios 247.
GENERAL GTJJAR SINGH.

(1) paltan Dhaunkal Singh.
(2)
„' Eateh Singh.
Date of rolls.—-Poh 1893—Jeth 1894 ; folios 130.
NAJIB.

(1) paltan Amir Khan.
(2)
„
Prem Singh.
Date of rolls.—Poh 1893—Jeth 1894 ; folios 127.
P ay rolls of Artillery.
(1) derah Ilahi Bakhsh.
(2)
„
Bakhtawar Khan (detached from
derahs).
(3)
,,
Muhammad Shah.
(4)
„
Paiz Bakhsh.
' 5)
„
'Abdul Rahim.
Date of rolls.—-Poh 1893—Jeth 1894 ; folios 140.
/

several

Bundle No. Aa 16.—Total folios 3,065- size 7 i f x o"; written
in shikasta.^
.
Official-in-charae—Bakhshi Bhagat Ram.
Date of rolls.—Phagan 1893—Mangh 1894 (March 1837
February 1838 A.D.).
Contents.—This bundle contains pay rolls of (i) 27 battalions and few
miscellaneous companies of infantry and ii) 18 derah (units) of artillery.
The papers in the bundle have been arranged as follows ;
(%) Pay rolls of infantry.
(ii) v
„ „ artillery covering topldbdua and zamburafrUkdna.
1

paltan Sada Singh was also known as paltan
ihiB battalion was formerly maintained by Gaidar
granted to him and after his death—in May 1837 in
confiscation of those jdgirs—was transferred to the

Sardar Harisinghwala. It appears that
Haii Singh Nalwa from the service jjgir
the battle of Ja-nrud as the result of the
(
Campu*i-Mu alla.
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Pay rolls of Infantry.
PATJJ-I-KHASS.
•

t

(1) paltan kkass.
Gurkha.
>?
Dewa Singh.
(3)
J5
Sham Sota.
(4)
(5) topkhdna Ilahi Bakhsh.
Date of rolls.—Phagan 1893—Chet 1894 (March—April
1837 A.D.); folios 242 (see also Bundle Aa 17 (&)).
?)

GENERAL AVITABILE.

paltan Bhup Sin
Kuniahwala
5)
(2)
Har
1894
Date of
8
1838 A.D.) : folios

1837—February

COLONEL AMIR SINGH.
a

an

(1) 2^ lf Zorawar Singh.
Sham Singh.
(2)
Sher Singh.
55
(3)
(4) topkhdna Kahan Singh.
Date of rolls.—Phagan 1893 - M a n g h 1894 (March 1S37-February 1838 A.D.); folios 352.
> >

GENERAL SARDAR T E J SINGH.
•I

(1) paltan Baldan Singh.
Ganga Singh.
55
(2)
Mehr Singh.
5>
(3)
Mahtab Singli.
55
(4)
(5) toplchdna Ilahi Bakhsh.
Date of rolls.—Phagan 1893 Mangh 1894 ; folios 508.
GENERAL KAM SINGH.

(1) paltan Tej Singh.
Sada Singh.
g
55
(2)
Gulab Singh, Minhaliya.
55
(3)
(4) toplchdna Diwan Singh,
Date of rolls.—Har— Mangh 1894 ; folios 284.
GENERAL MISAB, SUKH R A J .

(1) paltan Bahadur Singh.
John Holmes.
(2)
Jiwand Singh.
55
(3)
(4)
Ratan Singh.
55
(5) toplchdna Imam Shah.
John Holmes.
55
(6)
Daie of rolls.—Har—Mangh 1894 j folios 249

V

r
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-;

GENEUAL COUIIT.

(1) paltan Baj Singh.
(2) ,'y Buddh Singh.
(3) topkhdna Jodh Singh.
Date of rolls.—Phagan 1893—Chet 1894 ; folios 46.
COLONEL GULAB SINGH.

(1) paltan Gulab Singh.
(2)
,', Kahan Singh.
*
(3)
„
Jawala Singh.
(4) toplchdna Bhag Singh.
Date oj rolls.—Phagan ±893—Mangh 1894 ; folios 292.
'

NAJIB.

(1) paltan Amir Sban.
(2)
„
Prom Singh.
Date oj rolls.—Har—Mangh 1894; folios 136.
GOMPANY-HA.

Under the above head have been arranged pay rolls- of
miscellaneous companies serving as orderlies, guards, etc. ; folios
42.

(ii) Pay rolls of Artillery.
TOPKHANA JINSI.

(1) derah Ilahi Bakhsh (see under Fauj-i-Khdss).
(2) .' „
Amir Chand.
(6) „
Imam Shah.
(4)
„
Bakhtawar Khan.
1
(5)
„
Muhammad Bakhsh.
Date of rolls -Phagan 1893—Mangh 1894 ; folios 98.
TOP KHAN A A S P I .
*

(1) derah Ilahi Bakhsh (see under Tej Singh).
(2) ' „
Bhag Singh (
„
Gulab Singh).
(3)
„
Jodh Singh (
„
Court).
(4i) „ Diwan Singh.
(5)
„
Shiv Parshad.
(6)
„
Kahan Singh (see under Amir Singh).
(7)
„
Kalu KJian.
(8)
„
Mewa Singh.
(9)
„
Mazhar 'Ali Beg.
(10) top Guru Id.
Date of rolls.—Phagan 1893 — xMangh 1894 ; folios 148.
+

topkhdna Sultan Mahinudwala was split up into two sections, namely, derah Bakjitawar Khan
nd tier ah Muhammad Bakhsh.
l
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ZAMBtf 1{ A KKH ANA.

(1) ^em/^ 'Abdul Eahim.
(2)
„
Faiz Bakhsh.
(3)
„
Jai Singh.
Date of rolls.—Phagan 1893 Mangh 1894 ; folios 40.
Bundle No. Aa 17 (i)—Total folios 3,138; size 7i"x5" r j
written in shikasta.
OffiGial'iii'Charge.^Bskhshi Bhagat Ram.
Date of rolls—Phagan 1894—Mangh 1895 (March 1838
February 1839 AJD ).
Contents.—The bundle contains pay rolls of (i) 24 battalions of infantry
and (ii) i'9 tferahs of artillery. The arrangement of papers in the bundle is
:
as follows , ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
(i) Pay rolls of infantry.
(ii)
„
„ „ artillery covering topJchdna and zamburakMtdna,
N O T E . — I n connection with this year see also Bundle No. Aa 17 (ii).

Remarks.—The rolls arranged in this bundle will show that within last 10
years, cousiderable improvements were made in the organisation of the army.
The practice of forming bigger units or brig;ides consisting of proportionate strength of the three arms—infantry, cavalry and artillery—was
introduced in Sambat 1891, and the rank of the officer commanding such a
unit was raised from that of a commandant to that of a colonel or general.
The size and expenditure of the army as well shows a considerable rise.
Including battalions stationed at Peshawar and sent on other detached duties,
the total regular troops at the close of Sambat 1895 (18:39 A. D , i <?., a little
before the Maharaja's death) were 8.1 battalions of infantry, 7 regiments
of cavalry, 19 $eralis (units) of artillery, the distribution among the three arms
Rs0
Es.
Infantrv ... 26,617 men, salary 2,27,660 per month, average 7 7 per head.
Cavalry ... 4,090 „
„
90,375 „ . „
„
22 „
„ •
Artillery ... 4,535 „
„
32,906 „
„
„
7-2 „
„
The -figures given above, when compared with those given on page 8, will
show that the strength of regular army frad grown fourfold in the last twenty
years of Hanjit Singh's rule. The small beginning which he made with a
handful of Purbiyas, about thirty years back, had now swelled into a big
army of 38,000, well-disciplined men, trained and drilled under his able
European officers Ventura, Allard, Court, Avitabile and others.

Pay rolls of Infantry*
COLONEL AMIR SINGH, MAN.

1

(1) paltan Zorawar Singh „
(2)
1

„

Sham Singh

875 men, salary Es. 7;
per month.
... 897 men, salary Es. 7
per month.

For rolls of battalions Nos. (1) and (3) for the months of Poh—-Mangh see under Captain

Wade.
The brigade will subsequently appear under the name of Buddh Singh, Man.
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(3) paltan Sher Singh

...

887 men, salary Es. 6,709
per month.
(4) toplchdna Kahan Singh ... 116 men, salary Es. 730
(6 guns).
per month. "
IMfe of rolls. - P h a g a n 189-1 Mangh 1895 (March 1 8 3 8 February 1839 A.D ) ; folios 299.
GENERAL AVI T A B I L E .

(1) paltan Bhxip Singh

. 1,151 men, salary Es. 8,514
per month.
(2)
„
Captain Ford
. 820 men, salary Es. 6,092
per month.
(3)
„
De La Font
I 565 men, salary Es. 4,150
per month.
. (4) top/rhdna ' Ford
Sahib
12 men, salary Es. 92
(2 guns).
. . . per month.
T V ro!h of Bnfip Singh's hattalion commence from the month of Bhaio'i onlv. Battalion
No. (2 was raised at the end of Sambit 1894
•
In the rolls of the previous yoars battalion No. (3) appeared under the designation of paltan
K:•n jahwali or Lehna
Singhwaii,

Hate of rolls. Phagan 1894-Mangh 1895 ; folios 251.
GENERAL SARDAE T E J SINGH.

(1) paltan Apar Singh

...

(2)

„

Baldan Singh

...

(3)

„

Mehr Singh

...

Mahtab Singh

...

(4) . „

(5) top/rhdna Shaikh Ilahi
Bakhsh (15 guns .

881 men, salary
per month.
666 men, salary
per month.
884 men, salary
per month.
891 men, salary
per month.
390 men, salary
per month.

Es. 7,460
Es. 7,745
Es. 7,444
Es. 7,765
Es. 2,932

NOTE.—In the rolls of the previous years hattalion No (1) appear* d under the name of paltan

Ganga Singh.
Including one regiment of cavalry (whose rolls are not forthcoming) the total strength of
the brigade was 4,60b men, whose monthly salary amounted to Us. 47,555.

Bate of roWs.—Phagan 1894-Mangh 1895 ; folios 459.
COLONEL DHATJNKAL SINGH.

(1) paltan Dhaunkal Singh ,.
(2)

,,

Fateh Singh

...

929 men, salary Es. 8,366
per month.
886 men, salary Es. 8,004
per month.

companies belonging to battalion No. il) were placed at the disposal of Captain
Wade (see also rolls of the division under Captain Wade).
NOTE.— TWO

Date of rolls.—Phagan 1894—Mangh 1895 (March 1838
February 1839 A. D.); folios 256.
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GENERAL RAM SINGH.

(1) paltan

Gulab Singh,
S97 men, salary Rs.
Minhaliya.
per month.
.2)
„
Sada Singh
... 894 men, salary Rs.
per month.
(3)
„
Tej Singh
... 841 men, salary lis
per month.
(4) topkhana Dlwan Singh ,, 297 men, salary Rs.
(9 guns)
per month.

7,045
6,412
6,603
2,093

NOTE.—Including one legimeut of cavalry (whose rolls are not forthcoming), the strength of

the brigade stood at 3,370 men whose monthly salary amounted to Rs. 38,700.

Date oj rolls.—Phagan

1894—Mangh 1895 ; folios 364.

GENEEAL MISAR SUKH R A J .

(1) paltan Bahadur Singh ... 950 men, salary Rs. 7,751
per month.
(2)
„
Ratan Singh
... 929 men, salary Rs. 7,724
per month.
(3)
„
John Holmes ... 885 men, salary Rs. 8,692
per month.
(4)
„
Jiwand Singli ... 981 men, salary Rs. 8,024
per month.
(5) toplchdna Sayyid Imam . 398 men, salary Rs. 2,842
Shah, together with
j>er month,
two guns attached to
*
John Holmes' infantry battalion
(22
guns)
•
Date oj rolls.—Phagan

1894—Mangh 1895; folios 490.

COLONEL GULAB SINGH.

(1) paltan

Partab Singh .. 925 men, salary
per month.
(2)
„
Jawala Singli ... 928 men, salary
per month.
(3)
„
Kahan Singh ... 884 men, salary
per
topkhana Bhag Singh... 169 men, salary
(6 guns).
per .month.

Rs. 8
Rs. 7
Rs. 7
Rs. 1,177

NoaE.—In the rolls of the previous years battalion No. (1) appealed under the designation
of paltan Gulab Singh and Mobr Singh. Including oue regiment of cavalry (whose rolls are not
forthcoming) the strength of the brigade stood at 3,328 m n, with a salary of Us. 3*3,993 por month

Date of rolls,—Phagan

1894—Mangh 1895 ; folios 340.
rs 11
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NAjfB

l

(1) paltan

Prem Singh ... 611 men, salary Es 4,274
per month.
(2)
„
Amir Khan .., 625 men, salary Es. 4,362
m
(3) topkhana Amir Khan ... 32^ men, salary Es. 22 per
(2 guns)
month.
ite of rolls.—Phagan 1894 -Asuj 1895 (March-October
7

Pay rolls of Artil
TOPKHANA JINSI.

(1) derail Ilahi Bakhsh (23 .. 393 men, salary Es. 3,160
guns)
per month.
(2)
„ Amir Chanel (lid- ... (see bundle No A a 18 (ii).
ziran only).
(3)
,, Bakhtawar Khan... 256 men, salary Es. 1,730
(13 guns).
per month.
(4)
„ Muhammad
... 246 men, salary Es. 1,891
Bakhsh 12 guns).
per month
Date of rolls.—Phagan "1894 - Mangh 1895 ; folios 170

\

(1) derail Ilahi Bakhsh .see under Tej Singh).
(2)
„ Bhag Singh { „
„
Gulab Singh).
(3)
,, Jodh Singh ( „
„
Court).
(4)
„ Diwan Singh ( „
„
Earn Singh).
(5)
,, Sbiv Parshad ... 232 men salary Es. 1,706
(8 guns).
per month.
(6)
„ Kahan Singh (see under Amir Singh).
(7)
„ Kalu Khan (not traceable).
(8)
„ Mewa Singh ... 248 men, salary Es. 1,815 per
;8 guns).
month.
(9) \ , Mazhar AliBeg... 234 men, salary Es. ;;830
'8 guns).
per month.
(10) top Guru hi (one gun) ... 14 men, salary Es. 102 per
month.
(11) „ John Holmes 'see under Misar Sukh Eai).
Date of rolls.—Katik 1895—Mangh 1895 ; folios 123.
ZAMBU"RAKKHANA.

(1) derah Muhammad Shah... 126 men, salary Es. 990
(5 guns).
per month
(2)
„ 'Abdul Eahman... 132 men salary Es. 673
(7 guns).
per month.
x
(3)
,, Paiz Bakhsh ... £9 men, salary Es. 256
'4 guns).
per month.
Date of rolls.—Phagan 1894—Mangh 1895 ; folios 56.
'In the! month of Katik the Najib battalions wore placed under Captain Wade to forma
part of the " Army of the Indus " {see rolls of the division under Captain Wade),
* '

%
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CAPTAIN W A D E .

Under the above head have been arranged pay rolls of the
Sikh contingent placed at the disjDOsal of Captain Wade in Katik
1895 (November. 1838 AD.) to join the " Army of the Indus,"
which was despatched to reinstate Shah Shujah on the throne
of Kabul.
1
Strength.- 2,723 men, salary Ks. 19,800 per month.
Date of rolls.—Katik- Mangh 1895 : folios 173.
Bundle No. Aa 17 (ii).—Total folios 1,583; size 7V'x5"
written in shikasto.
Bhagat E
Offi
rfrolls.—Bisakh
1894 .Mangh 1895 (May 1837
February 1839 A.D,
Contents.— The bundle contains pay rolls of (i) 7 battalions of infantry
and Hi) 5 derails (units) of artillery. The papers in the bundle have been
arranged as follows : *
(i) Pay rolls of infantry.
(H) „
„ s „ artillery.
Remarks*— The pay rolls contained in this bundle relate to the division of
the regular army stationed in Hazara and Peshawar.

Pay rolls of Infantry.
FAUJ-1-Kfli.RS.
•

*

(1)' fdltan Ichass
(2)
(•3)
(4)
(5)

... 1.030 men, salary Es. 8,952
per month.
„
Dewa Singh
... 944 men, salary Es. 7,935
per month.
„
Sham Sota
... 9G9 men, salary Es. 8,447
per month
„
Gurkha
... 869 men, salary Es. 7,835
per month.
iopkhana Ilahi Bakhsh (see Bundle Aa 18(i)).

NOTE.—Including 2 regiments of cavalry whose pay rolls are not forthcoming, the strength

of the "brigade stood at 5,447 men, whosi salary amounted to Rs. 37,978 per month.

Date of rolls.—Bisakh 1894-Mangli 1895 ; folios 741.
GENERAL COURT.

(1) paltan Baj
(2)

„

Singh

Buddh Singh

... 907 men, salary Es. 7,851
per month.
,.. 9C6 men, salary Es. 7,841
per month.

*A writer contributing to the Calcutta Bevietos 1844, page 153, estiina'es the strength of
this contingent at 3,270 men. The disciepancy in the figures given above and those in the journal
is not easy to explain until the source of information of the writer is known. It n a y possibly
be due to some of the irregular cavalry which the writer perhaps included in the £gures
given by him.
9

f
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(3) paltan Diwan Singh

1

.,.910 men, salary Us. 6,615
per month,
(4) iopkkana Jodh Singh (see under (t£) Artillery).
Date of rolls.—Bisakh 1894- Mangh 1895; folios 546.

(ii) Pay rolls of Artillery.
(1) derah Amir Chand
... 238 men, salary lis. 1,600
(30 guns).
per month.
(2)
„ Ilahi Bakhsh {hazirau only).
(3)
„ Jodh Singh (7 guns)... 265 men, salary lis. 3,893
per month.
f
4i) „ KaluKhan (10 guns)...297 men, salary Its. 2,016
per month.
(5)
„ Khair
'Ali Khan... 81 men, salary Es. 628
(7 guns).
per month.
NOTB.—No. (3) will subsequently appear as derah Fazl-MAli and No. (4) as derah Fateb

Kjian and Lahaura Singh.

Bate of rolls.—Bisakh 1891—Mangh 1895 ; folios 296,
Bundle No. Aa 18.—Total folios 1,426; size 7 2
mixed shikasta.
Official-in-charge.—Bakhshi Bhagat Earn.
Date of rolls.—Poh 1896—Asuj 1898 (January 1840—October 1841 AJD.)>
Contents.—The bundle contains pay rolls of (i) 8 battalions of infantry,
(ii) 2 derails (units) of artillery, \iii) few companies of beldars, and (iv) the
details of miscellaneous accounts covering jawi* fahareh, iaqsim and fam*
kharch amdnat. The papers in the bundle have been arranged in the following order:—
(i) Pay rolls of infantry.
(it) f9
,) „ artillery.
(***) h
>j » belddrs, etc.
(iv) Miscellaneous accounts.
Remarks, -The pay rolls of the army for the year Sambat 1896
have not been traced in the papers of the khdisa darbdr record. But a
careful examination of bundles No. Aa 18 (i)} Aa 19, Aa 20 (t) and Aa 20 (ii)
will show that a substantial addition in the infantry and artillery branches of
army was made during the year. The former was strengthened by the
creation of five new battalions and the latter was increased by two fie'rah*
(units) of horse guns.
The rolls contained in this bundle relate to the division stationed in
Peshawar.
l

This• battaliou formerly belonged to Sarda* Hari Singh N"al\v,i, bat On the death
of this celebrated General iu tho battle of JamnTL i-5 was transferred to the direct service of the
State.
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(i) Pay rolls of Infantry.
GrENERAL

(1)
(2)
(3)

AviTABILE.

paltan Bhup Singh.
„~" Captain Eord.
„" De La Font.

NOTE.—Of'battalion No. (2) the rolls fcr

tlic months of Bisakh—Asuj 1898 bear only a
part of the strength. (See also rolls for Poh 1896—Sanwan 1897—paltan Ford in bundle No. Aa
20 (»»)).

Date of rolls.—The dates covered by rolls of these units
are :—Poh 1896-Chet 1898 (January 1840—April 1841 A.D.);
Poh 1896—Asuj 1898 (January 1840—October 1811 A.D.); Poh
1896—Sanwan 1697 (January 1840—August 1840 A.D.), respectively ; folios 196.
CAPTAIN STEINBAOH.

- paltan Steinba/ch.
Date oj rolls.—Poh 1896— d i e t 1898 ; folios 100.
MUSALMIN.

1

(1) paltan Sujan Khan.
c
(2)
„ Mir Jang Ali.
Date of rolls.—Voh 1896—Maghar 1898 (January 1840
December 1841 A. D.); folios 401.
NAJIU.
ft

(1)

paltan Eanisahai.

(2)
„ Amir Khan.
Date of rolls.—Poh 1896—Asuj 1898; folios 280.

(ii) Pay rolls of Artillery.
(1) topkhdna Buland Khan.
2
(2)
„
Sayyid Imam Shah.

\

Date of rolls.—Katik 1896—Asuj 1898 (November 1839
October 1841 A.D.) ; folios 104.

(iii) Pay rolls of Beldars, &c.
Under the above head have been arranged pay rolls of the,
belddrs and the hcimcis (bullock-drivers) attached to the troops
quartered in Peshawar ; folios 13.
'The two bnttrtliuas wlioso rolls are arranged under tl c bead Mu?a'min were almost entirely
•>m posed of tbe Muhamniudaus, and as sucb were known by ihc name of /ja<#,j» Musaliuiu.
* If; contains few gunners detached from the artillery derah of the same name.
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(iv) Miscellaneous.
J A M ' KHARCH TAQSIM.

(Jnder the above head have been arranged papers relating
to disbursement of salaries to the troops stationed in Peshawar, together with despatches pertaining to the same subject,
addressed to and from the officers commanding. Several of
these despatches bear the seal and signature of General Avitabile.
Date of rolls.—The account covers a period of two years from
Poh 1896 to Maghar 1898 ; folios 122.
J A M ' KHARCH, AMANAT, KASRAT.

Under the above head have been arranged papers containing miscellaneous items of account such as deductions made on
account of some breach of discipline, etc., from the amdnat or paydeposits of soldiers ; folios 210.
Bundle No. Aa 19 (i). Total folios 647 ; size 7VX 5" ; written .
in shikasta.
Official-in-charge.--Bakhshi Bhagat Bam.
Date of rolls.—K&tik 1 8 9 7 - Mangh 1897 (November 1 8 4 0 February 1841 A.D.).
Contents.—The bundle contains pay rolls of (i) 26 battalions of infantry,
(ii) 22 derahs (units) of artillery and (m) miscellaneous accounts covering
amdnat and kasrdt items. Papers in the bundle have been arranged in the
following order •—
(i) Pay rolls of infantry.
(ii
„
,,
artillery covering topjchdna and
zamhurakkh'dna.
(Hi) Miscellaneous.
Remarks.—In addition to the consolidated salaries of 4 months from
November 1840 to February 1841, the pay rolls arranged in the bundle
detail the disbursement of one month's pay distributed as in'dm to a part
of the army which was present in Lahore in January 1841, and had
supported Sher Singh in his attempt to secure for himself the throne of
Ranjit Singh.
On the 15th of Katik 1897 ^5th November 1840 A.D.) when
Maharaja Kharak Singh and his son, Prince Nau Nihal, breathed their last—
one dying a natural death and the other killed by accident or design—two
claimants appeared for the vacant throne. The first was Rani Chand Kaur,
widow of Maharaja Kharak Singh ; the second; Prince Sher Singh, a reputed
son of Maharaja Ranjit Singh, a brave soldier who possessed some influence
with the army, ('hand Kaur claimed the vacant throne for the expected son
of Nau Nihal Singh (his wife being pregnant at the time of his death), her
laims being supported by the Sindhanwalias and a few other powerful Chiefs.
Sher ^ingh was favoured by the Dogra party, at the head of which was Raja
Dhian Singh and his brothers. Rajas Gulab Singh and Suchet Singh, with
Misar (afterwards Raja) Lai Singh and others. For the time being, an
\
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amicable settlement was arrived at, and it was agreed by botb parties that
"Rani Chand Kaur should exercise supreme power as regent till the widow
of Nan Kihal Singh was delivered of a son. In reality Dhian Singh was
not pleased with this change of affairs, since he wanted Sher Singh to
be Maharaja.
He accordingly advised him to retire to his estates in
Batala, himself repaired to Jarnmu, on the score of ill-health.
But
during his absence he left his agents in Lahore and kept himself in communication with the officers of the army, and in a month's time succeeded in
c
winning over many of them to bis side on promises of in am$ and increased
pay. Assurances of allegiance and support being given by the troops present
in Lahore, Sher Singh made Ins appearance before the walls of the city and
laid siege to the fort. The history of the siege of Lahore is too well, known
to be repeated here. For five days the garrison held out bravely against the
whole Sikh army which lost in the assault a great number of men. On the
sixth, the wily Dhian Singh reached Lahore and opened negotiations of peace
with his brother, Gulab Singh, who-had allied himself with the Queen. On
the seventh day the fort was surrendered and Sher Singh was seated on the
tlirone. The Khaha soldiery now demanded the fulfilment of the promises
held out to them, and we find from the rolls that with the disbursement of the
monthly salary, each unit of the army was given one month's pay as in'am.
The rolls further show that a con pie of months after this, their pay was also
permanently raised.

(i) Pay rolls of Infantry.
i
AVITABILE.

GENERAL

(1) paltan Badri Nath.
(2)
„ De La Font,
(3)
„ BMp Singh.
(4)
„ Captain Ford.
(5) toplzhana Euland Khan.
tie of rolls.—The date of pay rolls covered by battalions
) and (2) are : Katik 189? Chet 1898 (November 1840
April 184i A.D.) and Bhadon 1897 Mangh 1897 (Septembei
1840 February 1841 A.D.), respectively ; folios 57
COLONEL BITDDH SINGH

»

2

(1) paltan Sahib Singh.
(2)
„ Sham Singh.
(3)
„ Kehr Singh.
(4) topkhat.a Kalian Singh.
Bate of rolls.—Katik Mangh 1897 (November 840 - Febru
ary 'imi A.D.); folios 62.
--

^Fov rolls «.f units No*. (3), (4) and (5) see Bundle No. Aa 19.
s
In the rolls of previous yeafs~tfiis bfttfalieu amGared under the name of patt^u
ili gh,

Zoiawar

S3
CHANDA SINGH.

The battalion known ns palfan Chanda Singh was formerly
maintained by Raja Dhian Singh, but on the death of the latter
(
it was attached fco the Campu-i~Mu atta.
pal tan Chanda Singh,
Bate of rolls,—Katik Mangh 1897 ; folios 17.
JAM'DAB KHUSHHAL SINGH.
I

•

(1) palfan Baja Singh.
x
(2)
„ Jam'darji
(3)
., Sada Singh.
(4)
„ Gulnb Singh Minhaliya. and 'Atar Singh.
(5) iopkhana 1)1 wan Singh.
Date of rolls.- -Katik Mangh 1897 ; folios 7
COLONEL DHATTNKAL SINGH.

(1) palfan Bhaunkal Sing]).
(2)
„ Pateh Singh.
Date of rolls, -Katik—Mangh 1897 ; folios 41.
GENERAL COURT.

(1) paltan Bal Singh.
(2)
„ Buddh Singh.
(3)
„ Mathra Das {haziran Only).
(4)
„ Harsahai Singh.
(5) toplchdna Fazl-i-'AliXOTE.-—In the rolls of the previous years battalions Xos. (1) aud (4) appeared under the

names of palatan Diwan Singh and Baj Singh, respectively.
For rolls cf battalion No. (3) see Handle No. Aa 19 (//),
No. (5) in the rolls of the previous years appeared as toplihdna Joddh Singh.

Date of rolh.—Katik—Mangh

1897; folios 74.

GENERAL GULAB SINGH.

2

(J) paltan Partab Singh.
(2)
„ Jawala Singh.
(3)
„ Kahan Singh.
(4) topkhdna Bhag Singh.
Date of rolls.—Katik Mangh 1897 ; folios 65.
GENERAL MAHTAB SINGH.

(1) pa Ita n Apar Singh.
(2)
„ Baldan Singh.
(3)
„ Mahtab Singh.
*Tbia battalion was rased hi Sanabat 189/. In the rolls of the subsequent years the brigade
will appear under the name of Sardar Kahan Siu&b.
-Jn the rolls of subsequent years the brigade frill Appear uudsr the name ei Partab Sfhgh,
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1

(4) paltan Mehr Singh (hazirdn only).
(5) tophhana Ilahi Baklish.
Date of rolls.—Katik Mangh 1897 ; folios 72.
GURKHA KTJLDIP SINGH.

paltan Gurkha Kuldip Singh.
Date of rolls.—Katik 1897- Chet 1898 (November 1840
April 1841 A.D.) ; folios 29.
TTAZTRAN.

Under the above head have been arranged pay rolls of
men left in charge of the lines when the respective battalions thev belonged to were moved to Kulu and Mandi hills ;
folios 20.

(ii) Pay rolls of Artillery.
TOPKHANA JlNSI.

(1) derah Amir Chand.
(2)
„
Ilahi Baklish. {see Bundle No. Aa 19 (ii) )."
(3)
,,
Bakhtawar Khan.
(4)
„
Sayyid Imam Shah.
(5)
„
Muhammad Bakhsh.
Date of rolls.—Jvatik^ Mangh 1897 ; folios 77.
TOPKHANA ASPI (UNHB '.

TAWAHIR

MAL).

(1) derah Shiv Parshad.
(2)
„
Mewa Singh.
(3)
„
Mazhar 'Ali Beg.
Date of rolls.—Katik ••-Mangh 1897 ; folios 27.
TOPKHANA ASPI—CONTD.

(1) derah Ilahi Bakhsh (see under Mali tab Singh).
(2)
,, . Buland Khan ( „ „
Avitabile).
(3)
„
Bhag Singh ( „ „
Gulab Singh).
(4)
„
Diwan Singh ( ,, „
Khushhal Singh).
2
(5) 35 Hafiz Bakhsh.
(6)
,,
Kahan Singh (see under Buddh Singh),
(7)
„
Fateh Khan and Lahaura Singh.
(8)
„
Fazl-i-'Ali (see under Court).
(9)
„
John Holmes.
(10)
„ Ford Sahib (see Bundle, 1896 - 98, Peshawar) ;
NOTE.—No. 5 was raised in Sarobax

L8J 7 whereas tfos. (7) and (8) formerly appeared aa

Kaln Khan nnd Jodh Sir.gh, respectively.

Date of rolls.—Katik
6

Mangh 1897; folios 22.

(4) *e**l»o Bundle Aiot Aa Id (ii)
\
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ZAMBARAKKH^NA.

(1) derah 'Abdul Rahlm.
(2)
„
Muhammad Bakksh.
(3)
„
Jai Singh.
(4)
„
J?aiz Bakhsh.
Bate of rolls.—Katik—Mangh 1897 ; folios 3 4>.
(iii) Miscellaneous.
Under the above head have been arranged papers relating to
miscellaneous items of amanat and hasrcit accounts ; folios 45.
Bundle No. Aa 19 (li).-Total folios 735 ; size 7%'x 5" ; written in shikasta.
Offtcial'tn-charge.—Bakhshi Amrik Ilai.
Date of rolls.—Poh 1896—Mangh :l 897 (January 1840
February ] 841 A.D.).
Contents.—The bundle contains pay rolls of (t'l 9 battalions of infantry
and {ii} few troops of artillery formed by detaching gunners from several
derah.
The papers in the bundle have been arranged as follows :
[i) Pay rolls of infantry.
(ii)

„

„

„ artillery.

Remarks.—The papers contained in the bundle cover the pav rolls of a
part of the force despatched under the joint command of General Ventura and
Sardar Ajlt Singh Sindhanwalia to annex the Hill States of Kulu and Maudi.
General Ventura's division included the special brigade (J'atij-i-1chd.si) and
three other battalions of infantry while that of Ajlfc Singh comprised two battalions of infantry and one troop of artillery commanded by Hafiz Bakhsh
together with little irregular cavalry.
The rolls of irregular cavalry which formed a part of this force have uot
been traced in the bundle; a correct estimate., therefore, of the total force
lespatched cannot be made.
(

(*) Pay rolls of Infantry.
#AUJ-I-KHAB8 (UNDEE VENTURA).

(1) paltan Mtass.
2) 55
Gurklia.
(3)
*, . Dewa Singh.
(4)
„
Sham Sota,
(5) topkhdna Ilahi Bakhsli.
(6)(jjiubdr/chanaKhair 'Ali Khan
Dateoj rolls.—Poh 1896-Mangh 1897 (January
February 1841 A.D.) ; folios 359.

1840

56
Pal&tan* (UNDER VENTURA).
(1) pattern Jiwand Singh (belonging to MisarSukh Rajs
(2)
,. Mehr Singh (belonging to Sardar Tej Singh).
1
(3)
„
MathraDas.
Date of rolls:—Bisakh—Mangh 1897 (May 1810— 1'ehruary
1841 A.D.) ; folios 185.
SAKDAR A J I T SINGH.

(1) jpaltan John Holmes.
|2)
„
Bahadur Singh.
Date of rolls.—Bisakh - Mangh 1897 ; folios 115.

(ii) Pay rolls of Artillery.
Under the ahove head have been arranged pay rolls of gunners detached from the following 4 4erahs (units) of artillery : —
(1) derah Hahz Bakhsh.
(2) „
Mazliar <Ali Beg.
(3) „
Mewa Singh.
(4) „
Bakhtawar KhanDate ofrolh. -r Bisakh—-Mangh 1897 ; folios 1 ),
Bundle No, Aa 20 (i).—Total folios 4,007 ; size If x 5"; written in shikasta.
Officiul-in-charge*—Bakhshi Bhagat Ham.
Dateo/roWs.—Phagan 1897—Mangh 1898 (March 1811
.February 1842 A.D.).
Contents.—The bundle contains pay rolls of (i) 37 battalions and 14 miscellaneous companies of infantry; (ii) 2-5 derahs (units) of artillery and (Hi)
belddrs and sdrbdm attached to the regular army. The papers in the bundle
have been arranged as follows \
(i) Pay rolls of infantry.
(ii) „
,, artillery covering topkhdna and
})
(Hi) „
» ,, belddrs, etc-

zaiiihiirakkhdua.

Remarks.—The pay roils contained in this bundle reveal on examination
two important points bearing on the regular army, namely, (i) the raising of
general scale of pay and \ii) the increase in the numerical strength.

With

f

a sepoy was raised by rupee one per month and that of the company officers from
rapee one to rupees three per month according to their ranks. The regimental
officers were given promotion, of both pay and rank. As to the numerical
strength it will be noticed from the numbers borne on the rolls of the year that
*Paldtan is plural of paltan.
1
Tb*8 battalion was raised in Sambat 1890, and was attached to. the brigade commanded by
General Court.
r
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within a short period of eight months about six thousand new men were added
to the service in the form of eight battalions of infantry and three derahs of
artillery. Old guns were taken out from the forts and repaired, and several
new ones were cast in the royal foundries in Lahore.

(i) Pay rolls of Infantry.
PAUJ-I-KHASS.
•

•

:

•

(1) paltan M>d$s.
(2)
„ Dewa Singh.
(3)
„ Sham Sota.
(4)
„ Gurkha.
(5) topkhdna Ilahi Bakhsh.
Date of rolls.—Phagan 1897—Mangh 1898 ; folios 297.
GENERAL AVITABILE.

(1) paltan De La Pont.
(2)
„ Baldan Singh.
(3)
„
BadriNath.
(4) topkhdna Buland Khan.
Be La Font's battalion will subsequently appear under the name of paltan Sab ja
for the rolls of Nos. (2), (3) aud (4) see Bundle No. A a 20 iii).

Singh

Date of rolls.—Phagan 1897—Asaj 1898 (March—October
1841 A,D.); folios 58.
. •
GENERAL BUDDH SINGH.

(1) paltan Kehr Singh.
1
(2)
„
Eatan Singh, Man.
(3)
„
Sham Singh.
(4i) „
Sher Singh.
3
(5) topkhdna Bal Singh.
(6)
„
Kahan Singh.
Date of rolls.—-Phagan 1897—Mangh 1S9S; folios 358PARTAB SINGH.

3

(1) paltan Bhawani Singh Choba.
(2)
„
Partab Singh Pattiwala.
(3)
„ Partab Singh Rangarnan glia.
(-i<) topkhdna Bhag Singh.
•
. Date of rolls.—Phagan 1897—Mangh 1898; folios 308.
1

The rolls of this battalion commence only from Bhadon 1897 because if; was transferred
to Camp it-i-mitfalia after the demise of Maharaja Kharak Singh.
^topkhfina Bal Singh was formed by detaching 3 guns from topMana Ilahi Bakhsh, also
known as topMana Canara (Canora) Sahib.
3
In the rolls of tho preyiocis years this brigade appeared under the nameof Gulab
Singh where battalion Xo. (3) was designated paltan Kahan Singh. The battalion commanded
by Bhawani Singh Choba was raised m Phagan 1897 (March 1841 A.D.) and was substituted
for paltan Jawala Singh in this brigade.

i

S8
COLONEL JOHN HOLMES.

(1) paltan Bahadur Singh.
(2)
„
John Holmes.
(3) topkhdna John Holmes.
Date of rolls.—Phagan 1897—Mangh 1898; folios 194.

-

COLONEL JAAVALA SINOH.

(L) paltan Jawala Singh.
(2)
„
Jiwand Singh.
NOTE.—The battalions commanded by John Holmes and Jiwand Singh formerly formed

part of the brigade comnanded by Misar Sukh Raj.

Date of rolls.—Phagan

1897—Mangh 1898 ; folios 191.

COLONEL DHAUNKAL SIN OH.
1

(1) paltan Bhawani Singh.
(2)
,', Fateh Singh.
Date of roMs.—Phagan 1897—Mangh 1898 ; folios 262.
KAHAN SINGH.

2

(1) paltan 'Atar Singh.
(2)
„
Baj Singh.
(3)
„
Kahan Singh.
(4)
„
Gurdit Singh.
(5) toplrfidna Dlwan Singh.
Date of rolls.—Phagan 1897- Mangh 1898 ; folios 412.
GENERAL COURT.
3

(1) paltan Apar Singh.
(2)
„
Bal Singh.
(3)
„
Buddh Singh.
(4)
„
Harsahai Singli.
(5) topkhdna Eazl Din.* I
Date of folk.—Phagan 1897—Asuj 1898 ; folios 309.
V

CORTLANDT.
4

(1) paltan Fateh Nastb
(2)
„
Koh Shikan.
Date of rolls.—Phagan 1897—Mangh 1898 ; folios 176.
*Fazl Din is wrongly scribed for Fazal-i-'Ali.
l

In the rolls of previous years it appeared under the name of paltan Dhaunkal Sin^-h.
*In the rolls of the previous years the brigade appeared under the name of Jam'dar
Khushhal Singh where battalions Nos. (3) and (4) were designate,! &s paltan Jam'dar ji and paltan
Sada Singh, respectively.
No. (5) shall subsequently appear under the name of toplthana Gurmukh Singh.
3
In the rolls of the previous years this battalion appeared under the name of paltan
Mathra Das.
—
4
In the rolls of the previous years this battalion appeared as pal (an Chanda Singh whereas
No. (3) was raised only at the end of Sambat 1897.
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GENERAL MAHTAE SINGH

(1) paltan Baldan Singh.
1
(2)
„
Earn Singh Lamba.
(3)
„ Mahtab Singh,
(4J)
„ Mehr Singh.
2
(5) topkhdna Ilahi Bakhsh,
Date of rolls.-—Phagan 1897—Asuj 1898 ; folios 252.
CAPTAIN STEINBACH.
*
This battalion, as such, was disbanded in the month of Har (June 1841
A.D.) and its men were distributed over several other battalions. Captain
Steinbach was placed in charge of the battalion formerly commanded by
Ford and known after his name. The rolls for the months of Katik—Man*}
1S98 will be found to contain the names of those men who were formerly
borne on the lists of Ford's battalion. Captain Steinbach is well known for
H
his little book The Panjab."

paltan Steinbach.
Date of rolls.—Bisakh -Mangh 1898 ; folios 61.
GENERAL BISHAN SINGH.

3

(1) paltan Gurmukh Singh.
(2)
„
Ghan Singh.
Date of rolls.—Chet-Maghar 1898 (March 1841—December
1842 A.D.); folios 42.
COMPANY-HA.

Under the above head bave been arranged pay rolls of miscellaneous companies of infantry and cavalry soldiers serving as
orderlies of the King, or placed as guards on public buildings, etc.
They comprise, carbineers, matchlockmen, the jamirchi, the
spearsmen and the hharmdr men, etc. Each of these companies
was a self-contained and independent unit. They have been
arranged in the following 3 groups :Group (i).
Group (i) relates to the pay rolls of 7 companies serving as
King
Gh
X

Group (ii) relates to the pay rolls of 2 companies
upon the person of the royal princes; folios 15,

c

i l n the rolls of the previous years this battalion was designated as paltan Apar Singh.
HopJchuna llahi Bakhsh will subsequently appear as /oplchuna Canara (Canora) Sahib;
Captain Canara was an American employed ia Sambat 1S96 (183B A. D.) Smyth has one
Kunarah on his list of: the Europeans 'n Rairjit Singh's service, whereas Alexander Gardner spells
this name as Canora. He was retained in service for sometimes even after the annexation of
the Panjab by the British Government. (See selections from the Panjab Records Volume ;
published by the Panjab Government.
3
Both of the battalions commanded by Bishan Singh were raised in the beginning of
Sambat 1898. The pay rolls for the months previous to Katik have not been traced ; it were the
abstract statements of the pay returns that could be found for those months.
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Growp {Hi).
Group (Hi) relates to the pay rolls of 5 companies placed as
guards upon Government buildings ; folios 53.

(ii) Pay rolls of Artillery,
TOPKHANA JINSI.

(1) derah Ilahi Bakhsh (see under Fauj-i-KMss)
(2) „
Amir Chand.
(3) j ,
Bakhtawar Khan,
(4) „
Sayyid Imam Shah. (5) „
Muhammad Bakhsh.
Date of rolls— Phagan 1897—Mangh 1898; folios 345.
I

TOPKHANA ASPI (UNDER JAWAHIR MAL.)

(1) derah Ishwar Singh.
(2)
„
Mewa Singh.
(3)
„
Mazhar <Ali Beg.
'SovE.-topltJidna
Ishwar Singh was in the rolls of the previous years known by the .
name of derah Shiv Pavshad.
' *

TOPKHANA ASPI—contd.

Date of rolls.—Phagan 1897—Mangh 1898 ; folios 143.
(1) derah Bakhshish Singh.
(2) „ Canara Sahib (see under Mahtab Singh).
(3)
„ Kahan Singh („
„
Buddh Singh).
(4)
„ Hafiz Bakhsh.
(5) „ Jawahir Singh.
(6)
„ Eateh Khan and Lahaura Singh.
(7) „ Pazl-i-'Ali
(see under Court).
(8)
„ Surat Singh ( „ „ John Holmes).
(9) „ Dewa Singh ( „ „ Kahan Singh).
(10)
„ Bal Singh
( „ „ Buddh Singh).
(11) „ Bhag Singh ( ,, „ Partab Singh).
(12)
„ BulandKhan ( „ „ Avitabile).
NOTE,—tophhdna Canara Sahib and topMdna

Surat Singh were, in the rolls of the
previous years, known as topMdna Ilahi Bakhsh and topkhana' John Holmes, respectively.
topMdna Bakhshish Singh, together with infantry battalion under llatan Singh, was attached
to campu-i-tnu'alia after the demise of Maharaja Kharak Singh, and No. (5) was formed in the
beginning of Sambat 1898 by taking out guns from the fort at Batala.

Date of rolls.—Phagan 1897—Mangh 1898 ; folios 164.
ZAMBTJRAKKHANA.

(1) derah ' Abdul Bahim.
(2) „ Jai Singh.
(3)
„ Muhammad Bakhsh.
•

r
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(4s) derah Faiz Bakhsh.
(5)
„ ©air 'Ali Khan.
Date of rolls.—"Pliagan 1897- Asuj 1898 (March 1841
October 181-2 A.D.); folios 73.

(iii) Pay rolls of Beldars.
Under the above head have been arranged pay rolls of few
conrpanies of beldars attached to the Army.
Date of rolU.-Vhhgm 1897—Mangh 1898 ; folios 29.
Bundle No. Aa 20 (ii). Total folios 2,147; size 74"X 5*
written in shihasta.
Official-in-charge.—Bakhshi Bin b
Date of rolls.—Bisakh 1898 -Asuj 1899 (May 1841—October 1842 A.D.).
Contents.—The bundle contains pay rolls of (t) 21 battalions and few
miscellaneous companies of infantry,, (ii) 8 derahs (units) of artillery, and
(iii) items of miscellaneous accounts covering' several minor heads. The
papers in the bundle have been arranged as follows :
(t) Pay rolls of infantry covering battalions and miscellaneous companies
(ii) „
„ v artillery covering toplthana and zamburaktyiaiift.
(iii) Miscellaneous accounts.
Remarks.—It will be noticed from the details of dates given in the
succeeding pages that all the troops whose rolls are arranged in this bundle
were not stationed in Peshawar for the entire period of 18 months covered by
these rolls. The peace strength of the Peshawar division, which consisted of ~
8 battalions of infantry and 10 or 12 pieces of artillery and a little of irregular
cavalry, was only strengthened in the middle of Sambat 1898 (November -, 841
A.D.) probably because of the troubles in Kabul.

(i) Pay rolls of Infantry.
GENERAL AVITABILE.

(1) paltan Colonel Baldan Singh.
(2)
„ Colonel Badri Nath.
(3)
„ Sahja Singh;
v
(4)
„ Washdhwdla.
(5) topkhdna Buland Khan.
NOTE.—No. (1) in rolls of previous years appeared under the name of paltan Bhup Singh and

No. (3) under that of paltan De La Font, while No. (4) was raised fresh in Asuj 1898 and was
substituted for paltan Ford. (See also Bundle Aa 18 and Bundle Aa 20 (?:)).

Date of rolls.—
Battalions Nos. (1) and (2) from Bisakh 1898 to Asuj 1899.
Battalions Nos. (3),(4) and (5) from Katik 1898 to Asuj 1899
(November 1841—October 1842 A.D.) • folios 431,
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JAM'DAR KHUSHH/L SINGH.

(1) paltan Ghan Singh.
1
(2)
„ . Patch Singh.
Date of rolls.—P oh. 1898 -Asuj 1899
1842 A.D.) ; folios 66.
•

(January—October

GENERAL MAHTAE SINGH.
2

(1) paltan Colonel Zorawar Singh.
(2)
„ liam Singh, Lamba.
(3)
„ Mahtab Singh.
(4)
„ Mehr Singh.
3
(5) tbpkhqna Canara (Canora) Sahib.
Date of rolls.—Kkbik 1898 -Asuj 1899; folios 317.

%

GENERAL COURT.

(1) paltan Apar Singh.
(2)
„ Bal Singh.
(3)
„ Jaimal Singh.
(4)
„ Jai Singh.
(5) tophhdna FazM-'Ali,
NOTE.—Battalious Nos 3 and 4 in previous years rolls appeared under the names of Harsahai

Singh and Buddh Singh.respeetively.

Date of rolls—Katik

1898-Asuj 1899 ; folios 371.

GENERAL GTJLAB SINGH.'

(1) paltan Sujan Khan.
(2)
„ Mir Jang-i-'Ali.
(3)
„ Amir Khan.
(4)
., Ram Sahai.
Date of rolls
Battalions Nos. (1) and (2) fromPoh 1898 to Asuj 1899.
Battalions Nos. (3) and (4) from Katik 1898 to Asuj
1899 : folios 456.
KTJLDIP SINGH, GTJRKHA.

paltan Kuldip Singh, Gurkha.
Date of rolls.—Bisakh 1898-Asuj 1899 ; folios 110.
J

In rolls of previous years it appeared as paltan Gurmukh Singh.
»ln the rolls of the previous year it appeared as paltan Baldaa Singh.
s
I n the rolls of the previous years it appeared as topMana Ilahi Bakhsh.
r
In this connection. *see also Bundle No, Aa 18,

'
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.
i
COLONEL ]?om>.
1

paltan Ford.
Date of rolls.—Bisakh 1898—Asuj 1899 ; folios 31-.
DHAUNKAL SINGH.

Under the above head have been arranged pay rolls of few
companies detached from the battalion commanded by Dhaunkal
Singh.
Date of roZZs.^-Bisakh—Asuj 1898; folios 18.
COIIPANY-HA.

rolls of few
Under
companies of infantry comprising the jazairchi, the carbineers
and the matchlockmen forming the Guard of Honour of Prince
Partab Singh who was given an honorary command of the force
despatched to Peshawar ; folios 78.

(ii) Pay roils of Artillery.
(1) derah Mewa Singh.
(2)
„
Sayyid Imam Shah (only 4 guns detached
from derah Imam Shah).
(3)
„
Jawahir Singh (3 guns detached
from
derah Jawahir Singh), •
(5). „
'Abdul Rahim (swivel guns).
(6)
„
Nihal Singh (swivel guns).
Date of rolls.—(Papers are incomplete); folios 108.
(iii) Miscellaneous
GROUP

(i)..

Under the above head have been arranged papers relating
payments made to the • amla or establishment
(of Prince -Partab Singh) comprising the fzlbdns (drivers of
elephants), the farrdsh (carpet-spreaders), etc.; folios 48.
Gnoup (ii).
The set of papers arranged in group (ii) covers items of
miscellaneous expenditure arranged under the following subheads : —
(i) rozndmcha or disbursement of salary.
(ii) Repairs of harness, purchase of fodder for horses,
etc,
(iii) izafa or promotion to men of several battalions
stationed in Peshawar; folios 46.
J Mr. Stembac i .succeeded Captain Ford on the lattaAi death to the command of the battalion.
It will subsequently appear under the name of paltan Steinbach, the original battalion of this
name having been disbanded. (See also under Steinbach, Rundle No. Aa 20 (/) )
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Bundle No. Aa. 21 (i).—Total folios 3,159; size 7J>-"X 5" ;
written in shikasta.
0fficial4n-charge.~-Ba>)Lhshi Bhagat Bam.
Date of rolls.—Phagan 189S-Mangh 18 99 (March 1842
February 1843 A.D.).
Contents.—This bundle contains pay rolls of (i) 44 battalions and few
miscellaneous companies of infantry, (ii) £7 derahs (units) of artillery, (Hi)
belddrs, etc., comprising the establishment and (iv) miscellaneous accounts.
The papers have been arranged as follows :—
(i) Pay rolls of infantry.
(u) ,,
„ n artillery covering topljhdna and z/xmbura&khdna.
(Hi) „
„ beldarSy etc.
}>
(iv) Miscellaneous accounts.

(i) Pay rolls of Infantry.
FATJJ-I-KHASS.
•

•

(1) paltan kba??.
(2)
„'
Gurkha.
(3)
„
Sham Sota.
(4)
„
Ram Singh.
(5) topkhdna Ilahi Bakhsh.
Date of rolls.—Phagan 1898 -Mangh 1899 ; folios^ 348.
GENERAL AVITABILE.

(1) paltan Utam Singh and Baldan Singh.
(2)
,j
Badri Nath, Colonel.
„
Sahja Singh.
„
Washawala.
(5) topkhana Bnland Khan.
Date of roils.—Katik 1899—Mangh 1899 (November 1842
February 1843 A.D.) ; folios 177.
GENERAL BUDDH SINGH.

(1) paltan Kehr Singh and Eachhpal Singh.
< '
(2)
„
Sahib Singh.
(3)
„
Sham Singh.
(4)
„
Ratan Singh Man.
(5) topkhdna Kahan Singh.
(6)
„
Bal Singh.
Date of
Mad
Battalions (3) and (4), Phagan 1898 to Asuj 1899.
iovkhdnd (5) and (6), Phagan 1898 to Mangh 1899 ;1
218
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GENERAL COURT.

(1) paltan Apar Singh.
(2)
„'
Bal Singh.
(3)
,,
Jaimal Singh.
(4)
„
Jai Singh.
(5 topkhana Fazl-i-'Ali.
Date of roils.—Katik—Mangh

1899 ; folios

ot

GENERAL BLSHAN SINGH.

(1) paltan Ghan Singh.
(2)
„'
Fateh Singh.
;
Date of rolls.—Katik- Mangh 1899 ; folios 40.
GENERAL PARTAB SINGH PATTIWALA

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
Date of
1842 AD.) ;

paltan. Bhawani Singh Choba.
„
Partab Singh and Fateh Singh.
„
Colonel Partab Singh, Rangarnanglia.
topkhana Bhag Singh.
rolls.—Phagan 1898—Asuj .1899 (March—October
folios 132.
GENERAL MAHTAB SINGH.

(1) paltan Zorawar Singh.
(2)
„
Ram Singh.
(3)
„
Mahtab Singh.
(4) „
Mehr Singh,
(5) topkhana Oanara (Canora) Sahib.
Date of rolls.—Katik—Mangh 1899; folios 196.
COLONEL JOHN HOLMES.

(1) paltan John Holmes.
(2)
„ Hem Singh
(3) topkhana Surat Singh.
Date of rolls.- Phagan 1898—Mangh 1899 ; folios 159.
/

COLONEL CORTLANDT.

(1) paltan Koh Shihan.
(2)
„
fateh Nastb.
Date of rolls.—Phagan 1893- Mangh 1899 ; folios 89,
GULAB SINGH.

4

(1) paltau Captain Amir Khfln.
(2)
„
RaTnsahai.
„
Sujan Khan.
(4)
„
Mir Jang 'Ali.
Date of rolls,—Katik " Mangh 1899 ; folios 154.
K
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COLONELS DHAUNKAL SINGH AND JAW A" LA SINGH.

(1) paltan Bhawani Singh.
l
„
Dhara Singh.
•
(3)
„
Jawala Singh.
(4)
„
Jiwand Singh.
(5) toplcham Bakhshish Singh.
Date of ro&9.—Phagan 1898 -Mangh 1899 ; folios. 389.
GENERAL KAHAN SINGH, M A N .

(1) paltan 'Atar Singh.
(2)
„
Baj Singh.
(3)
,,
Kahan Singh, Man.
(4)
„
Gurdit Singh.
(5) topkhana Gnrmukh Singh (pay rolls missing)
Date of Tolls.—Phagan 1898—Mangh 1899 ; folios 220.
.

K U L D I P SINGH, GURKHA.

paltan Kuldip Singh, Gurkha.
Date of ro/l9,—Katik—Mangh 1899 ; folios 83.
COLONEL STETNBACH.

(1) paltan Steinbach.
(2) topkhdna Steinhach.
Bate of rolls.—Phagan 1898—Mangh 1899 ; folios 51.
KASHMfRWALA.

Under the above head have been arranged pay rolls of 4
companies of infantry belonging to the battalion quartered in
Kashmir.
Date of rolls.—Phagan 1898-Mangh 1899 ; folios 35.
COMPANY~HA.

Group (i).
Group (i) relates to the pay rolls of 6 companies comprising
the carbineers, matchlockmen, bharmar men, the spearmen, etc.,
serving as bodyguards of the King; folios 60.
Group (ii).
3 companies attending the person of the royal princes ;
folios 18.
Group (hi).
Companies of infantry soldiers quartered as guards on
public buildings; folios 57.
*Iu the rolls of the previous years it appeared a9 palfan Fateb Smgh,
r

>
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(ii) Pay rolls of Artillery.
TOPKHINA JINSI.

(1) derah Ilahi Bakhsh (see under Fauj-i-khass)
(2) „
Amir Chand.
(3) „
Bakhtawar Khan.
I
(4)
„
Fateh Singh and Mubarak Khan.
Date of rolls.—Phagan 1898—Mangh 1899; folios 270.
TOPKHANA ASPI (JAWAHCR MAL.)

derah Ishwar Singh.
(2)
„ Mewa Singh (see also Bundle No. Aa 20 (ii)).
(3)
„ Mazhar 'AH Beg.
I kite of rolls.—Phagan 3 898—Mangh 1899 ; folios 130.
TOPKHANA A S P I - {conid.).
(1) derah Bakhshish Singh (see under Dhaunkal
Singh and Jawala Singh).
(2) „
Buland Khan (see under Avitabile).
(3) „
Bhag Singh ( „ „ Partab Singh).
(4) „
Bal Singh ' ( .„ „ Buddh Singh)
(5) „
Jawahir Singh.
(6) „.
Hafiz Bakhsh.
H) „
Canara Sahib {see under Mahtab Singh).
(8) „
Kalian Singh ( „
Buddh Singh).
n
(9) „
Surat Singli
( ,,
„ John Holmes).
(10) „
Ford Sahib (not traceable).
(11) „
Fazl-i-'Ali (see under Court).
(12) „
Pateh Khan and Lahaura Singli.
(13) ,,
.Gurmukli Singh (see under Kalian Singh).
(14) *Hobath Gulab Sij o
e of rolls.— Phagan 1898—Mangh 1899 ; folios 162.
1

ZAMBtJKAKKHANA,

(i) derah 'Abdul Rahim.
(2)
„
Jai Singh.
(3)
„
Muhammad-Shah.
(4)
„
Eaiz Bakhsh.
* The original reads »JUJ,A or sometimes *£ ^A. It seems to be a Panjabi form t>f the
French Hobit or Howitz. It is a well-known fact that the vae of Howitzers was introduced in
R a^i!t Singh's artillery {tee Alexander Gardner, page 191).
slu the rolls of the previous years it appeared as topkhana

Sayyid Imam Shafc

f^

(6) derail JLhair 'Ali SJjan.
(6)
„
Nihal Singh.
Date oj rolls.—Papers are not complete ; folios 66.

(ill) Pay rolls of Beldars. etc.
Under the above head have been arranged pay rolls of the
beldars and sarbans attached to the army; folios 65.

(iv) Miscellaneous.
Under the above head have been arranged papers relatin
to miscellaneous heads of accounts such as (i) izdja (promotion),
(tt) rozndmcha, and {Hi) amanat; folios 91.
Bundle No. Aa. 21 (11).—Total folios 1,260 ; size 74 " X 5" ;
written in shikasta.
Official-in-charge.—Bakhshi Bhagat Bam.
Date oj rolls.—P'oh 1899—Mangh 1900 (January 1843—February 1844 A.D.).
Contents.—The bundle contains pay rolls of (t) 9 battalions and few
miscellaneous companies of infantry, (it) 4 drixhs (units) of artillery, (tit)
the sarbans, etc., and (iv) the miscellaneous items of accounts. The papers
have been arranged as follows :
(i) Pay rolls of infantry covering battalions and miscellaneous companies.
(**) » . » » artillery.
(tii) }}
,, „ sdrbdus.
•
\
(iv) Miscellaneous accounts.
Remarks.—The pay rolls arranged in this bundle relate to the troops stav
tioned on the frontiers of Peshawar and Hazara.

Pay rolls of Infantry.
GENERAL BUDDH SINGH, MAN.

(1) paltan Eachhpal Singh and Kehr Singh.
(2)
„ Batan Singh.
(3)
„ Sahib Singh.
(4)
„ Sham Singh.
(5) to'plchdna Bal Singh. "
NOTE.—topJthana Kahan Singh, formerly attached to this brigade, wa9 transferred to the

brigade commanded by Gulab Singh. Of Nos. (2) and (4) the pay rolls cover from Katik 1S99 to
Mftngh 1900 (November 1842—February 1814 A.D.).

Date of rolls.—¥ oh. 1899—Mangh 1900 j folios 444.
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GENERAL PARTAB SINGH.

(1) palfnn Bhawani Singh Choba.
(2)
Partab Singh andKhazan Singh,
v
(3)
„ Fateh Singh
(4) top/chana Bhag Singh.
Date of rolls —Katik 1899 — Mangh 1900 ; folios 420.
GENERAL COETLANDT.

(1) paltan Fatek Naszb.
(2)
„
Koh Shikan.
(3") Company Dula Singh.
(4)
„
jazairchi.
Date oj rolls.-Voh 1899—Mangh 190tf; folios 189.

(ii) Pay rolls of Artillery. .
C'nder the above head have been arranged pay rolls of guners detached from the following derahs of artillery and placed
under General Cortlandt in Hazara : —
(1) derah Buland Khan.
(2)
„ Pateh Singh and Mubarak Khan.
(3;
„ Jawahir Singh.
(4)
„ Muhammad Shah.
Date of rolls.—Toh 1899-Mangh 1900 ; folios 39.

(iii) Pay rolls of Sarbans.
Under the above head have been arranged pay rolls of cameldrivers detached from different herds (gcdla) of camels and
attached to the troops stationed in Peshawar ; folios 28.

fiv) Miscellaneous
Under the above head have been arranged papers relating to
]
amdnaty kasrat, roznamc ia and taqstm in'am accounts of the
force stationed in Peshawar and Hazara frontiers ; folios 136.
Bundle No. Aa 22.-Total folios 4343 ; size 7 i " x 5 " ; written in shikasta.
Official-in-charge.—Bakhshi Bhagat Ram.
Bate oj rolls. Phagan 1899 Mangh 1900 (March 1844
February 1845 A.D.).
. Contents.—This bundle contains pay rolls of ii) 36 battalions and few
miscellaneous companies of infantry, (ii) 28 derahs (units) of artillery,
[tit) few companies of btldars and sarbdus attached to the army, and (iv) mis-

to
4%

oellaneous accounts of laqsim in'am, etc. The contents of the bundle have been
arranged as follows:
(i) Pay rolls of infantry.
Hi) ,,
„ „ artillery covering (opkhana and zambiirakkhdna.
(iii) „
„ „ belddrs and sdrbdm.
(iv) Miscellaneous accounts.
Remarks.—Besides the pay rolls, the bundle contains two important
lists—one relating to the izdfa or increment in the pay of the army and the
other to the distribution of in'dm given by Raja Hira Singh to the troops for
their loyal support in his hour of struggle against the Sindhanwalias.
0

Between the Sindhanwalias and the Dogra parties the greatest enmity existed. Both had possessed great power and influence during the later years of
Ranjlfc Singh's reign, and each looked with jealousy and suspicion upon its rival.
On the death of the Maharaja, each desired to possess undisputed power.
But the hopes of the Sindhanwalias were, for the time heing, frustrated when
Sher Singh ascended the throne after a bloody struggle. On the surrender of
the Fort of Lahore in January 1841 to Sher Singh, almost all the members of
Sindhanwalia family, with the exception of Sham sher Singh, fled from the
Panjab. Their estates were confiscated, and they remained as if in exile for
•one year when they were re-taken into favour in October 1842 at the intercession of Bhai Ram Singh. Though outwardly reconciled, they seem to
have stuck
to their plan of removing out of their way both the
Maharaja and his minister, and to wield the whole power of the State
as guardians of young Dalip. With Sher Singh they plotted the murder
of his minister whom he both hated and feared, and with Dhian Singh
they conspired against the life of the Maharaja; and in the end succeeded in killing both on the iQ'th September 184?. But the victory
was not so easy as .they perhaps thought, and nor did the course of
events run very smooth. In Hira Singh, Raja Dhian Singh had a son not
less clever than himself, but decidedly more than a match for his father's
inveterate enemies, the Sindhanwalias. He was determined to avenge the
death of his father. He approached the pauc/ies of the army and by holding
out to them promises of large in'ams and increased pay at once gained them
u
over j and attacked and captured t o fort where A jit Singh and Lehna Singh
had taken refuge. Both these chiefs were killed, and Hira Singh was proclaimed wtizir of the kingdom. On his having- secured the wazdrat Hira Singh
lost no time in fulfilling his promises to the army. He increased their pay
and also granted one month's pay as gratuity to the whole army : both of
these lists will be found arranged in series (iv) of the bundle.
Total strength of the army as borne on the rolls for the year Sam bat 1900
1
stands at 6 battalions of infantry, 8 regiments and 3 risalahs of cavalry, and
28 derahs (units) of artillery, the distribution among the three arms being :
Rs.
•

Rs.

Infantry ... 37,791 men, salary 4,83,056 per month, average 12*7 per head.
Cavalry ... 5,381 „
„ 1,61,660 „
„
„
30 V >P
Artillery ... 8,280 „
„
82,793 „
„
„
9-9 »
7)
Total

... 51,472 men with a salary of 7,27,609 per month.
r
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(i) Pay rolls of Infantry.
FATTJ-I-KHAPS.

(1) paltan Khdss.
(2)
'„
Gurkha.
(3)
„
Dewa Singh Malwai.
'4)
„
Sham Sota.
(5) topkhana Ilahi Bajdish.
Date ofrolh.—Phagan
1899—Mangh 1900; folios 39*.
GENERAL AVITABILE.
\

(1) paltan Baldan Singh and TTman Singh.
2)
„ Badri Nath.
(3)
„ Sahja Singh.
(4)
„
fFdshdwdla.
(5) topkhana Buland Khan.
Dale of rolls —Phagan 1899 Mangh 1900 ; folios 420.
GENERAL BISHAN SINGH.

(1) paltan Fateh Singh.
(2:
„ Ghan Singh and Dhanna Singh.
Bate of rolls.—Phagan lb99~ Mangh 1900 ; folios 156.
COLONELS JAWALA SINGH AND DHAUNKAL SINGH.

(1) paltan Bhawani Singh.
(2;
„ Dhara Singh and Uman Singh.
(3)
,, Jawala Singh.
(4)
„ Bam Singh and Jiwand Singh.
(5) lopkhdna Bakhshish Singh.
rolls of topMana Bakhshish Singh have boon traced for one month only; the
rest are probably missing.
NOTE. —Pay

Date of rolls—
Battalions (1) and (2), Phagan 1^99 to Mangh 1900.
Battalions (3) and (4), Phagan 1899 to Maghar 1900
(March 1843—December 1843 AD.) ; folios 312.
GENERAL KAHAN SINGH, MAN.

(1) paltan 'Atar Singli.
(2)
'„ Baj Singh.
(3)
„ Basant Singh.
(4)
„ Ghan Singh.
(5) topkhana Nihal Singh.
NOTE.—No. (5) in the rolls of the previous years appeared as topkhana Gurmukh Sim*h

Date of rolls.—Phagan 1899—Maghar 1900 (March
ber
v

Decern-
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GENERAL KISHAN SINGH.

#TJ

(1) paltan Kuldip Singh, Gurkha.
(2) topkhdna Jawahir Singh.
Date of rolls.—Phagan 1899-Mangh 1900.
GENERAL COURT.

(1) paltan Apar Singh and Diwan Singh.
(2)
„ Bal Singh.
(3)
„ Jai Singh.
(4)
„ Jaimal Singh.
(5) topkhdna Fazl-i-'Ali.
Date of rolls".—Phagan 1899 Mangh 1900 ; folios 276.
GENERAL GIJLAB SINGH.

v

Colonel Amir Khan.
(2)
., Colonel Earn Sahai
(3)
„ Sujan Khan.
(4)
„ Mir Jang 'AIL
1
- (5) topkhdna Ala Singh.
«6)
„
Hafiz Bakhsh.
Date of rolls .—Phagan 1899—Mangh 1900 ; folios 460.
GENERAL GHRDIT SINGH.

(1) paltan John Holmes.
(2)
„ Colonel Hem Singh.
(3)
„ Steinbach (devi paltan).
(4)
„ Kashmir ivdla.
(5) topkhdna Surat Singh.
2
(6)
„
Jawala Singh.
Date of rolls.—Phagan ] 899 - M a n g h 1900 ; folios 305.
GENERAL MAHTAB SINGH.

(1) paltan Earn Singh and Kazak Singh.
(2)
„ Buddh Singh and Zorawar Singh.
(3)
„ Basant Singh and Mahtab Singh. .
(4)
„ Mehr Singh.
3
(5) topkhdna Hlra Singh and Sobha Singh.
Date of rolls.—Phagan 1899—Mangh 1900; folios 369.
SARD A R LEHNA SINGH, MAJITHIA.

(1) paltan Pheru Singh.
,
topkhdna Hobath Gulab Singhwala.
(3) zamburahlchdna Faiz Banish.
Date of rolls.—Phagan 1899-Mangh 1900; folios 182.
*In the rolls of the previous years it was known by the name of topMana Kaban Singh
and was attached to the brigade commanded by Sardar Buddh Singh, Man.
a
It comprised two guns attached to the infantry battalion commanded by Steinbacb.
r*In the rolls of previous years it appeared under the name of top^dna Canara Sahib
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COMPANY-HA\

Group (i).
Group (i) contains pay rolls of 7 companies of cavalry and
infantry soldiers serving as bodyguards and personal attendants of the King; folios 86.
Group (ii),
5 companies quartered as guards on Government buildings,
etc.; folios 73.
Group (Hi).
3 companies serving as bodyguards to royal princes;
folios 10.

(ii) Pay rolls of Artillery.
TOPKHANA JINSI. •

(1) tferah Ilahi Bakhsh (see under Fauj-i-Khdss.)
Amir
Chand.
J5
(2)
Bakhtawar
Khan,
(3) 55
Muhammad Bakhsh.
(4) 55
Pateh
Singh
and
Mubarak
Khan.
(5) 55
Date of rolls.—Phagan 1899-Mangh ; folios 200
TOPKHAXAASPI (JATVAHIB MAL).

(1) derah Ishawar Singh.
(2) „ Mewa Singh.
(3)
,, Mazhar 'Ali Beg.
Date oj rolls. Phagan 1899-Mangh 1900; folios 147.
|

TOPKBANA ASPI—contd.

(see under Gulab Singh).
(1) derah Ala Singh
Dhaunkal
Singh)
Bakhshish
Singh
(
5?
55
(2) 55
Buddh
Singh).
Bal
Singh
?5
(3)
'K
Par
tab
Singh).
Bhag
Singh
55
53
(4) 5?
Avitabile).
Buland
Khan
55
55
(5) 55
Kishan
Singh),
Jawahir
Singh
55
5?
(6) 55
Gulab
Singh).
Jami'at
Singh
55
55
(7) 55
Mahtab Singh).
55
55
(8) 55 Hira Singh
Gurdit
Singh).
Surat
Singh
3
3
55
55
(9)
Court).
.
Pazl-i-'
Ali
55
55
(10)
55
?>

(

(

Ii

n
(11) derah Fateh Khan and Lahaura Singh.
1
(12) „ Lehna Singh Moranwala.
(13) „ Nihal Singh (see under Kahan Singh).
(14) „ Gulab Singh ( „ „ Lehna Singh).
Bate of rolls.—Phagan 1899—Mangh 1900 ; folios 68
ZAMBURAKKHANA.

(1) derah 'Abdul Eahlm.
Jai Singh
(3)
„ Faiz Bakhsh (see under Lehna Singh).
(4) „ Muhammad Shah.
(5) „ Nihal Singh.
„
Khair <Ali Khan (mortar battery).
Date of rolls.—Phagan 1899— Mangh 1900; folios 84
Pay rolls of Beldars, etc.
Under the above head have been arranged pay rolls of the
beldars and sarhans attached to the army.
Date of rolls— Phagan 1899—Mangh 1900 ; folios 55.
(iv) Miscellaneous.
» »

f

TAQsiM IN AM.

The batch of papers headed as tagsim in'din contains a
detailed account of the disbursement of one month's pay
awarded as gratuity to soldiers and officers who sided with Raja
Hira Singh against the Sindhanwalias ; folios 88.
a

(U)

MlJTAIARRAQ.

The papers arranged under the above head relate to
several sub-heads of miscellaneous accounts, the most important
being the salary lists of some of the. European officers in the Sikh
army and the izdfa lists relating to j^omotion of pay and rank of
the regular army ; folios 209.
(in)

HAZIRAN.

Papers arranged under the above head relate to the details
of pay of the haziran or men left in charge of the lines when
the respective units to which they belonged were sent out on
command; folios 27.
Bundle No. Aa 23 (i).-Total folios 4,532; size 7 ^ X 5 ;"
written in shikasta.
It was raised at the end of Sambat 1899 (February 1843 A.D.). *
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Official-in-charge— Bakhshi Bhagat Earn.
Bate of rolls.—Phagan 1900-Mangh 1901 (March 1844
February 1845 A.D.).
Contents.—This bundle contains pay rolls of (i) 50 battalions and few
miscellaneous companies of infantry, (ii) 34 derahs of artillery, (Hi) beldars,
etc., attached to the army and (iv) miscellaneous items of account. The papers
in the bundle have been arranged in the following order :
(i) Pay rolls of infantry.
(H) »
n „ artillery covering toptihdna and zamburaklchana.
(Hi) „
» „ beldars, etc.
(iv) Miscellaneous accounts.
Remarks*—The pay rolls for the last few months of the year will show an
addition of 9 new battalions of infantry and 3 derahs of artillery. Out of these
units, 3 were raised in Sambat 1901, whereas the remaining 9 were only
transferred to the direct service of the State. These units were formerly
maintained by Rajas Dhmn Singh, Hira Singh and Suchet Singh out of their
service jagirs which on their death lapsed to the State.

(i) Pay rolls of Infantry.
EATTJ-T>KHASS.
P . ! • • \W

ft

(1) faltan Khass.
(2)
,,
Gurkha.
(3)
„
Dewa Singh.
j
(4)
„
Sham Sota.
(5) toplchdna Ilahi Bakhsh.
Date of rolls.-Phagan 1900-Mangh 1901 ; folios 395.
GENERAL AVITABILE.

(1) fdltan Colonel Baldan Singh.
(2)
,)
Colonel Badri Nath.
(3)
„
Jiwand Singh and Sahja Singh. •
(4)
„
Wdshdwdla.
(5) toplchdna Buland Khan.
Date of rolls— Phagan 1900-Mangh 1901 ; folios 330.
COLONEL AMIR SINGH.
The following 3 battalions of infantry and one derah of horse artillery
placed under Colonel Amir Singh were formerly maintained by Raja Hira
Singh from his service jagirs of Jasrota and the adjoining territory. On his
death in Poh 1901 (January 1845 A.D.) when the jagirs lapsed to the State,
the brigade was attached to the camp u-i-mu'alia:

(1) pattern No. 1.

(2)

„

„ 2.

(4) toplchdna Amir Singh.
Date of rolls.—Katik—Mangh 1901 (November 1844—February 1845 A.D.); folios 82.
•
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GENERAL BISHAN SINGH.

(1) paltan Fateh Singh.
(2?
„ Dhana Singh and Ghan Singh.
Date of rolls.—Phagan 1900—IViangh 1901; folios 115.
GENERAL PARTAB SINGH.

The following 3 battalions of infantry commanded by General Partab
Singh were raised in Sambat 1901. They were chiefly composed of men from
Jammu and Kangra hills, and as such were known by the name of kohistani
regiments:

(1) paltan No. 1.

(2)

'„

„ 2.

(3)

j}

)>

3,

Date of rolls.—Bhadon 1901-Mangh
1844-February 184.5 A.D.); folios 104.

1901 (Septembet

BHARMAR.

The following 2 battalions of infantry like those comprising Amir
Singh's brigade belonged to Raja Hira Singh and were on his death transferred to the direct service of the State : —

(1) pattern Haja Dhian Singh, No. 1.
(2)

33

33

33

„

No. 2.

Date of rolls,—Poh - Mangh 1901 (January 1845—February
1845 A.D.); folios 60.
COLONELS JAWALA SINGH AND DHATJNKAL SINGH.

(1) paltan Colonel Bhawani Singh
(2)
„ Uman Singh.
(3)
„
Jawala Singh
") (see Bundle No. Aa
(4)
„
Bam Singh, Lamba ) 23 (nj).
(5) toplchana Bakhshish Singh.
Date of rolls.-Phagan 1900—Mangh 1901; folios 214.
GENERAL RATAN SINGH, MA*N.

(1) paltan Baohhpal Singh.
(2)
„ Eatan Singh.
(3)
„ Sahib Singh.
(4)
„ Colonel Sham Singh.
(5) topkhana Bal Singh.
Bate of roZJs.—Phagan 1900—Mangh 1901 ; folios 294.
GENERAL KESHAN SINGH.

(1) paltan Kuldip Singh, Gurkha.
(2) topkhdna Jawahir Singh.
Date of rolls.—-Phagan 1900-Mangh 1901; folios 116.
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GENERAL COURT.

(1) paltan Bal Singh and Karm Singh.
(2)
„ Jai Singh and Partab Singh.
(3)
„ Jaimal Singh.
1
(4)
„ Ratan Singh.
(5) topkhdna Pazl-i-'Ali
Date of rolls.—Phagan 1900-Mangh 1901 ; folios 276.
GENERAL CORTLANDT.

(1) paltan Fateh Naslb.
(2)
„ Koh Shikari.
Date of rolls— Phagan 1900-Mangh 1901 ; folios 145.
GENERAL GULAB SINGH.

(1) paltan Amir Khan.
(2)
„ Earn Sahai.
(3)
„ Mir Jang <Ali.
, (4)
„ Sujan Khan.
(5) to'phhdna Ala Singh.
(6)
„
Hafiz Bakhsh and Jaml'at Singh.
Date of rolls.— Phagan 1900-Mangh 1901 ; folios 367.
GENERAL GURLIT SINGH.

(1) paltan Partab Singh and Sobha Singh,
(2)
„
Colonel Hem Singh.
(3)
„
Steinbach (devi paltan), .
(4)
„
Kashmir wala.
(5) topkhdna Surat Singh.
(6)
„
Jawala Singh.
Date of rolls —Phagan 1900-Mangh 1901 ; folios 199.
SAHDAR LEHNA SINGH, MAJITHIA.

(1) paltan Pheru Singh.
(2) topkhdna Hobath Gulab Singhwala.
(3) zamburahJchdna Paiz Bakhsh.
Date of rolls,—Phagan 1900-Mangh 1901 ; folios 143.
GENERAL MAHTAB SINGH.

(1) paltan Zorawar Singh.
(2)
„
Kazak Singh.
(3)
„
Basanfc Singh.
(4)
„
Mehr Singh.
(5) topkhdna Hira Singh and Sobha Singh.
Date of rolls.—Phagan 1900-Mangh 1901 ; folios 395.
1

In rolls of the previous years it appeared as paltan Apar Singh,
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GENERAL MEWA

1
SINGH.

(1) paltan Bhawani Singh Choba.
(2) „
Fateh Singh Daudpuria.
(3)
„
Khazan Singh,
(4) topkhdna Mewa Singh.
Date of rolls. - P h a g a n 1900—Mangh 1901 ; folios 294.
BAJA SUCHET SINGH.

2

(1) paltan Raja Suchet Singh,
(2) topkhdna Karm 'Ali Shah.
Date of rolls.—J?oh— Mangh 1901 j folios 45.
COMPANY-BA.

Group (i).
Group (i) relates to pay rolls of 10 companies of infantry
comprising the carbineers, matchlockmen, jazairchi, &c., serving as bodyguards to the King; folios 90.
Group (it).
5 miscellaneous companies of infantry quartered as guards
on Government buildings; folios 87
(ii) Pay rolls of Artillery.
(a) TOPKHANA JlNSI.

(1) derah Ilahi Bakhsh (see under Fauj-i-Khdsx).
(2) „ Amir Ghand.
(3) „ Bakhtawar Khan.
(4) „ Muhammad Bakhsh.
(5) „ Pateh Singh and Mubarak Khan.
Date of rolls.—Phagan 1900-Mangh 1901 ; folios 238.
-

(b) TOPKHANA ASPI (JAWAHIR MAL).

(1) derah Ishwar Singh (hdzirdn only) (see also
Bundle No. Aa (ii) 23.)
3
(2)
„
Bhag Singh.
(3)
„
Mazhar « Ali Beg.
Date of rolls.—Phagan 1900—Mangh 1901.
»In the rolls of the previous years the brigade appeared under the name of Oenoral Partab
Singh, No. (4) was substituted for topTihana Bhag S.ngh.
2
* Thetwo units arranged under this head were attached to the campu-t* Mu'alia on the
death of Raja Hira Singh with whom the Dogra power in the Panjab totally collapsed,
8
I n the rolls of the previous vears it appeared under the brigade commarded by General

Partab Singh,

^
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TOPKHANA ASPI—(contd.).

(1) 4erah Ala Singh
(see under Gulab Singh).
(2)
„ Amir Singh
(„
„ Amir Singh).
(3)
„ Bakshish Singh
(„
„
Dhaunkal
Singh).
(4s) „ Bal Singh (see under bundle No. Aa 23 (n)).
(5)
„ Buland Singh (see under Avitabile).
(6)
„ Jawahir Singh ( „
„ Kishan Singh).
(7)
» Jawala Singh ( „
„ Gurdit Singh).
(8)
„ Jami'at Singh
and
Hafiz
Bakhsh
(haziran only) (see also Bundle No. Aa
23 (it)).
(9)
„ Hlra Singh (see under Mahtab Singh).
(10)
„ Surat Singh ( „ „
Gurdit Singh).
(11)
„ Pazl-i-'Ali
( „ „
Court).
(12)
„ Pateh Khan and Lahaura Singh.
(13)
„ . Karm 'Ali Shah (see under Suchet Singh).
(14)
„ Gulab Singh (see under Lehna Singh).
(15)
„ Lehna Singh.
(16)
„ Mewa Singh (see under Mewa Singh).
(17)
„ Nihal Singh ( „
„ Kahan Singb), (see
under Bundle No. Aa 23 (ii)).
(18)
,, ' Wazlr Khan.
(19)
„ Sikandar "
(20)
„ Imam Shah.
•

NOTE,—No. (18) begins from Katik 1901 (November 1843) and was previously known as

topkhdna Bal Singb.

Dale o$ rolls.—Phagan

1900 - M a n g h 1901 ; folios 108.

ZAMBUBAKKHANA.

(1) derah 'Abdul Bahim,
(2)
„
Jai Singh.
(3)
„
Paiz Bakhsh (see under Lehna Singh).
(4s) ,,
Muhammad Shah.
(5)
„
Nihal Singh
(6)
„
Khair ' Ali Khan.
Date of roZte.-Phagan 1900—Mangh 1901 ; folios 140.

(iii) Pay rolls of Beldars, etc.
Under the above head have been arranged pay rolls of two
companies of beldars attached to the army ; folios 17.

(iv) Miscellaneous.
HAZIBAN.

Under the above head have been arranged pay rolls relating
to the hazircw or men left in charge of the lines when the
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respective battalions they belonged to were removed to Peshawar; folios 26.
(ii) MUTAFARRAQ.

The batch of papers arranged under the above head relates to
the miscellaneous items of military accounts, such as repair and
preparation of army uniform (wardi), the mohrdna fee charged
from the pay of the men, &c.; folios 63.
• Bundle No. Aa 23 (ii).—Total folios 1,148 ; size 7J*X5";
written in shikasta.
Official-in-oharge.—Bakhshi Bhagat Earn.
Pate oj rolls.—Poh 1900—Mangh 1901,
Contents.
(ee) 4 derahs (units) of artillery, (Jit) sdrbans, &c, attached to the army
and {iv) items of miscellaneous accounts. Papers in the bundle have been
arranged in the following order \
(

(») Pay rolls of infantry.
(ii)
„
„ artillery.
r,
(Hi)
„
„ „ sdrbdns, etc.
(iv) Miscellaneous papers.
' Remarks —The pay rolls arranged in this bundle relate to the troops
stationed in Peshawar.

(i) Pay rolls of Infantry.
GENERAL KAHAN SINGH, MXN.

(1) paltan Colonel Baj Singh
(2)
„
Basant Singh.
(3) „
Ghan Singh.
(4)
„
Colonel 'Atar Singh.
(5) topfchdna Nihal Singh (see under (ii) Artillery)
Date oj rolls.—Poh 1900- Mangh 1901; folios 405.
COLONEL J ^ W A L A SIN OH.

(1) paltan Colonel Jawala Singh.
(2) „ Bam Singh, Lamba.
Date ojrolls.—-Poh 1900—Mangh 1901 folios ; 202.
(ii) Pay rolls of Artillery.
(1) tophhdna Colonel Ishwar Singh.
(2)
„
Bal Singh.

(3) topkhdna Jami'at Singh.
(4)
„
Nihal Singh.
NOTE.—Rolls of No. (2) cover from Poh to A3iij 1901 (January—October 1844 A.D.).

Date of rolls.—Poh 1900—Mangh 1901; folios 198.

(iii) Pay rolls of Sarbans, etc.
Under the above head have been arranged pay rolls of
orderlies, sdrhans and kdmds or bullock-drivers attached to the
troops stationed in Peshawar ; folios 16.

(iv) Miscellaneous.
Under the above head have been arranged papers relating to
the following heads of accounts :
(1) taqsim in'dm or details of the distribution of one
month's gratuitous pay granted by Baja Hira
Singh to the regulars stationed in Peshawar.
(2) kasrdt and amdnat accounts.
(3) rozndmcha ; folios 322.
Bundle No. Aa 24 (i).—Total folios 3,450; size 7 | " x 5 " ;
written in shikasta.
Official-in-charge.—Bakhshi Bhagat Earn.
Date of rolls.— Phagan 1901—Asuj 1902 (March—October
1845 A.D.).
g

•

Contents.—The bundle contains pay rolls of (i) 49 battalions ^ and few
miscellaneous companies of infantry, (ii) 40 derahs (units) of artillery and
(iii) belddrs, etc., attached to the regular army. The papers in the* bundle
have been arranged as follows :
(i) Pay rolls of
\ii)
1

(** ')

„

„

,,

infantry covering battalions and miscellaneou
companies.
artillery covering topkhatia and zamburahlisdna.

i>

;>

)>

belddrSy etc.

(i) Pay rolls of Infantry,
PAUJ-I-KHASS,
«

•

(1) paltan Khdss
(2)
„
Gurkha.
(3)
„ Dewa Singh.
(4)
„ • Sham Sota.
(5) topldhdna Ilahi Bakhsh.
Date of rolls.—Phagan 1901—Asuj 1902 ; folios 246.
M

32
GENERAL AVITABILE.

(1) paltan Rup Singh and Baldan Singh.
(2;
„
Bhagat Singh and Badri Nath
(3)
„
Jiwand Singh.
(4)
„
Washdwdla.
(5) tophkdna Bnland
NOTE—.v>. (4) Did not join the Sutlej campaign; hence the rolls arranged here cover the period

of 12 months from Phagan to Mangh 1902 (March 1845—February 1846 A.D.).

Date of rolls.— Phagan 1901—Asuj 1902 ; folios 237.
GENERAL BISHAN SINGH.
1

(1) paltan Sahja Singh.
(2)
„'. Fateh Singh.
Date of rolls.—Phagan 1901—Asuj 1902 ; folios 109.
GENERAL BAHADUR SINGH.

2

(1) paltan Sobha Singh.
(2)
„
Hem Singh and Bahadur Singh.
(3)
„
Steinbach (devi paltan).
(4)
„
Kaslimlrwdla.
(5)
„
3rd of Amir Singh.
(6) toplchdna Surat Singh.
(7) „
„ Jawala Singh.
Date of rolls.—Phagan 1901—Asuj 1902 ; folios 253.
GENERAL DHAUNKAL SINGH.

(1) paltan Bhawani Singh.
(2)
„
Uman Singh and Utam Singh.
(3)
„
Jawala Singh (fateh paltan).
(4)
„
Ham Singh, Lamba.
. • (5) toplchdna Bakhshish Singh.
Date of rolls.—Phagan 1901 - A s u j 1902 ; folios 212.
GENERAL KAHAN SINGH.

(1) paltan 'Atar Singh.
(2)
„
Baj Singh.
(3)
„
Basant Singh.
(4)
„
Ghan Singh.
(5) toplchdna Nihal Singh.
(6) „
„ JamTat Singh and Hafiz Bakhsh.
Date of rolls.—Phagan 1901— Asuj 1902 ; folios 215.
GENERAL COURT.

(1) paltan Jaimal Singh.
(2)
„
Partab Singh.
Un the rolls of the previous years it appeared as paltan Dhanna Singh.
-In the rolls of the previous years this brigade appeared under the name of (.Tene-al Gurdit
Siogh.
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(3) paltan Karm Singh.
(4)
„
Dhana Singh and Ratan Singh.
(5) topkhdna Fazl-i-'Ali.
Date of rolls.—Phagan 1901—Asuj 1902 ; folios 197.
GENERAL RATAN SINGH, MAN,

(1) paltan Rachhpal Singh.
„
Ratan Singh.
Sahib Singh.
35
„ . Colonel Sham Singh.
topkhdna Bal Singh.
Company jazairchi.
Date of rolls.—Phagan 1901—Asuj 1902 ; folios 220
GENERAL GULAB SINGH.

paltan Amir Khan.
(2)
„
Ram Sahai.
(3)
„
Mir Jang 'Ali.
Sujan Khan,
53
topkhdna Ala Singh.
Date of rolls.—Phagan 1901—Asuj 1902 ; folios 190
RANJODEL SINGH, MAJITHIA.*

(1) paltan Pheru Singh.
(2) topkhdna Hobath Gulab Singh wala.
(3) zamluraldchdna Paiz Bakhsh.
Bate of rolls.—Phagan 3901—Asuj 1902 ;-folios 79.
GENERAL LAL SINGH, MURARIYA.

(1) paltan Fateh Naszh.
(2)
„
Koh SMkan
(3)
„ ^ Gurkha Kuldip Singh.
Date of rolls.—Phagan 1901—Asuj 1902 ; folios 171.
•

GENERAL MAHTAB SINGH.

(1) paltan Zorawar Singh,
(2)
„
Kazak Singh.
(3)
„
Basant Singh.
(4)
„
Mehr Singh.
(5) topkhdna Partab Singh.
(6) „
„ Sobha Singh.
(7) Company jazairchi.
NOTE.—No. (5) was formed by detaching 6 guns from topkhdna Jawahir Singh,the re aining

half was known by the name of topkhdna Mohr Singh.

Date of rolls.—Phagan 1901—Asuj 1902 ; folios 285.
* la the rolls of the previous years the brigade appeared uuder the name of Sardar Lehna
Singh,
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MAJfTHiA.
paltan Bhawani Singh, Choba.
„
Khazan Singh.
„
Panjab Singh.
„
Mathra Das.
topkhdna Mewa Singh.
„
Mohr Singh
GENEEAL MEWA SINGH,

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

<

NOTE.—No. (3) in the rolls of the previous years appeared as pattern i<ateh Singh and No. (5)

was formed by detaching 6 guns from toplihana Jawahir Singh. No. (4) was raised fresh.

Date of rolls.—Phagan 1901—Asuj 1902 ; folios 281.
R A J A SUCHET SINGH.

(1) pattern Dharm Singh.
(2) lopkMdnu Karm 'Ali Shah.
Date of rolls.—Phagan 1901—Asiij 1902 ; fplios 58
BAPU BAM DIYAL.

The three companies of infantry, which in the rolls of the previous years
were arranged with the series of miscellaneous companies, were in Asuj 1902
(October 1845) raised to the status of a full battalion commanded by Bapu

Ram Diyal.

paUan Bapu Bam
Date of rolls.—Phagan 1902- Asuj 1902 • folios 38.
COMPANY-HA.

Group (i).
Group (i) relates to the pay rolls of miscellaneous companies
of infantry comprising carbineers, jazairehi, and orderlies of the
minister Jawahir Singh ; folios 83.
Group (ii).
Under Group (ii) have been arranged pay rolls of guards
quartered on Government buildings, etc. ; folios 18.
Group (Hi).
Group (Hi) relates to the pay rolls of the juvenile force* of
orderlies, etc., of Maharaja Dallp Singh ; folios 70.

(ii) Pay rolls of Artillery.
TOPKHANA JINSI.

(1) derail Ilahi Bakhsh (see under Fauj-i-Khass).
{%)
„ Amir Ohand.
(3)
„ Bakhtawar Khan.
(4)
„ Muhammad Bakhsh.
(5)
„ Pateh Singh and Mubarak Khan.
. Date of rolls.—Phagan 1901-Asuj 1902 ; folios 128,
•In several cases where the details of parentage of the members of this force arc given, we
find that it was recruited from amongst the sons and relatives of the chiefs and other big officers
of the state. In this respect, it, therefore, resembles the modern cadet corps,
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TOPKHANA ASPI (JAWAHIR MAL.)

(1) derail Ishwar Singh.
(2)
„ Hari Singh and Gurmukh Singh.
(3)
„ Mazhar 'AH.
(4}
„ Mewa Singh (see under Mewa Singh).
(5)
„ Rustam Beg.
NOTE.—No. (2) in the rolls of the previous years appeared under the name of ioylthana

Singh. No. (5) was raised in Sambat 1902.
Bhag Singl

~

Date of rolls.—Phagan 1901- Asuj 1902 ; folios 94.
TOPKHANA

ASPI—GOntcl.

(1) derah Ala Singh (see under Gulab Singh) .
and Hazara Command)
(2)
55
55
al Sins-h).
(3)
Buland Khan
( „ ' „
Avitabile).
55
(5)
„ Partab Singh ( „
„
Mahtab Singh).
(6)
,, Jaimal Singh
(7)
„ Jami'at Singh ( .,
„
Kahan Singh).
(8)
„ Jawala Singh
( „
„
Bahadur Singh).
(9)
„ Hira Singh
( .,
,., Mahtab Singh).
(10)
„ Surat Singh
(„
,;
Bahadur Singh).
(11)
„ Sikanclar Khan.
(12)
„ Fazl-i-'Ali (see under Court).
(13)
„ Fateh KJhan and Lahaura Singh.
(14)
„ Karm 'Alj Shah (see under Suchet Singh).
(15)
„ Kahan Singh.
(16)
,, Gulab Singh (see under Banjodh Singh)
(17)
„ Lehna Singh (not traceable).
(18)
„ Mohr Singh (see under Mewa Singh).
(19)
„ Mewa Singh ( „
„
,;
„ ).
(20)
„ Nihal Singh ( „
„
Kahan Singh).
• j
(21)
„ Imam Shah.
(22)
,, Gardona (Gardner) Sahib.
(23)
,, Jaimal Singh.
(24)
„ Kishan Singh and Amir Singh.
NOTE.—No. (6) was formed by detaching 5 guns from t-jplthdna Fateh Khan and Lahaura

Singh. No. (22) was placed uuder Alexandar Gardner and formerly belonged to Raja Dhian
Singh on whose death it wai transferred t,o campvA-mu'alia. No. (24) was formed by" detaching 5 guns from tophhdna Bakhtawar Khan.

Date of rolls.—Phagan 1901 Asuj 1902 ; folios 163.
ZAMBURAKKHANA.
r

(1) derah 'Abdul Kahim (papers not complete).
(2)
„ Jai Singh.
(3) w Eaiz Bakksh [see under Jianjodii Singh),
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(4) derah Muhammad Shah (papers not complete)
l
(5)
„ Nihal Singh.
(6)
„' Khair'Ali
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
Date of rolls.—Phagan 1901—Asuj 1902 ; folios 90.
(iii) Pay rolls of Beldars, etc.
Under the above head have been arranged pay rolls of
ms and belddrs attached to the army; folios 45.
Bundle No, Aa 24 (11).-Total folios 1,995; size IV x 5"2
written in shikasta.
'
Official*in«chargem—Bakhshi Bhagat Ram.
Bate of rolls.—Katik—Mangh 1902 (November 1845
February 1846 A. D.).
Contents.—The bundle contains pay rolls of (i) 53 battalions and few
companies of infantry and 9 regiments of cavalry, (li) 37 derahs (units) of
artillery and {Hi) belddrs attached to the regular army. The papers have
been arranged as follows :—
/

(i) Pay rolls of infantry and cavalry.
(**) »
» *» artillery including toplchdna and zambura&Mbdna.
(iii) „
„ ,> belddrs, etc.

Remarks.—The pay rolls arranged in this bundle cover a period of four
months from November 1845 to February 1846 which roughly corresponds to
the time occupied by the first Sikh War. The details of the strength in the
following pages have been given with a view to enable one to form some idea
of the size of the brigades of the Jchalsa Army at the time of war.
r

l he exact number of the regular troops that took part in the war is not
known. The total strength of the regular army as borne on the rolls for the
months of Katik— Mangh 1902 stands at 70,721 men, being distributed over
the three arms as thus j
Infantry ...
... 53,962 men.
Cavalry
...
.*• 6,235 men.
Artillery (containing 316
guns + 267 swivels)... 10,524 men.
The following table, which gives the disposition of the army in Katik
Maghar (November—December 1845 ^V.D.) may, however, be given below :
.Disposition of the troops in the months of Katik—Maghar
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Peshawar and Hazara
Jasrota and R&mnagar
Lahore
...
FeroKepore "
...

1902.

.., 9/287 men.
... 1,596 „
.„. 9,754 „
... 38,500 „

(5) Phillaur JflflggBlJ^^Mg^M

]T
»

NOTE.—The above table has been worked out from the papers in bundle Ca 5 which

contain the taqdama or 3alary estimate of the troops for the months of Katik and Maghar 19C2,

\
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Pay rolls of Infantry.
KH/

(1) paUan Khdss

»

(2)

„

Gurkha

(3)

„

Dewa Singh
0

•

Es. 7

«

month
... 693 men, salary Es. 5,142
per month.
,... 8^
7,007
]3er

(4)

„
Sham Sota 1
.
_
(5) rajman Dragoon 1st

...
8]
••• "lb men. salary Es. 7,277
per month.
... 722 men, salary Es. 16,590
per month.
(6)
„
Grenadiers
.., 716 men, salary Es. 16,352
ttr\ • 7 i. au-j* T - ,
per month.
(7) nsalah Shadi Lai
... 184 men, salary Es. 4,465
/ox
77
-r
per month.
(8) topkhana Ilahi Bakhsh 813 men, salary Es 5 739
(30 guns).
per month.
\f rolls.—Katik—Mangh
j 902 (November 1845
ruarv 1846 A
GENERAL AVITABILE.

Eup
(2)
(3)
(4)
.(5)
(6)
m.
(7)
Date

•

•

Es. 7

•

per month
„
Bhagat Singh ... 901 men, sals
7,370
month
„
Jiwand Singh ... 870
p month
„
WdsJidwdla (see Bundle No Aa 24t(i)).
raj man Gobind
... 510 men
month
topkhdna Buland
Khan 142 men, salary Es 1 270
un
(1° g «)per month.
„
Eustam
Beg 136 men, salary Es. 1,280
(8 guns).
per month.
of rolls.—Katik—Mangh 1902 ; folios 106.
ARJAN SINGH.

(1) paltan Utam Singh

...

(2)

„

Bhawani Singh ...

•3)

„

Jawala Singh

(4)

„

Earn Singh Lamba

...

660 men, salary Es. 6,070
per month.
495 men, salary Es. 4,406
per month.
973 men, salary Es. 8,200
per month.
997 men, salary Es. 8,450
per month.

m
(5) topfchdna Bakhshish Singh 198 men, salary Es. 1,530
(6 guns).
per month.
Date of rolls.—Eatik Mangh 1902 ; folios 93.
GENEEAL BAHADUE SINGH.

paltan Dev
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
Date

*

•

•

Es

per month.
„
Sobha Singh
... 1,030 men, salary Es. 8,310
per month.
„
Bahadur Singh ... 1,066 men, salary Es. 8,763
per month.
„
Kashmirwdla
... 800 men, salary Es. 6,112
per month.
T
rajman ]S ar Singh
.. 555 men, salary Es. 12,104
per month.
topkhdna Surat Singh (o 204 men, salary Es, 1,547
guns).
per month.
„
Jawala Singh (5 162 men, salary Es. 1,203
a*uns).
per month.
o$ roUs.—Katik-Mangh 1902 ; folios 130.
GENEEAL EATAN SINGH, MAN.

(1) paltan Eachhpal Singh ... 1,066 men, salary Es. 8,270
per month.
(2)
„
Eatan Singh
... 1,216 men, salary Es. 10,021
per month.
(3)
„
Sahib Singh
... 951 men, salary Es. /,784
per month.
(4)
,,
Sham Singh
... 1,053 men, salary Es. 8,336
per month.
(5)
„
jazairchi
.... 123 men, salary Es. 782
per month.
toplchdna Bal Singh (19 463 men, salary Es. 3,700
guns).
per month.
Date of roWs.—Katik—Mangh 1902 ; folios 152.
GENEEAL KAHAN SINGH, MAN.

(1) paltan Baj Singh, 1st
(2)
(3)
(4)

...

798 men, salary Es. 7,003
per month.
„
Baj Singh, 2nd ... 771 men, salary Es. 6,513
per month.
„
Ghan Singh, 3rd ... 780 men, salary Es. 6,862
per month.
„ <Atar Singh, 4th ... 791 men, salary Es. 7,004
per month.
rajman Hazuri
... 728 men, salary Es. 15,600
per month.
s

(5)
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(6) topJchdna Nihal
Singh 311 men, salary Rs. 2,270
(10 guns).
per month.
(7)
„
Jaimal Singh 141 men, salary Rs. 1,290
(4 guns).
per month.
Date oj rolls.—Katik—Mangh 1902 ; folios 133.
GENERAL COURT.

(1) paltati Jaimal Singh
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
Date

...

791 men, salary Rs. 10,804
per month,
„
Partab Singh ... 809 men, salary Rs. 7,033
per month.
„
Bal Singh and 746 men, salary Rs. 6,360
Karm Singh.
per month.
„
Dhana Singh ... 714 men, salary Rs. 6,121
per month.
rajman Bam
^« 451 men, salary Rs. 9,510
per month.
topJchdna
Fazl-i-'Ali 423 men, salary Rs. 3,107
(12 guns).
per month.
oj rolls—Kmk—Mangh 1902 ; folios 116.
GENERAL GULAB SINGH.

(1) po,ltan Amir Khan

...

(2)

„

Ram Sahai

...

(3)

„

Sujan Khan

...

(4)

„

Mir Jang 'Ali

(5)

1

„

Eateh Singh ...

(6) topJchdna Ala Singh
(11 guns).
Date oj rolls—Katik—Mangh

726 men, salary Rs.
per month.
751 men, salary Rs.
per month
790 men, salary Rs.
per month
752 men, salary Rs.
per month.
568 men, salary Rs.
per month.
336 men, salary Rs.
per month.
1902 ; folios 115.

7,054
6,900
7,460
6,862
5,256
2,673

GENERAL LAL SINGH,

(1) palfan Fateh Naszb ...
(2)

„

(3)

„

(4)

„

924 men, salary Rs. 7,295
per month.
Kofi Shikan ... 976 men, salary Rs. 7,251
per month.
2
Sahja Singh ... 763 men, salary Rs. 6,188
per month.
Kuldip Singh, Stationed in Peshawar.
Gurkha..

>

"In rolls of previous years it appeared under General Bishan Singh.
In rolls of the previous years it appeared under General Bishan Singh. Of No. (4) the rolls
will be found in Bundle No. Aa 24 (*).

N
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(5) risdlah Lai Singh

...

148 men, salary Rs. 3,310
per month.
Date of rolls. - Katik—Mangh 1902 ; folios 96.
RANJODH SINGH, MAJITHIA.

(1) paltan Pheru Singh ...
(2) toykhdna Hobath
g

880 men, salary Rs. 6,020
per month.
(11 367 men, salary Rs. 2,826
per month

(3) zambtiraklchdna Faiz 95 men, salary Rs. 975 per
Bakhsh,
month.
Bate of rofts.-Katik—Mangh 1902 ; folios 39.
GENERAL MAHTAB SINGH.

(1) paltan, 1st

...

„

Kazak Singh ...

(3)

„

Basant Singh...

(4)

„

Mehr Singh ...

(5) jasairchi

...

(6) rajman Akdl

...

(7) toflchdna Sobha Singh
(13 guns).
(8)
„
Partab Singh
(12 guns).
Bate of ro^s.-Katik-Mangh

828 men, salary Rs. 7,084
per month.
815 men, salary Rs. 6,912
per month.
876 men, salary Rs. 7,768
per month.
839 men, salary Rs. 7,270
per month, ^
27 men, salary Rs. 219 per
month.
754 men, salary Rs. 16,120
per month.
415 men, salary Rs. 3,035
per month.
260 men, salary Rs. 1,980
per month.
1902 ; folios 152.

GENERAL MEWA SINGH.

(1) palfan, 1st
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

...

946 men, salary Rs. 7,909
per month.
„
2nd
... 932 men, salary Rs. 7,890
per month.
„ 3rd
... 890 men, salary Rs. 7,136
per month.
„ Mathra Das ... 1,023 men, salary Rs. 6,804
per month,
1
„
Tahl Singh
... 723 men, salary Rs. 5,005
per month.
tojplchdna Mewa Singh 491 men, salary Rs. 3,427
(14 guns).
per month.
* It was raised *m Asuj 1902 (October 1845 A.D.).
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Dak of rolls.—Katik—Mangli 1902 ; folios 138.
UMAN

(1) paltan 1st

i
SINGH.

...

700 men, salary Es. 6,322
per month.
(2) „
2nd
... 357 men, salary Es. 3,100
per month.
Date oj rolls.—Katik—Mangh 1902 ; folios 43.
JIWAN SINGH.

(1) paltan Gauhr Singh ...
(2)

„

Lakha Singh ...

(3)

„

Sher Dal

2

975 men, salary Es. 6,210
per month.
898 men, salary Es. 5,922
per month.
501 men, salary Es. 3,800
per month

...

Date of rolls. -Katik—Mangh
EAJA SUOHET SINGH.

(1) paltan Dharm Singh

...

913 men, salary Es. 7,681
per month.
(2) topkhdna Karm 'Ali Shah 160 men, salary Es. 1,304
(6 guns)
per month.
Date of *oZk—Katik—Mangh 1902 ; folios 27.
EAM DIYAL.

paltan Earn Diyal

...

600 men, salary Es. 4,173
per month.
Date of rolls—Katik—Mangh 1902 ; folios 17.
COMPANT-HA.

Group (i).
Group (i) relates to the pay rolls of miscellaneous companies of infantry comprising orderlies, jazairchis and matchlockmen, etc. ; folios 70.
Group (ii).
of companies of infantry
oup
placed as guards on several Government buildings; folios 12.
Group {%ii).
Group (Hi) relates'to the pay rolls of company tiflan or
the iuvenile force of Maharaja Dalip Singh ; folios 33.
•

* Battalions placed under Uman Singh were raised in Asiij 1902 (October 1845 A. D.).
'Battalion* Nos. (1) and (2) we're raised in Asiij 1902 (October 1845 A.D.) and No. (3)
called back from Kashmir,

w^
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Group (iv).
Under the above head have been arranged pay rolls of men
detached from several infantry and cavalry regiments ; folios 59.

(ii) Pay rolls of Artillery.
TOPKHANA JlNSI.

(1) derah Ilahi Bakksh (see under Fauj-i-Khdss).
(2) ' „ Amir Ohand
... 468 men, salary Rs. 3,341
(15 guns)
per month.
(3)
„ Bakhtawar Khan ... 282 men, salary Rs. 2,306
(8 guns)
per month.
(4)
„ Muhammad Bakhsh
250 men, salary Rs. 2,136
(8 guns)
per month.
(5)
„ Mubarak Khan
... 697 men, salary Rs. 50,049
(23 guns)
per month.
Date of rolls— Katik—Mangh 1902 ; folios 71.
TOPKHANA ASPI (JAW A HIP* MAL).

(1) derah Ishwar Singh
... 454 men, salary Rs. 3,340
(12 guns)
per month.
(2)
„ Mazhar 'Ali Beg ... 229 men, salary Rs. 1,176
(7 guns)
per month.
(3)
„ Gurmukh Singh ... 284* men, salary Rs. 2,148
guns)
per month.
(4)
„ Rustam Beg (see under Avitabile).
(5)
„ Mohr Singh
... 206 men, salary Rs. 1,726
(6 guns)
per month.
(6)
„ Mewa Singh (see under Mewa Singh).
Date of rolls— Katik—Mangh 1902 ; folios 42.
TOPKHANA ASPI— (eontd.)
(1) derah Ala Singh (see under Gulab Singh).
(2) „ Amir Singh (Peshawar and Ilazara Command).
(3) „ Imam Shah
... 372 men, salary Rs. 2,588
(11 guns)
per month.
(4) „ Bakhshish Singh (see under Arjan Singh).
(5)
„ Buland Khan
( „
„
Avitabile).
(6) „ Bal Singh
( „
„ Ratan Singh).
(7) „ Partab Singh
( ,, „ Mahtab Singh).
(8) „ Jami'at Singh
( „ „
Kalian Singh).
(9) „ Jaimal Singh.;
( „ „ . Bundle No. Aa 24
(

(10)
(11)

„
,j

Jawala Singh
( „
Hira Singh and ( „
Sobha Singh.

„
„

*

)

.

)

Bahadur Singh).
Mahtab Singh).
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(12) derah Surat Singh (see under Bahadur Singh).
(13)
„ SikandarKhan ... 319 men, salary Es. 3172
(i5 guns)
per month.
'
(14) „ Eazl-i-'Ali (see under Court).
(15)
„ Eateh Khan and... 264 men, salary Es. 2,657
Lahaura Singh
per month.

(7 guns)

(16)
(17)

„
„

(18)

„

(19)
„
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
(20)
„

I

Karm 'Ali Shah (see under Eaja Suchet Singh).
Kishan Singh and ^69 men, salary Es 2 323
Amir Singh (7
per month.
' '
guns).
Gulab Singh (see under Eaniodh Sine*
gn
Majithia).
'
Gardona (Gardner) 266 men, salary Es. 2,280
^ Sahib (8 guns)
per month.
. Nihal Singh (see under Kahan Singh).

Date of rolls. -Katik—Mangh 1902 ; folios 57.
Z A MB "ft R AK KH A N A.

(1) derah 'Abdul Rahim and 47 men, salary Es. 431
Bal Singh
per month.
.(2)
„
Eaiz Bakhsh (see under Eanjodh Singh).
(3)
„
Eateh Din and
76 men, salary Es. 864
Muhammad
per month,
f

Shah.

(4)

„

Nihal

Singh

...

145 men, salary Es. 1,780
per month.
(5)
„
Jai Singh
... 74 men, salary Es. 916
per month.
(6)
„ Khair <Ali Khan ... 58 men, salary Es. 751
per month.
Date of roZZs.—Katik—Mangh 1902]; folios 21.

(iii) Pay roll of Beldars, etc.
Under the above head have been arranged pay rolls of
drs and sdrbdns attached to the army ; folios 35
Bundle No. Aa 25 (i).—Total folios 3,796; size 7|"X6";
written in shihasta.
Opicial-in-charge.—Bakhshi Bhag MaJ.
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Date of rolls.—Phagan
February 1847 A.D.).

1902—Mangh 1908 (March 1846

Contents.—The bundle contains pay rolls of (i) 34 battalions and few
companies of infantry, (U) 7 derahs (units) of artillery, (in) clerical establishment attached to the army office and (iv) belddrs and sarbans, etc. Papers
in the bundle have been arranged as follows :
(i) Pay rolls of infantry,
(it)
„
artillery.
(in)
„
mutasaddis.
(iv)
beldars, etc.
v
Remarks.—By the terms of the treaty, which in March 1846 closed the
first Sikh War, Maharaja Dalip Singh had engaged to reduce the Sikh army
to 25 battalions of regular infantry, 12-;000 cavalry, and surrender all the arms
which were pointed against the British army. Immediately, therefore, when
the peace terms were signed the reduction of the army was taken in hand and
the result was that by the end of February 18-17 A.D. the strength of the
regular army was brought down to 35,547 men, distributed over 28 battalions
of infantry, 4 regiments of cavalry and 17 derahs (units) of artillery.

(i) Pay rolls of Infantry.
(1) paltan Khciss.
(2)
„
Gurkha.

(3)
(4)

,,
„

(5)

33

(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
v(11)

„
„
„
„
„

(13)

„

Dewa Singh.
Sham Sota

i ™ • • Tn -

P *

[^^'Kham

fol
• •

166
Uman Singh; folios 142.
Bishan Singh; folios 158.
t
Wasliahwala; folios 126.
Buddh Singh, Man
\ Buddh Singh, Ma
Bahadur Singh.
)
folios 230.

Bha

s

iij
;;
m
v
^
r
^
j
™
^
5
**<»no,
(
S

No. \r\

General

(15)

"

No. 3' ! *

Ghirdit.Singh; folios 137.

(16)

','

No. 4 J

(17)
(18)
(19)
(20)
(21)
22

»„
„
„
,,
„

Mahtab Singh ; folios 28.
Raja Suchet Singhwala; folios 40.
Rachhpal Singh ; folios 124.
Ratan Singh, M a n ; folios 136.
R a m D i y a l ; folios 94.

(23)
(24)

„
„

Baj Singh.
Ghan Singh.

(25)

„

<Atar

( )H>>|Kahanj

/ General Kahan
f folios 331.

Sinffl
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(26) paltan Shamsher Mukhi. , ~
, ~ „
(27)
„
£/*errtaZ.
C General Cortlandt; folios
368<
(28)
„
Sura) Mukhi.
j
(27)
„
Colonel Earn I
(28)
„
Mir Jang <Ali.
. n ._, e . . „
Gulab Sln h
(29)
„
Sujan Khan.
f
g J folios 346
(30)
„
Amir
(31)
„
Kuldip Singh, Gurkha; folios 125.
(32)
„
Fateh; folios 158.
(33) „
Fateh Naszb; folios 95.
(34)
„
Partab Singh Pattiwala; folios 117
The pay rolls of faiij-i-Ud.^ ; regiments under Buddh Singh, Man, and also those
underIT Mahtab Singh
_ and Gulab Singh
_ cover only two months from Pbagan 1902 ou
^ u 1909
to Chet
whereas the pay tolls of the remaining battalions with sligbt variations will befound toToVeV'the
period noted below, No. (8) will subsequently appear as palfan kdtar mukhi.
NOTB.-

Date of rolls.—Phagan 1902—Maghar 1903.
COMPANY-HA.

Group (i).
Pay rolls of 6 companies of infantry comprising matchlockmen, carbineers, the jazairchzs, jetc.; folios 161.
Group (ii).
•

Pay rolls of miscellaneous companies of infantry serving
as gtiards placed over Government buildings and in attendance
on big officials; folios 12.
Group (Hi).
Pay rolls of the juvenile force of Maharaja Dali]) Singh;
folios 150.
(ii) Pay rolls of Artillery.
(1) derah Megh Raj.
(2) * „
Bal Singh.
(3)
„
Surat Singh.
(4)
„ Jai Singh.
(5)
„
Mit Singh.
(6)
„ Ilahi Bakhsh (haziran only).
(7) „
Kalian Singh (haziran only).
Date of rolls.—Phagan 1902—Mangh 190?
Mutasaddiyan
pay rolls of the
Under the
mutasaddiyan (clerical establishment) of the army head office
including the offices of the Chief Bakhshi and the Eecord Department; folios 37,
%
NOTE.—'Total strength of the establishment was 105 men whose monthly salary amounted to

Us. 5,700.
\
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(iv) Pay rolls of Beldars, etc.
Pay rolls of 2 companies of beldars and 4 of sdrbdns or cameldrivers attached to the regular army ; folios 88,
Bundle No. Aa 25 (ii).—Total folios 274; size 6 f X5$";
written in a mixed shikasfa.
Date of rolls.—Poh—Mangh 1903 (January—February 1847
A.T>.)
Official-in-charge —Bakhshi Bhag Mai.
Contents.—The bundle contains (*) pay rolls of 2 battalions of infantry
and one company of Sappers placed under General Mahtab Singh, {ii) account
of bhatta allowance and {Hi) miscellaneous papers covering minor heads of
account. The papers in the bundle have been arranged as follows : —
{i) Pay rolls of infantry.
{ii) bhatta.
{Hi) Miscellaneous.
Remarfo.—The force placed under Mahtab Singh was cantoned at Pind
Dadan Khan and Shahpur. It comprised 2 battalions of infantry and one
campany of Sappers, whose total strength amounted to 2,200 men.

(i) Pay rolls of Infantry.
GENERAL MAHTAB SINGH.

(1) jpaltan Partab Singh.
(2)
„
katar muhhi.
(3) Company safar mma.*
Date oj rolls.—Poh—Mangh 19OS (January—February 1847
A.D.) ; folios 70.
(ii) Bhatta.
Eeturns of bhatta allowance granted to officers and men sent
to Bannu and Tonk ; folios 6).
(iii) Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous papers relatin
penditure incurred in connection with the removing
of Kahan Singh's artillery from Peshawar to Lahore.
The items relate to the purchase of fodder and
other rations for horses and bullocks. :
(ii) rozndmcha taqsim:
(iit) despatches, etc. ; folios 128.
Bundle No. Aa 26 (i).—Total folios 2,891 ; size 7 ^ X 5 " ;
written in shihasta.
Official-in-charge.—Bakhshi Bhag Mai.
Date of rolls.—Phagan 1903—Asuj 1904 (March—October
1847 A.D.).
t

#

ftoTE,- safar mlna is a corrupted form of sappers and miners,
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Eonlents.— This bundle contains pay rolls of (i) 22 battalions and few
companies of infantry, (it) 14 dehras (units) of artillery, (iii) establishment
of the army office, (iv) beldars and sdrbdns, (v) the bullock-drivers, and (#i)
miscellaneous papers. The contents of the bundle have been arranged as
follows:—
(i) Pay rolls of infantry.
(it) ,,
„ „ artillery.
(••V) J,
,j » rnnlasaddiydn,
(iv) „
„ ,, beldars and sdrbdns.
(v) „
,, „ Icdmds, or bullock-drivers.
(w) Miscellaneous papers covering 5«» and ru-ba-kdri.

Infantry
(1) p a t a Ajodhy
(2)
(3)
(4)

,, Uman
„
katctr mukhi.
,3 s^mj mukhi.
companies of Sappers.

*)
%
\ General Oortlandt
) 280.

©aZjfa
55

folios
Bam GhauP ; folios 96.
SherDal; folios 122.
Bahadur Singh; folios 82.
Kuldip Singh ; folios 117

-

i

(81 „
(9)
„
(10)
,
(11)
„
7c
(12 ) •
(13)
„
Ram Diyal; folios 8S.
(14)
„
Eaclihpal Singh ; folios 90.
CI 5)
,, Mohr Singh ; folios 41.
(16)
„ Dhara Singh ; folios 89.
(17)
„ Partab Singh ; folios 92.
(18)
„
Fateh ; folios 95.
(19)^^BNo ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
i?S\ "
2 ° ' o' 5- Kahan Sinffh, Man ; folios 193.
(21) „
JNo. 6,
(22) „
No. 4.
The pay i oils of battalions No*. 1, 2, 7, 8, 9 and 11 cover the period of full twelve
months from t*hagan 1903 t ; Mangh 1904 ; whereas those of the remaining bittalions with slight
variations relate to the period noted below.
NOTE.—

Date of rolls.—Phagan 1903 — Asfij 1904.
COMPANY-HA.

Group (i).
Pay rolls of miscellaneous companies of infantry placed as
guards over Government buildings, etc.; folios 56.
Group (ii).
Pay rolls of the Juvenile force of Maharaja Dalip Singh;
folios 47.
It was a battalion of irregulars command* by Sardir Sher Singh Attariwala.

O
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Group (Hi).
Pay rolls of a company of foot soldiers serving as escort
of Dlwan Ajodhya Parshad, who was deputed by the darbar to
mark the boundary line between the Kashmir and Lahore States;
folios 17.
HAZIRAN.

Pay rolls of the hazirtin or those who were left in charge
of the lines at head-quarters when the respective battalions
they belonged to were removed to Peshawar and other cantonments in the country ; folios 28.
N

(ii) Pay rolls of Artillery.
.(1) derail Amir Ohand.
(2)
„ Canara i.Canora) Sahib.
(3)
„ Hafiz Bakhsh.
(4i)
„ Sultan Mahmud Khan (haziran only). '
(5)
„ Gulab Singh.
(6)
„ Bal Singh.
(7)
„ Ishwar Singh.
(8)
„ Tar a Singh.
(9)
„ NurDln.
(10)
„ Ilahi Bakhsh.
(11)
„ Bakhshish Singh.
(12)
„ Jai Singh.
e
(13)
„ Mazhar Ali Beg {haziran only).
(14)
„ gjmbar khana.
Date of rolls.—Phagan 1903—Asuj 1904 ; folios 673.

(iii) Pay rolls of Mutasaddiyan.
Pay rolls of the clerical establishment attached to the head
office of the regular army ; folios 25
(iv) Pay rolls of Beldars and Sarbans.
Pay rolls of one company of beldws and 4 of sarbans
attached to the regular army; folios 100.
(v) Pay rolls of Kama-ha.
Pay rolls of bullock-drivers attached to the magazine de
partment under charge of Lala Jawahir Mai, darogha; folios 60.

(vi) Miscellaneous.
Papers relating to miscellan
ubjeets including orders,
did ru-ba-hin issued bv the D
Council in consultation
with Sir Henry Lawrence in regard to rules laid down for
allowance, etc. ; folios 63.
NOTE.—ru-ba-lcdri is au order or conmiuuicatiou addres^od by au official to an equal
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Bundle No. Aa. 26. (ii).—Total folios 1,638 ; size 7-|"x5"«
Official-in-charge.—Eakhshi Bhag Mai.
Bate of rolls.—Katik 1903—Maghar 1904 (November 1846—
December 1847 A.D.).
Contents.—This bundle contains pay rolls of (i) 9 battalions of
infantry, (ii) 7 derahs (units) of artillery, and (Hi) miscellaneous paper?
relating to jam' Jcharch and roznamelia accounts. Papers in the bundle have
been arranged as follows :—
(i) Pay rolls of infantry.
(ii) ,,
„ „ artillery.
(iii) Miscellaneous.

Pay rolls of Infantry.
(1) paltan Amir Singh ; folios 110.
Amir KMn ; folios 116.
(2)
,
Ratan Singh ; folios 127.
(3)
,
Earn Sahai; folios 81.
(4)
Mir Jang Mli ; folios 121.
(5)
(6)
Sujan khan ; folios" 115.
, Mehr Singh ; folios 33.
,
Kahan
Singh
;
folios
93.
(3)
.
Fateh Nasfb : folios 20.
(9)
Date of rolls.—Katik 1903—Chet 1904 (November 1847
April 1848 A D.)

(ii) Pay rolls of Artillery.
(1) derail Ilahi Bakbsh
(2)
„ Jai Singh.
Mazhir 'Ali Beg
(4) „ Fateh Khan and Lahaura Singh.

(5)

„

Ala Singh.

(6)
„ BaKhshish Singh.
(7)
,, Kahan Singh.
Date of rolls.—Katik 1903—Maghar

1904 ; folios 248.

NOTB—Of NOB. (6) and (7), the rolls cover from Phagan 1903 to Asui 1904 (March 1847

October 1848 A. D.).

(iii) Miscellaneous.
JAM' KHARCH.

Papers relating to the jam' Ichareh account of the troops
stationed in Peshawar between Katik 1903—Asuj 1904 (November 1847—October 1848 A.D.) ; folios 106.
ROZNAMCHA TAQSfM.

rozn&meha papers relating to the disbursement of pay to the
troops stationed in Peshawar ; folios 368,
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Bundle No. Aa. 26 (iii).-Tolal folics 577 ; Biie^^XSf;
written in sJrikasta. Writing is blurred and rendered illegible.
Date of rolls.— Har—Maghar 1904 (July—November 1847
A.D.)
Official-in-charge.—Bakhshi Bhag Mai.
Contents.—This bundle contains (t) pay rolls of a division of regular
army commanded by General Cortlandt and (ii) miscellaneous papers relating
to minor heads of accounts concerning that division. The contents of the
bundle have been arranged as follows :
(i) Pay rolls of Cortlandt's division.
(ii) Miscellaneous papers.
Remarks.—The division commanded by Cortlandt comprised 4* battalions
of infantry, 3 troops of artillery and one company of sappers. The entire
force numbering 4;45:J men was cantoned at Bannu and Tonk on the Frontier.

Pay rolls of General Cortlandt's Brigade.
(1) paltan Colonel Badri Nath.
(2)
„
Suraj Mukhi.
(3)
„
Ghan Singh.
(4)
,,
Mehr Singh.
(5) topfchdna Canara (Canora) Sahib.
(6)
„
Fazl-i-'Ali.
(7)
„
Sultan <Ali Khan.
(8) Company stfar mzna.
)f rolls.—Har—Asuj 1904 (July - October 1847 A. D
folios 272
NOTE.—Of Nos. (1) and (2), the rolls cover six months from Hap to Maghar 1904, '

(ii) Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous papers relating to the following sub«heads of
accounts:
(1) bhatta allowance to troops moved to Bannu.
(2) amdnat and Jtasrdt.
(3) Disbursement of salary and deductions ; folios 305.
//

Bundle No. Aa 27.—Total folios 1,403; size 7i"X5 ; writ*
in shihasta.
Official-in-charge.—Bakhshi Bhag Mai.
Date of rolls.—Phagan 1904—Mangh 1905 (March 184&
February 1849 A. D.).
Contents.—The bundle contains pay rolls of (e) 3 complete battalions
and other miscellaneous companies of infantry, (ii) artillery, {tit) the clerical
establishment of the army office, (iv) beldars, etc., and (v) the descriptrye^
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rolls of several regiments of cavalry.
ed ae follows : —
(*)
(**)
{tit)
{iv)
(v)

Pay
„
},
„

rolls
»
„
„

of
,>
„
j,

Paper? In the bimdle have heen arrang-

infantry.
artillery.
muta&addiyan.
beldars.
chihra or descriptive-roll.

(i) Pay rolls of Infantry.
•1) paltan Ajodhia Parshad ; folios 72.
(2)
„ Dhara Singh ; folios 57.
(3)
„ Slier Dal; folios 119.
Date of rolls- Phagan 1904-Mangh 1905 (March 1848
February 1849 A.D ;.
TIFLAN ARDALY MAHARAJA. SAHIB.

Pay rolls of the juvenile force of Maharaja Dalip Singh ;

folios 71.
Is i p KHAN E O H I L L A .

Pay rolls, descriptive-rolls and discharge lists of the Rohilla
sepoys placed under Isap Khan ; folios 90.
SlPAH GOBINDGAEH.

Pay rolls of the force garrisoned in the fort of Gobindgarh
at Amritsar between Asuj—Phagan 1905 (October 1848—March
1849 A.D.) ; folios 44.
HAZIRAN.

Pay rolls of the haziran (those left in charge of the lines
at head-quarters) from the following battalions of infantry :
(1) paltan Amir Khan.
(2)
'„ Buddh Singh.
(3)
,, Bishan Singh.
(4)
„ Ram SahaL
(5)
„
Fateh.
(6)
„ Gurkha.
Khass.
(8)
„ Rachhpal Sir b
(9)
„ Eatan Singh.
(10)
„ Bhup Singh.
(11)
„ Mir Jang 'Ali.
(12)
„ Cortlandt.
(13)
(14)
,, Ram Diyal.
(15)
„ Bam Ghaul.
(16)
,j Partab Singh; folios 203
» )

s
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(ii) Pay rolls of Artillery.
(1) derah Amir Chand.
(2) 33 Sukha Singh.
Ilahi Bakhsh.
33
(4) 33 Sultan Mahmud Khan.
i
(5) 33 Ishwar Singh.
)(Hdzirdn
only.)
Bal Sin^h.
33
(7) 5) Nur Din.
(3) 33 Mazhar 'Ali Beg.
Date of rolls.—Phagan 1904 Mangh 1905 ; folios 131.
HAZLRAN.

Pay rolls of the ' amla or followers of several derahs of
artillery who were left at head-quarters when the gunners were
sent on command ; folios 56.

Pay rolls of Mutasaddiyan
r/

of

e stablishnient

attached

balchshikhdna and

offices

Beldars, etc
Pay rolls of the beldars and sarbdns attached to
folios 46.

my

N_

Chihra Sowaran
Descriptive-rolls and muster-rolls of several regiments of
Iry ; folios 564.

n
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PART II.
IRREGULAR CAVALRY.
The irregular cavalry of Ranjit Singh may be divided into two
introductory remarks.
p a r t s - t h e one comprising the contingents
supplied by the jagzrdar 8 or fief-holders
and the other the gliorcharah force paid directly from the
State Treasury.
In the former class, the grantees had to furnish efficient and
well-equipped troopers whenever required by the State, the number of the horses maintained being determined by the value of the
fief. On the day of the Dasahra, every jagzrdar was required
himself
strict muste
his contingent was taken by the Maharaja in person. The services of these sowars, however, were being put in constant requisition throughout the year either to chastise a refractory
chief or to realize revenues from defaulting zamzndars, etc.
The salaried ghorcharahs constituted the standing cavalry
force. The old system of feudal levies was unconsciously yielclmethod of standing; armies. A bar
may
In the earliest stages of the rise of the khalsa every
Sikh soldier could get himself enrolled in
Histor
lsory
'
the national army and fight under the
banner of any chief. This army (dal khalsa) was convoked by
1
the aludls of Amritsar at times of national peril. It was, in fact,
a force which temporarily united individual plunderers into an
inst
a
common
foe.
The
soldiers
were
paid
out
of
a
arm y
fund
to
which
all
contributed
bv
plunder,
and
thev
discommon
banded as soon as the purpose for which they were convened was
achieved. In such a state of things, the personal tie between the
soldier and the chief was but weak, and wo constantly find Sikh
soldiers of the period transferring allegiance from one chief to
another. Towards the end of the 18th century, however, we find
a tendency on the part of some chiefs to keep an organised band
of soldiers around them.
By about 1770 A..D. we find that the more important chiefs
had established themselves into the well-known twelve independent mish of the Panjab. These chiefs had each his own territory,
treasure and followers, and each misl became, in fact, a miniature
kingdom.
The akalis wore a body of warrior priebts who held charge of the temple at Araritsa*.
•
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As the Durrani Kingdom of Kabul became more and more
enfeebled by internal strife, the Sikhs no longer apprehended
any serious danger to their faith from that quarter, and not only
did the national spirit of co-operation, which had marked their
early rise, begin to vanish but these chiefs were soon engaged in
mutual jealousies and quarrels. It became important for the
chiefs, therefore, to maintain their military strength. The soldier
was still paid out of the plunder in successful raids, but as
gradually the soldiery began to get portions of the lands they
had helped to conquer, they began to regard themselves as
partners with their chief, and consequently the sentiments of
loyalty and allegiance became stronger.
Side by side with this, another important change was going
on. In the early days of their rise, the entire Ichalsa was a
camp of fighting men, and any Sikh who possessed adequate proficiency in arms could and did become a member of the dal
Ichalsa and claim his share of the spoil. As the mislddrs established their power, a large number of these people took to ploughing and other peaceful occupations, and some protection of property and person was secured
The soldier became a distinct
unit of society and the militant Ichalsa was transformed into a
professional soldier.
We thus see three clear stages in this evolutionary process.
Eirst we have the Ichalsa soldier (i^htins; for his religion and bein^
remunerated out of a common fund raised by plunder. In the
second stage he is fighting both for religion and for plunder
under the banner of a chieftain of his own choice and still being
paid out of the spoils of conquest. Lastly, we see that he has
adopted fighting as a profession, that is, as a means of livelihood.
It was at about this time that llanjit Singh appeared on
the scene and by his great natural talents gave a definite form and
direction to these movements. He perceived that if he could not
abolish the custom of granting fiefs for military service, he should
discourage it wherever possible. He preferred a regularly paid
standing army to a band of followers loosely associated by vague
hopes of plunder, and, accordingly, early in his reign he raised a
regiment of salaried ghorchardh sowar;. A few years later he
raised another regiment known as that of the khdss orderlies.
These two regiments served as a nucleus of the standing cavalry
which subsequently swelled into a large army,
The general body of the ghorcharahs was classified as the
ahoreharah kh
former comprised only
which
arnongst the
ol>le families of the province, while the latter term, misldar,
•

<J

CD

3

CD

•

•
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denoted those smaller chiefs who, on the overthrow of their independent power, took up service under Ranjit Singh with the r
bands of horsemen. Those whom he dispossessed of
land
and to provide for. To those who were of peaceable disposition he
granted a small cash allowance, while the chieftain and his
trained warriors were readily taken over into the army. In
fact, the major portion of Jlanjit Singh's irregular cavalry was
the outcome of this line of nolicv.
The troops of the Ramgarhia Sardars and those of Milkha
Singh Thepuria formed two big derails or divisions and the
followers of the subordinate chiefs were amalgamated en bloc
to the chaharyari and the Orderly Corps.
The irregular cavalry is, in the khalsa darbdr records
. L.
, designated as the qhorcharah fauj,
Organisation,
r . * °.
, »
. ,
- ! # • » * mi
i -x
sowan jauj and jauj oe-qawaid. The last
of these designations was probably given to distinguish it from the
qawa'id-dan or regular army and appears more appropriate
in as much as it explained its character and constitution.
Be-qawa'id literally means that which follows no prescribed
rules, and since this branch of the army did not accept the introduction of European methods of military drill and discipline,
which were enforced by the Maharaja with full vigour in his
regular army, the ghorcharaha were known as the be-qawft'id
fauj.
^here was neither any system of regimentation in its ranks,
nor was the entire irregular force placed under any one man
holding the chief command. This force was divided into several
derails, each of which formed a complete unit.
Ordinarily a derail had on its regimental staff*one Com1
mander — although with no specified rank—assisted by one subordinate officer and clerical establishment consisting of a waMl,
a writer and a pay munshi. The chief drummer or dliamsa
nawaz and the ensign or nishanchi were also borne on the list
of the staff officers. To each derah was invariably attached one
granthi or reader of the Sikh scriptures.
A derah itself was formed of several subordinate groups,
technically called misls. Each mi si was composed of a band of
horsemen who, being usually members of one clan, joined the
army in company under the leadership of their chief, and the
1

His pay and position may be said to have depended on the strength oi the derah placed
under his command. There were officers getting Rs. 5,000, Rs, 3,000, Us, 2,000 and Rs. *800
a year.

p
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chief ever afterwards continued to act as the company officer
when this group was incorporated into any particular derail.
A misl, therefore, like the company in a regiment, was a
subordinate unit of the derah, though it had no resemblance
with the latter in other respects. These misls had neither a fixed
or uniform strength nor were they sub-divided into sections. The
strength of a misl varied from 15 to 70, sometimes even more.
In Sambat 1879 (1822 A.D.) these derails were grouped into
several bigger divisions, each of which was placed under the
control of a noble of high rank.
Misar DlwanOhand, Jam'dar Khushhal Sin2:h, Sardar Lehna
Singh, Majithia, Raja Suchet Singh, the Sindhanwalia and the
Attariwala Sardars each commanded a division—the Maharaj
himself being the generalissimo of the army. This type of organization, it may be remarked, kept intact the spirit of clannish union
and its old tendency of fighting under the immediate command of
a natural leader, while it did not deny to the misldar the lessons
of co-operation which the unity of a supreme command otherwise
imparts.
On closely examining the names of the troopers and their
sub-castes, as given in the pay rolls, it appears
Composition.
,-, , ,-i
°i
1
J.I
that the irregular cavalry was mostly composed of the Jat Sikhs inhabiting the Doabs in the Central
Panjab, the Hindu Rajputs of Jammu and Kangra hills and the
Muhammadan Rajputs occupying the present Jhelum and Gujar
Khan tracts. The Pathans, Khatris and Datta Brahmins also
appear in the army lists, but the Rajputs and Jats remained the
predominant element.
The irregular cavalry was composed very largely of land*
holders and jagzrdars. Their pay and emoPa
luments were comparatively higher than
those of the members of the regular army.
In the beginning, the Maharaja, following the traditional
practice, paid them by jagirs to the value of Rs, 300—Rs. 400
per annum per trooper. But gradually as their number increased
and the practice of cash payment became more common, the salary
of a trooper ranged between Rs. 250—Rs. 300 a year to start
with, and out of this sum he had to provide for himself and his
horse.
Ranjlt Singh, it may be remarked, secured this fine material
at a comparatively cheap cost—as it was not so much for his pay
that a man joined the ghorcharah ranks as for the love of fighting and the dignity attached to this branch of the army.
\
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gth of the
Strength.

various periods of the
Sikh rule may be g

Name of rider.
(1) Maharaja Ranjlt Singh
(1838 A.D.)
(2) Maharaja Kharak Singh
Nau
and Kanwar
Nihal Singh (1840
A.D.)
Maharaja Sher Singh
(1842-43 A.D.)
(4) "Maharaja Dallp Singh
(i) Raja Hira Singh
(1844 A.D.)
Jawahir
(ii) Sardar
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ B Singh^H (1845-46
A.D).

Strength.
10,795 jagtr
Cash
11,7f 9 jagtr
Cash

Expenditure on
Average
annual salary
per head.
RR.
Rs.
Us.
6,36,146 131,68,714
293-5
25,32,568
6,51,454-> OK u6i) lbO8b6Q
298-6
28,60,929/
' ^

14,383 jagtr 7,09,448"»
Cash 37,09,392 j

4 lg g Q
iq, Lt5 mu

> >

7,22,683~> , O f i 4 o 0
UbAvU
I
Cash 38,83,737/* >
19,100 jagtr 7,67,247") 8
jW^'^'
Cash 50,60,350
15,770 jagtr

307-2

2921
305'1

The ghorcharah fauj of Ranjlt Singh represented the upper
classes of society. It was recruited and offiGenera,! remarks.
i n
J n
i J•
I P I
• cered from amongst the relatives and followers of those independent chiefs whom the Maharaja had brought
under subjectiondays they were the right hand men of Ranjlt
h and
quered for him the rich provinces of Jammu,
most
In
Kanera, Multan and Kashmir
where the tactics of his reformed or i
my failed, the
bold and fearless ahorcharahs often saved
By their
desperate courage they had earned for themselves a name, and
Ranjlt Singh a kingdom.
The proud bearing of a ghorcharah—when riding his noble
steed with his long tapering bamboo lance bending in the air and
his silver-bossed shield rattling against his sword and pistol—won
for him the admiration of every one who saw him. Baron Huge!
a Prussian traveller, who visited Eanjit Singh's court in 1836
speaks of this cavalry in the following terms :—I requested leave
to inspect them (the ghorcharahs) and never beheld a finer nor
a more remarkably striking body of men. Each one was dressed
differently, and yet so much in the same fashion that they all
looked in perfect keeping. The handsome Raja Suchet Singh
(commander of one of the biggest divisions) was in a similar
costume, and reminded me of the time when the fate of empires
hung on the point of a lance, and when the individual whose
bold heart beat fearlessly under his steel breastplate was the sole
*
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founder of his fortunes. The strange troop before me was peculiarly Indian. The uniform consisted of a velvet coat or gaberdine, over which most of theni wore a shirt of mail. Others had
this shirt made to form a part of the tunic. A belt round the
waist, richly embroidered in gold, supported the powder-horn,
covered with cloth of gold as well as the Persian katdr and the
pistol which many of them carried in addition to those weapons.
Some wore a steel helmet, inlaid with gold, and surmounted with
kalgi or black heron's plume ; others wore a cap of steel, worked like a cuirass in rings. The left arm is often covered from
hand to the elbow with a steel cuff inlaid with gold. The
round Sikh shield hangs on the back fastened with straps
across the chest, a quiver at the right side and a bow slung
at the back being carried as part of the equipment ; a bag
made in the belt holds the balls, and a tall bayonet, frequently
ornamented with gold, held in the right hand when the man is
on foot and carried over the shoulder when in the saddle, completes the dress/'
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SUMMARY CATALOGUE.
Part I I of the volume deals with the following four bundles
pertaining to the pay rolls of the irregular cavalry. Out of these
four, one contains pay rolls and other miscellaneous papers relating only to derah khass and the remaining three to those of the
entire cavalry for a period of four years and six months from Ghet
1901 to Bhadon 1905 (April ] 84.h— September 184S A.D.). The
pay rolls for the previous years, i. e., from Sambat 18fi9 to 1900
(1811—1843 A.D.)—as explained in the introductory note will
be dealt with in volume I I of the series. Here, too, some
attempts have been made at presenting a connected account of
this branch of the army, by way of adding short introductory notes
to various derails (regiments) comprising the ghoreharah fauj.
These notes are based, partly on the earlier pay rolls and partlv
on the invaluable works of Massy and Griffin (Chiefs and Families
of Note in the Punjab) and Sohan Lai ('umdat-Ul-tawdrllch).
Bundle No. Ab 1.— Total folios 2,300; size 74F x- ^5^£4 "
written in a mixed shikasta.
Official-in-charge.—Drwan Dina Nath.
Date of rolls.—1892—Har 1902 (1835—July 1846 A, D.).
Contents.—The bundle contains pay rolls and other miscellaneous papers
pertaining to derah Mhdss. The contents of the bundle have been arranged
as follows :
(i) hardwurd taqsim talab.
(ii) Jchuldsa hardwurd.
(Hi) taqdama.
{iv) taqsim in*am.
(v) jam* Jeharch tahwil Raja Hira Singh,
(vi) zambura7clchd)id.
Remarks.—The full designation of the regiment was derah farzand
Jchdss Bdja Hira Singhwdla and was more popularly known by its abbreviated
title of derah khass.
This regiment was evolved out of a nucleus of some 5 companies of
Bajput troopers recruited by Ranjit Singh from amongst the Dogras of
Jammu when he annexed this tract to his Kingdom of Lahore. In Sambat 1874
(1877 A. D.) these Jamwal Rajputs, as they were called, were detached from
the general body of the ghoreharah sowars and organised into a smaller body
of 261 strong known as the derail jamwdlaw.
I t then formed part of the
force placed under Misr Diwan Chand, zajar jang, on whose death in July
1825 it was placed under the command of SarJar Lehna Singh, Majlthia.
I n 892 (1836 A.D.) the command was given to Raja Hira Singh and 5
more companies of Sikh troopers were added, raising its strength to 723 men.
Thenceforward the regiment came to be known as the derah Midss as it was
no longer composed of the Jamwal Rajputs exclusively.
•
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Raja Hira Singh, the first commander of the derah, was a great
favourite of Ran jit Singh and wa.s styled by him as «Jxrzand Ithdss." In
\
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fact Hira Singh was from very childhood taught to address the Maharaja as
idpu (father). His father, Raja Dhian Singh, was one of the three Dogra
brothers—Raja Gulab Singh and Suchet Singh being the other two—who,
entering the Maharaja's service in comparatively humble capacities, rose to
the position of the greatest influence and power at the Lahore Court bv
personal address and ability. The part they played during the eight years
after the death of Ranjit Singh forms an important chapter in the Sikh
history, and is too well known to be detailed here.
Hira Singh was very carefully brought up by his father, Dhian Singh,
and his constant attendance at Court made him fully conversant with the
policy of the Maharaja. Early in Sambat 893(1836 A. D.) Tasrota and
the sorrounding hill districts were placed under his administration, and he
was given an independent command in this regiment. He was thus trained
and prepared for the future struggle in which he took an important part.
When his father, Raja Dhian Singh, was murdered by the Sindhanwalia
faction in September 1843 A.D. Hira Singh, by a display of remarkable
courage, skill and eloquence, won the army to his side and succeeded in
establishing his position as wanr in his father's place. But soon after he
lost popularity with the army for placing an implicit faith in his adviser
Pandit Jala who was disliked equally by the Rani, the Sardars and the
army. On 25th January 18-16 the minister and his tutor while trying to
make away for Jammu were slain by the troops and their heads publicly
exhibited at the gates of the city. s
As Hira Singh gained power the strength of the regiment shows a
corresponding increase in number. From a nucleus of 26 L sowars in 1874 (1817
A. D.) it rose to 723 in Sambat 1892 (1835 A. D ) . I n Sambat 1896 (1839
A. D.) 8 other derahs of Sikh mislddrs were incorporated into the regiment,
thus raising its strength to 1,377 men with an annual salary of Rs. 4,41,392.
Maharaja Sher Singh and Raja Hira Singh still further added to its numbers
and increased the pay till in Sambat If01 (1844 A. D.) the strength is
recorded at 2,089 men whose annual salary amounted to Rs. 7,51,768.

Barawurd taqsim.
Under the above head have been arranged the detailed pay
rolls of the derail. They are arranged in 11 separate sets, —each
covering a period of one year—from 1892 to 1902 (1835—45
A.D.) ; folios 1,778.

(ii) Khulasa barawurd.
The papers arranged under the above head are the abstracts
of pay returns of detail khass from Sambat 1893 to 1899
(1836-42 A. D.) ; folios 143.
(iii) Taqdama
Under the above head have been arranged papers relating
to the estimates of annual salary of derail khdss from Sambat
1893 to 1896 (1836- 39 A,D.) ; folios 77
(iv) Taqsim in'am.
Under the above head have been arranged lists detailing
the distribution of money gifts to the members of the derah on
the accession of Maharaja Dalip Singh ; folios £5,

iii
(v) Jam* khareh.
Under the above head have been arranged statements of
jam' Icharch account pertaining to the derah khass from Sambat
1893 to 1902 (1836—1845 A. D.); folios 178. " "

(vi) Zamburakkhana.
Under the above head have been arranged details of
pay, etc., of the swivel guns attached to the derah khdssfolios 99.
.
.
- ..,
Bundle No. Ab. 2.—Total folios 3,315 ; size IV X5"; written
mixed shiJcasta
Nath
Official
Date of rolls.—Ghet 1901—Har 1902 (March 1844—Julv
1845 A. D.).
*
Contents.—This bundle contains pay rolls of (i) 16 derahs of irregular
cavalry and [ii) 8 derahs of artillery. The contents of the bundle have been
arranged as follows : —
(i) Pay rolls of cavalry.
(ii)
„ » artillery covering zamburW^dna.
y
Remarks.— During the period covered by the rolls, the ministry of Baia
Hira Singh was overthrown and "ardar Jawahir Singh had stepped in his
place. Jawahir Singh had personally never been popular with the army but
by a dint of continuous series of bribes and concessions, he contrived to hold on
to his office for 8 months. These bribes in the official phraseology appear
under the charming name of in'dms. A detailed account of their occasional
distribution will be found as a sequel to the pay rolls of each of the above
derahs.
The number of the troopers as borne on the rolls by the end of July
1845 stands at 17,621 men whose annual salary in cash and jagir amounted to
Rs. 54,24,500.
These rolls have been arranged in two sets,— (i) from Chet to Phagan
1901 (March 1844—February 1845 A. D.) and (n) from Chet 1902 to Har
1902 (March—July 1845 A. D.)

(i) Pay rolls of Cavalry.
D 3 R A H G-HORCHAEAH KHlsP.
•

•

This regiment of ghorchirdh lihdss, more popularly known as the regiment of the bar a ghorchard/is, was raised early in the beginning of the
Maharaja's reign and was recruited exclusively from amongst the noble
families of the province. It was the Maharaja's earliest attempt to create
something in the nature of a standing army and may be looked upon as an
important step in the devolution of the feudal military system. The object of
its creation seems to have been on the one hand to have a body of faithful
and trained warriors round the person of the Maharaja, and on the other to
draw the scions of noble families to the Court.

^
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The aristocratic character of the regiment was more or less maintained almost to the end, and it continued to be regarded as the Maharaja's finest cavalry regiment, composed as it was of the flower of the chivalry
and nobility q | the time. The regiment; like that of the Akdli
ffl/iangs,
enjoyed a great reputation for valour and often turned the scales when
fortunes of battle seemed wavering. I t distinguished itself in many desperate
ventures and was engaged in almost all the battles of the Sikh period. I t
:
d splayed great valour and resource at the battle of Peshawar (the W d e s t
fought battle of the Northern campaign); at Atbock and again at Chilianwala.
For gallantry, organisation and reputation it compares favourably with
the Pretorian guards of the Roman emperors and the old Guard of Napoleon
in more modern times.
On its constitution in Sambat 1869 (1812- A. D.) Diwan Kishan Chand
and Sardar Gulab Singh Kapta were appointed its commandants, The
former was succeeded on his death in Phagan 1886 (March 1830 A.D i by his
nephew, Diwan Devi Sahai, who was thus elevated from his command in the
derah I indiwala.
Devi Sahai continued to command the gh retarah regiment till the corps was finally disbanded in Sambat 1906 (i849 A. D.) on the
transfer of the government to the British I t will thu* be seen that this prize
post remained in the family throughout.
Of the two commandants, it appears that Devi Sahai rose high in the
service of the State and had served in different military and diplomatic capacities Besides the part he took in several campaigns as commander both of
the derah Pindiioala and of the ghorcharahs he was employed on other important diplomatic missions. I n Sambat 1894 (1837 A.D.) he was sent to
Bombay in charge of the Embassy despatched there by the Maharaja to meet
the English and also " to acquire a knowledge of that province with special
regard to its military and mercantile resources." In Sambat 1901 (1844
A. D.) he was appointed collector on the frontiers of Bannu-Tonk. Again in
Phagan 1902 (February 1846 A. D.) he was appointed on the body formed to
consider the terms of the treatv executed between the British Government and
v
the " -State of Lahore " which closed the first Sikh War. I n the same year
he was employed with Sardar 'Atar Singh and Misar E u p Lai as representative of the Khaha Darbdr to demarcate the boundary line of the territory ceded
to the British on the Kangra side as a result of this treaty.

Strength.—From its strength of 800, as it stood in the beginning, it gradually rose to 1,320 during, the lifetime of Eanjit
Singh. Maharaja Sher Singh, Eaja Hira Singh and Sardar
Jawahir Singh added about 300 more, thus raising the num
bers to 1,600 men, whose annual salary amounted to Rs. 6,20,000.
Date of rolls.—Chet 1901—Har 1902 (April 1844—July
1845 A.D.) ; folios 551.
D E R A H KHAPS.
*

ft

For the history and other services of the regiment see Bundle No. Ab 1.

Date of rolls—Chet 1901—Har 1902 ; folios 387.
D E R A H ARDALYAN.

As a result of his disappointment at Multan in 1812 A, D. Ranjit Sing!i
f
set about re-organising his army. He accordingly added to the nnmb^t of
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Lis irregular cavalry and raised a regiment of select orderlies [ardaly lihass),
about 500 strong. To this nucleus were added several other regiments of the
same name as they were raised from time to time.
The members of the Orderly Regiment, besides their military duties, were
frequently employed on executive work of collecting taxes and presents.
In the beginning the regiment was commanded by Mahtab Singh Bahadur
Nagria and on his death in Sambat 1877 (1820 A. *D.) he was succeeded by his
brother, Bhima Singh, who retained this post for 25 years, till the regiment
was finally disbanded with the entire Jchdlsa army,
For his honesty, faithfulness and loyalty, Bhima Singh seems to have
won the confidence of the Maharaja. He was very frequently entrusted with
the work of carrying State dastaks or orders to different chiefs and sarddrs,
and was honoured with tihil'ats on almost every occasion for executing his
functions to the entire satisfaction of the Maharaja. In Sambat 1887 (1830
A.D.) he was appointed to collect the revenues of Kashmir and also to report in detail on the general condition of the country.
He joined service on lis. 2,500 a year and in Sambat 1901 (1845
A. D.) he was drawing Rs 6,000 a year, being the pay of a full General.
Early in Sambat 1874 (1817 A. D.) the Maharaja raised two more
regiments of orderlies and tacked them on to this derah. Again in Sambat
1879 (1822 A. D.) when Jani'dar FCliushhal Singh received command of a
division of irregular army, a number of other companies of troopers were
added en bloc to this regiment and henceforth it came to be treated as one

big derah.
Under Mahtab Singh this regiment rendered conspicuous service in the
sieges of Attock and Multan. I t also took part in the battle of Mankera and
again in 1823 A. D. formed part of the division commanded by Jam'dar
Ivhushhal Singh in the Peshawar campaign.

Strength.—From its strength of 500, as it stood in the beginning, it swelled, by subsequent additions of other regiments, to
2,000 in Sambat 1894 (1837 A.D.J, a little before the Maharaja's
death. Under Maharaja Sher Singh, Hira Singh and Jawahir
Singh it witnessed considerable additions to its strength till in
Sambat 1902 (1845 A.D.) we find the number recorded at 2866
men whose annual salary amounted to Bs. 9,20,000.
Bate of rolls.—Ohet 1901—Hay 1902 ; folios 567.
DERAH NAULAKHA.

1

Derail Naulakha was the collective name given to a number of companies of troopers cantoned in the vicinity of Naulakha and placed en
masse under Raja Suchet Singh. It was also more popularly known as derah
ehaharyan.
The thirty-two companies composing this derah in Sambat 1879 (1822
A. D.) were raised at different dates though grouped into one big regiment for
the first time in that year. As new companies were raised from time to time
they were incorporated into this derah till their number reached 55 within the
next twelve years.
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'•These rolls pertain to Naulakha Khitrj, whereas those relating to Naulakha KaXdn have not
been traced*
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In Sambat 1892 (1835 A. D.) it was accordingly split up into two seclions— NanlaMa Kaldn and Naula&ha Khurd—the former being placed under
Suchet Singh's Lieutenant Rai Kesri Singh.
The Commander Raja Suchet Singh was the youngest of the three Do^ra
brothers. The eldest Gulab Singh had charge of their treasure, troops, cannons
and fortresses at Jammu, while Dhian Singh by virtue of his office of Prime
Minister wielded immense influence and power at Court, and the gallant and
handsome Suchet became the idol of the cavalry.
In 1843 A. D when his nephew, Hira Singh, succeeded to the wazdrat,
Sachet Singh who had not been on the best of terms with him repaired to
Jammu for the time being. But as he had a staunch supporter in Rani Jindan
he began to cherish hopes of the wazdrat himself. Accordingly when in 1844
A. D the news of estrangement between Hira Singh and the army reached
Jammu, Suchet Singh set forth to supplant his nephew in the good graces of the
troops. But Hira Singh, who was a clever intriguer, had already promised
large bribes to the army and on Suchet Singh's arrival it declined to support
him. A secret warning was conveyed to Suchet Singh, but the gallant Dogra
rashly determined not to draw back. In spite of repeated warnings from the
minister, he refused to retrace his steps to the hills. He was at last
deserted by many of his own followers and fell fighting.

Strength.—The strength of the corps is recorded at 1,690 men
in Sambat 1880(1823 A. D.) and within the next twelve years
it swelled to 2,674 by additions en bloc of a number of companies
raised from time to time. In Sambat 1902 (1845 A.D.) again, as
a result of considerable additions under the governments of
Maharaja Sher Singh, Hira Singh and Jawahir Singh, the
numbers rose to 4,192 whose annual salary amounted to
Rs. 11,70,496.
Bate of rolls.— Chet 1901—Har 1902 ; folios 239.
DERAH RAMGARHIA.

The Bamgafhia Misl was one of the most powerful of the Sikh confederacies in the latter half of the eighteenth century. Under the leadership
of Sardar Jassa Singh, the confederacy gradually increased its possessions
and influence. Even after the death of this leader in 1803 A.D. Ranjlt
Singh, who was rapidly gaining in power and had already given proof of his
tuture greatness, began to covet the Ramgarhia territory. However, not
feeling strong enough to break down its power at this stage, Ranjlt Singh
made friends with Jodh Singh who had succeeded his father, Jassa Singh,
in the leadership of the mid. Jodh Singh did not possess the mettle of his
father and consented to fight under the banner of Ranjlt Singh, and like his
other vassals received khiVats for meritorious services on several occasionsfrom the Manaraja. The confederacy thus ceased to exist as an independent
power from 1804 A. D., although its possessions remained intact for another
12 years. In 1816 A D., when Jodh Singh died, his sons were stripped of
even this vestige of power. They were given small pensions and their
territory annexed to the kingdom of Lahore. Their small force of 210 men
was taken into the Maharaja's service.
The regiment retained its old name, though a few years after its transfer
-Kanjit Singh nearly doubled its strength by the addition of troopers from
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different derals. This force was at first placed tinder General Misar Dlwan
Chand, on whose death in 1824 A.D. it was merged into a larger one commanded by Sardar Lehna Singh, Majlthia.

Sirength.—\During the lifetime of Ranjit Singh it did not
witness any considerable additions to its strength which is recorded at 448 men. Maharaja Sher Singh, Raja Hira Singh
and Sardar Jawahir Singh each added to its numbers, and in the
pay rolls of Sambat 1902 (1845 A. D.) it is recorded at 740 men
whose annual salary amounted to Rs. 2,30,000.
Date of rolls,—Chet 1901—Har 1902 ; folios 192.
DERAH PINDIWALA.
The first pay rolls of this regiment commence in Bisakh 1878 (May 1821
A. D.) when the force kept by Sardar Jiwan Singh was transferred to the
service of the State. Jiwan Singh was the son of Sardar Milkha Singh
Thepuria., once the most powerful of the Sikh chiefs. His territory extended
round Rawalpindi, yielding him a revenue of about 3 lacs of rupees. On his
father's death in 1804 A.D. Jiwan Singh yielded to the rising power of
Ranjit Singh and consented to fight under his banner. Jiwan Singh himself
died in 1815 A.D. and Ranjit Singh, desirous of having a more direct control
over Rawalpindi on account of its strategic position, commanding as it did
the north-western route into India, annexed the territory to the Kingdom of
Lahore and transferred the small force of 280 men into his own service.
Besides the addition of few troopers, Ranjit Singh did not effect any
change in the constitution of the regiment and the old officers of Jiwan
Singh were allowed to retain their command.
Dlwan Radha Kishan was one of the earliest commanders of the regiment, and Griffin has ascribed to him the distinction of being the first to
scale the walls of the Attock fort when it was besieged by the Maharaja's
armies.
Devi Sahai, son of Radha Kishan, and Lala Das Mai continued to
hold command for several years. In the end of Sambat 1886, when
Devi Sahai ^vas promoted to the command of the ghorchardh Jchass regiment,
on the death of his uncle, Dlwan Kishan Chand, Radha Kishen's second
son. Bishan Das, was appointed commander of the derah and continued to hold
it till the final dissolution of the regiment in 1849 A.D,
As remarked elsewhere in these notes, the distinguished officers of this
branch of the army were frequently employed on civil and administrative
posts under the Government and Dlwan Bishan Das for two years i.e. Sambat
1887 and I 888, is said to have held the post of the collector of revenues of
Rawalpindi in addition to his military duties.
The regiment in the beginning formed part of the force placed under
Sardar 'Atar Singh Sindhanwalia and then under his brother Lehna Singh.
But in 1848 A. D. when the Sindhanwalia Sardars were overpowered in the
struggle with Raja Hira Singh and their jaglrs confiscated, this regiment was
placed under Sardar 'Atar Singh Sindhanwalia.

Strength.—In the beginning the strength of the regiment
is recorded at 300 men with an annual salary of Ks. 1,00,275.
Later on, a number of Sindhanwalia troopers, who had been
granted jaglrs in the district of Pindlgheb, were amalgamated
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to this regiment together with a derah of the AMU Nihangs*
added en bloc. Again in 1843, as the result of change in the
command, the Kalianwala contingent was also made to form
part of the regiment—raising its strength to 1,060 men whose
aanual salary amounted to Es. 2,38,121.
Date of rolls.—Chet 1901—Har 1902 ; folios 315.
DEBAH SINDHANWALIA.
This regiment should not be tal<en to include the contingents supplied by
the Sindhanwalia Sardars. I t was composed of troops paid directly by the
State but placed in common with ihe feudal levies of the Sindhanwalias
under Sardar Amir Singh and subsequently under his sons Lehna Singh and
Sbamsher Singh. The Sindhanwalias on account of their close relation with
Maharaja Ranjit Singh possessed immense wealth and influence in the country.
Sardar Amir Singh, the uncle of Eanjit Hugh, accompanied him in his
earliest expeditions; and his sons, Eudh Singh and 'Atar Singly specially made
their mark in Peshawar and other frontier campaigns—the former for his
skilful generalship and the latter for his courage and bravery. On his father's
death in 1827 Lehna Singh, who was specially in the good books of the
Maharaja-, assumed the charge of the family estates and retained command
r
of the regiment till he was killed in September 1843 in his struggle w ith Baja
Hlra Singh. Their family estates were confiscated by Hlra Singh, but
Shamsher Singh, who was at Peshawar and did not join the struggle, was
confirmed in his own share of the property and was given the command of
this derah.

Strength.—In Sambat 1902 (1845 A.D.) the strength of the
regiment is recorded at 536 men whose annual salary amounted
to Es. 1,48,836.
Date of rolls.—From Chet 1901—Har 1902 ; folios 137.
DERAH SHAM SINGH, ATTARIWALA.
This regiment formed that portion of the Attarlwala contingent which
was directly paid by the State— the remaining being maintained by Sardar
Nihal Singh himself out of the service jdgtrs granted him by the Maharaja.
I t was formed for the first time in 1808 A. D. when about 150 sowars
from the Attarlwala contingent were taken over in the direct pay of the
Government.
Sardar Nihal Singh with his contingent rendered conspicuous service in
most of the earlier campaigns of Ranjit Singh. On his death in 1818
his son, Sardar Sham Singh, assumed the command of the regiment under
whom it distinguished itself signally at Multan, Kashmir, Peshawar and
Mudki during the first Sikh War where Sham Singh fell sword in hand and
pierced with seven bullets,
*Lehna Singh, for his distinguished action at the fort of Shabqadar, had won the good
graces of Ranjit Singh. On hearing the news of Lehna Singh's having successfully defended the
<c
fort against the fearful Afghan odds, the Maharaja is said to have remarked— Lehna Singh
has done what could be expected of only an experienced general though he (Ranjit Singh) had
9
always regarded him a mere child.' —Pages 389 Roz >amrha Bahjil Singh, by Sohan
Lai, Part III,
Further en page 401 the author Fays that iu recognition of these services the title of ujjal
dtdtr, nirtnal buddh, Sardar baivaJcar Sardar Lehna Singh hizbar i-jang was conferred upon
him. Griffin's Chiefs and Families of Note in the Punjab dees not mention the last words hizbar*ii
jang in th« title,
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The Attariwala Sardars, both father and son, were very brave and gallant
soldiers, and in the words of Sir Lepel Griffin " no Sikh Sardar, excepting the
Sindhanwalias, stood so high in the Maharaja's favour as the AttarTwalas."

Strength.—Starting with 155, the strength of the regiment
reached 204 men after some additions to its number by
Maharaja Sher Singh and Sardar Jawahir Singh and in Sambat
- 1902 (1845 A. P.) its annual salary is recorded at Es. 67,211.
>'OTE.—The regiment as such w*s

disbanded at the first general

muster in Phagan

1902 (March 1846 A. D.)

Date of rolls.—(Not complete) roughly from Chet 1901 to
Har 1902 ; folios 72,
DERAH GURMUKH SIN&H LAMBA.
This regiment first came into existence in 1808 A.D. when, on the death
of Nar Singh Chamiarlwala, his troopers were placed under Sardar Gurmukh
Singh. Gurmukh Singh was one of the most famous of the Maharaja's generals andJoined almost all the campaigns of Ran jit Singh and his successors.
In 1788 A. D., when he was eight years old, Sardar Maban Singh
selected him a play-fellow and companion of his son, Ranjlt. He
outlived his playmate fand subsequent master) having served him and his
descendants most loyally. A detailed account of the military services of the
Sardar would embrace the history of all the Sikh Wars. Suffice it to say,
that he joined in almost all of them and served with distinction and credit.

Strength.—The regiment started with 60 men and only
20 more were added during the lifetime of the Maharaja.
Eaja Hira Singh, however, afterwards doubled its strength by
transferring troopers from several other derails. In the pay rolls
of Sambat 1903 (1846 A. D.) its strength is recorded at 193
men whose annual salary amounted to Es. 58,800.
The regiment as such was disbanded at the first general muster in Phagan 1902
(March 1846 A.D.)
NOTE.

Date of rolls.—Chet 1901—Har 1902 ; folios 74.
DERAH B / J A LAL SINGH.
This regiment, also known as derah Maliaraja Sher SingJi, comprised 19
muU or companies of troopers, for the first time grouped together to form
one regiment at the close of the Maharaja's reign in Sambat ] 900 (1843 A. D.)
The regiment was designated as derah Ttaja Lal Singh—perhaps so called
because it had among its subordinate units one company of 100 troopers
known by tbat name. Raja Lal Singh, son of Misar Jassa Mai—the
toslialthar.ia of Ranjlt Singh—entered service in the humble capacity of a
clerk in the treasury. He gradually rose to a position of ?ome importance,
and in 1843 A. D. on the death of Misar Beli Ram he was promoted to the
office of the chief treasurer by Raja Hha Singh; His influence, however,
increased under the next Minister, Sardar Jawahir Singh, and on the death
of the latter succeeded him to the wazarat. He was appointed one of the
commanders of the Sikh troops during the first Sikh War. In 1846 he was
charged with treason in connection with the rebellion of the Kashmir Gov*
ernor ; Shai]dr Im5p>u'd-dln, and banished from the country.
/
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The command of the regiment was given to Sardar Kahan Singh
Kuharia—a veteran soldier and officer of note who had distinguished himself
in several actions on the frontiers of Bannu, Tonk and Peshawar, commanding
a wing of the chahary&ri derail under Raja Suchet Singh.

Strength.—The strength of the regiment is recorded in Sambat
1901 (1844 A. D.) at 1,050 men whose annual salary amounted
to Es. 3,26,928.
NOTE.—Between Chet 1902—Hay 1902 (April—July 1845 A. D.) it appears that there was

a considerahle addition to its strength. In the rolls for the month of Sauwan- Bhadon (August 1845
A.D.) the numbers recorded stand at 2,120 men whose annual salary amounted to Bs, 6,21,683.
Payrolls of the intervening period have not been traced.

Date of rolls.—Chet—Phagan 1901 ; folios 252.
DEI^AH MTJL E A J I A .
In the pay lolls of the earlier years the regiment appears under the
designation of derah sdhibzdda buland iqbdl (Prince Kharak Singh) so
called hecanse in the beginning it formed the contingent supplied and maintained by the heir-apparent Kharak Singh. The pay rolls of the regiment
commence in the year Sambat 1877 (1820 A. D.).
I t was then commanded by Dlwan Sham Singh who was succeeded by
his Lieutenant, Munshi Mul E a j , in Sambat 1879 (1822 A D . ) . I t was
probably after the name of its commandant, Mul Baj ; that the regiment was
afterwards probably known as derah MvX JRdjia. From Sambat 1881
(1824 A.D.) the pay rolls of the regiment are not to be found in the record
till we come to the year 1842 A.D. when after the demise of Maharaja
Kharak Singh it was placed under one Sardar Miyan Singh. Again in 1902
(1845 A.D.) Sardar Nar Singh Aimuwala, a relative of the Minister
Jawahar Singh, was appointed commander of the derah.

Strength.—This regiment did not "witness any considerable
additions to its strength. Maharaja Sher Singh and Eaja Hira
Singh added about 60 troopers to the original number and raised
its strength to 614 whose annual salary amounted to Es. 1,85,800.
Bate of rolls.—Chet 1901—H a / 1902 ; folios 150.
DEEAH PATEH SINGH JOGI.
The regiment as such came into existence in Sambat 1901 (1844 A.D.)
when 4 companies of troopers having been detached from different derails
were formed into one regiment and placed under Fateh Singh Jogi.

^Strength.—In the rolls of 1844-45 A.D. the strength of the
regiment is recorded at 224 men whose annual salary amounted
to Es. 67,800.
Bate of rolls.—Chet 1901—Har 1902 ; folios 55.
DEEAH AIN-UL-MULK IMAM-U'D-DIN.
The derah was more popularly known by the name of " ghcrchardh Nau
Nihdl Singh." The 200 troopers comprising this derah served as bodyguard
of Prince Nau Nihal Singh and on the latter's death were placed under
Sheikh Imam-u'd-Dm, Governor of Kashmir.

Strength.—220 men, whose annual salary amounted to
Es. 66,000.
Bate of rolls.—Chet 1901—Har 1902 j folios 50.
r
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P E R AH SARDAR MANGAL SINGH.
This regiment was raised towards the end of Satnbat 1901 (1844 A. D.)
during the time of Sardar Jawahir Singh and placed under the command of
Sardar Mangal Singh. Tue commander Mangal Singh was a scion of the
old Ramgarhia family. He had seen service in various capacities before his
appointment to the command of this regiment. He fought in the Peshawar
campaign and distinguished himself in the battle of Jamrud in 1837 A.D.
Two years later he was sent to the Kaagra Territory as assistant to Sardar
Lehna Singh Majlthia and during the absence of that Chief at Peshawar, he
was placed in charge of the hill forts and was active in the suppression of the
insurrection of 1840 A.D. The Sardar did not take part in the Sikh Wars
as he was chiefly employed on administrative duties in Kangra.
The regiment was disbanded in March 1846 A.D, along with few
others.

Strength.—470 men, whose annual salary amounted to
Rs. 1,36,000.
Date of rolls.—Mangh 1901—Har 1902 ; folios 64.
DBRAH SARDAR JAWAHIR SINGH.
This company of 25 orderly troopers were raised in Sambat i 901 (1844
A. D.) by Sardar Jawahir Singh as his bodyguard.

Strength.—25 men whose annual salary amounted to Rs. 8,450.
» Bate of rolls.—Mangh 1901—Asuj 1902 ; folios 5.
DEKAH MIYAN BoKAN KHAN.
•

•

""

Miyan Bokan Khan was the chief of the Maharaja's Jchass stud.
NOTE.—In Mangh 1902 (February 1846 A.D.) as the result of retrenchment 36 men were

discharged from service and the remaining 66 were incorporated into the $erah Maharaja Sher
Singh commanded by Sardar Kahan Singh Kuharia.

Strength,—102 men, whose annual salary amounted to
Rs. 35,800.
Date of rolls.—Ghet 1901—Har 1902 ; folios 19.

(ii) Pay rolls of Artillery.
ZAMBIJRAKKHANA.

Under the above head have been arranged pay rolls of
the following 7 $erahs (units) of swivel guns attached to
various derahs of irregular cavalry I
4ehra Nihal Singh (97 swivels)—150 men, salary
Rs. 1,913 per month.
„ Bahadur Siagh (62 swivels)—94 men, salary
Rs. 825 per month
(3)
„ Kahan Singh (16 swivels)—27 men, salary
Rs. 244 per month.
(4)
„ Sardar 'Atar Singh (20 swivels)—40 men.
1
sala v Rs. 347 per month.
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(5) derah Jai Singh (45 swivels)—79 men, salary Rs, 952
per month.
(6)
„ Faiz Bakhsh (53 swivels)—101 men, salary
Rs. 1,050 per month.
(7)
„ Jalal-u'd-Din (49 swivels)—79 men, salary
Rs. 920 per month.
Date of rolls.—-Chet 1901—Har 1902 ; folios 60.
Bundle No, Ab 3.—Total folios 2,610 ; size7|"x5"; written
in a legible shihasia.
Official-in-charge.—(Name not given.)
Bate of rolls.—Sanwan—Phagan 1902 (August 1845—
March 1846 A.D.).
Contents.—The bundle contains pay rolls and discharge lists of (i) 17
desalts of irregular cavalry and (ii) few troops of artillery. The contents of
the bundle have been arranged as follows : —
(i) Pay rolls of cavalry.
(ii) „
,, „ artillery covering zamburakW)>dna.
Remarks.—This short period of nine months witnessed changes of
the greatest moment in the Sikh history.
The power of the Jthdlsa army, which had been growing unchecked since
the demise of the great Maharaja, now reached its zenith. In January 1845
it had removed Raja Hira Singh from wasanrf and murdered him, and again
in September it tried and condemned to death the Minister Jawahir Singh.
In fact everyone in power now dreaded its strength.
Now since the Court party, headed by Hani Jindan, saw no other way
of freeing itself from the galling yoke of the army it instigated the latter to
invade the British territory.
The infuriated Ichdlsa accordingly, on 8th
December 1845, crossed the Sutlej and a few days later the British Government, believing their object to be hostile, declared war. This lasted for 3
months, and after several engagements at Mudki, Ferozshahr ; Aliwal and
Sobraon, ended in the defeat of the l>hdka. On 8th March 1846 was signed
the treaty of Lahore by which Maharaja Dalip Singh ceded to the British
Government; in perpetual sovereignty, the whole country, hill and plain, between the rivers Beas and Sutlej. The territories of Jamniu and Kashmir were
made over to Maharaja Gulab Singh for a sum of seve .ity-five lacs which he
paid as the balance of one crore of rupees imposed upon the Lahore darbdr as
war indemnity. Further the Maharaja engaged to reduce his army to 2£
battalions of regular infantry and 12,1)00 cavalry and surrender all the guns
which had been pointed against the British Army.
The Lahore darbar, in accordance with the provisions of the treaty, took
in hand the reduction of the army immediately on the restoration of peace
and order. Examination of the pay rolls shows that the retrenchment was
managed with great tact. At the time of each periodical disbursement a
certain number of troopers were taken off from the strength of each derah
and having been paid their arrears and other dues were discharged from
service. The pay rolls dealt with in this bundle comprise two detailed lists—
(e) of the ba-hal mdndah or those retained and (ii) of the bar-tarf shudah
or those discharged from service*
r
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The maximum strength of this arm. it may be noted, reached 19,100 men
during the wazdrat of Raja Lai Singh and its salary amounted'to
Rs. 58,27,550 per annum. (Total number taken off from the rolls after the
disbursement for the months of Mangh and Pbagan (February and March)
1816 A.D, was 8,850; including' the dead and wounded in the war.)
The par rolls noted under each' head are arranged in two sets,— (i) from
Sanwanto Poh 1002 {August 1845—January 1846 A. D.); (it) from Mangh
to Phagan 1002 (February—March 1846 A. D.)

(i) Pay rolls of Cavalry.
(1) derah glwrchanili khass ; folios 380.
(2) 0 „ IJiass ; folios 335.
(3)
., Ardalayan; folios 559.
(4)
„ Naulaklia Kalan ; folios 315.
1
(5)
„
Naulakha Khiird ; folios 207.
2
(6)
„
Ramgarliia ; folios 159.
(7)
„ Pindlwala ; folios 199.
(3)
„
Sindhanwalla; folios 86.
(9)
„ Raja Lai Singh; folios 606.
(10)
„ Mul Rajia; folios 140.
(11) ' „ Fateh Singh Jogi; folios 22.
(12)
,; Imam-u'd-Dln ; folios 45.
(13)
„ Ardaly Jawahir Singh; folios 8.
3
(14)
„
'Atar Singh ; folios 96.
4
(15)
., Ram Singh Ohapawala
;
folios
4
1
5
(16)
„
Sambhyalan ; folios 24.
6
(17)
„ Mussalmanan ; folios 64.
Date of rolls.—Sawan—Phagan 1902 (August
March 1896 A.D.)
i

1845

i The regiment as such was disbanded after Phagan 1902 (March 1846 A.D.); two-thirds
of its members were discharged while the remaining one-third were distributed or organized
into several smaller derahs.
a

Sardar Lehna Singh, Majlthla, was .not on good terms with Pandit Jalla, the tutor
of Raja Hira Singh. He, therefore, k i t Paujab on a pretext of pilgrimage to Hardwar and
Benares early during the Raja's ministership. The command of the Rdmgafhia derah together with
a division of the regular army (see page 83) was accordingly given to his half-brother, Ranjod!»i
Singh, Majithla.
3

This regiment was formed by groupiug together troopers detached from different derahs
It was placed under Sardar ' Atar Singh, brother of the notorious Manglan, Jcamzah (the mai 1
* servant) of Hani Chand Kaur.
* The nital known AS that of Ram Singh Chapawala originally belonged to the Naulalchs
Khurd, but oa the dissolution of cli- latter came to be regarded as an independent unit. Sardar
U^m Singh was one of the bravest soldiers in the WtkaUa army and had received various military
commands under Maharaja Ran jit Singh and his successors. In 1818 A.D. lie joined Raja Sher
Sinch against the British* and fought with the greatest gallantry at Ramnagar and Clulhauwale
and was°one of the few men of note who were killed in the battle of Gujrat.
•>Tho past history of the above-named derah is not known. The word appears to denote some
sub-caste of the Rajputs.
a As the result of the dissolution of derah NaulaUa Khurd several smaller groups came into
existence—^ra* Mussalmanan, derah Bam Sinah Chapdwala and ferah Langar Khan being
v
the most important ones,
^
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S0WAllA.N BA.11-TARJ? SHUDA.
j T

Under the above head have been arranged lists containing
details oli name and pay of the troopers discharged from
the various derails of irregular cavalry; folios 255.
(ii) Pay rolls of Artillery.
ZAMBUHAKKHANA.

Under the above head have been arranged pay rolls of
the following four derahs of swivel guns attached to various
derahs of irregular cavalry :—
(1) for ah Jai Singh,
(2) „ Sardar 'Atar Singh.
(3)
., Paiz Bakhsh,
(4) „ PatehDin.
Date of rolls.—Katik 1902—diet 1903 (October 1845
April 1846 A.D.); folios 13.
Bundle .No. Ab 4. —Total folios 2,318 ; size 7|"X5-J"; written
in mixed shihasta.
Official-in-charge.—Bakhshi Kanhya Lai.
Bute of rolls.—Chet 1903—Bhadon 1905 (April 1846
September 1848 A.D.).
Contents.—This bundle contains («) pay rolls and discharge lists of 15
derahs of irregular cavalry and (ii) miscellaneous papers covering lists of
dharam arthis or pensioners. The contents of the bundle have been arranged
as follows : —
(%) Pay rolls of cavalry.
(ii) Miscellaneous papers.
Bemnrtcs—After the conclusion of the treaty of Lahore, Rani Jindan was
recognized as Regent of the State with Raja Lai Singh as Executive Minister.
Major Lawrence was stationed at Lahore to represent the interests of the
British Government. In De ember IS 16 Raja Lai Singh was tried for havf
"k\ Iinain-u d-Din to refuse to deliver the province
under the treaty it now bedeposed from his office and
accordingly"; placed in the
hands of a Council of Regency consisting of 8 Sikh Chiefs with a British
Resident to control and direct its actions.
The affairs ran with apparent smoothness for about a year, and to a casual
observer there was peace and quiet in the country. But under this smooth
surface were hidden, as subsequent events proved, elements of discontent
which needed only an opportunity to stir them up into active rebellion. This
opportunity was offered by the revolt of Diwan Mai Raj, Governor of
Mujtan. The news of the Multan outbreak spread like wild fire and the

%
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Jskalsa was again up in arms. Proclamations were issued throughout the
Kingdom calling upon every true Sikh, in the name of the Guru, to gird up
his loins and take part in the holy war which was to free the fchalsa from the
oppression of the farhangi.
With varying fortunes the war lasted for 6
months when on 12th March 1819 the surrender of the Sikh Commander
Raja Sher Singh brought the struggle to a close.
1

On March 29tb the proclamation^ f tin annexation of the Panjah was
read out and the Governor-General declared that the Kingdom of the Panjab
was ait an end and all the territories of Maharaja Ranjifc Singh were then and
henceforth a portion of the British Empire in India.
The payrolls in the bundle accordingly close with the month of Bhadon
1905 (September 1848), i.e, th^ time when the second Sikh War commenced.
The reduction and remodelling of the army, as provided in the treaty of March
1846, went on, till in Chet 1905 (April 1848 A.D.) the Mnltan outbreak
suspended further operations. The number as borne on the rolls for month of
Phagan 1904 (March 1848 A.D,) stands at ] 0,650 men.
NOTE.—The rolls of each derail have "been arranged in four sets, each containing the lists trf

ba-lial shudah (retained) and lar-tarf
men were given life pensions.

sliudah (discharged).

Out of the number discharged 116

Pay rolls of Cavalry.

/

(1) derail ghorcharah Mass ; folios 393.
(2)
„ khdss ; folios 151.
(3)
„ Ardalyan ; folios 164,
(4)
„ Naulakha Kalan ; folios 222.
(5)
j , Kamgarhia ; folios 47.
(6)
„
Pindiwala ; folios 98.
(7)
„
Sindhamvalia ; folios 146.
1
(8)
„
Sher Singh Attariwala -, folios 77
(9)
„
Raja Lai Singh ; folios 419.
(10)
,,
Mul Rajla ; folios 82.
(11)
„
Shaikh Imam-ii'd-Din ; folios 60.
2
(12)
„' Langar Khan ; folios 29.
(13)
„
Earn Singh, Chapawala ; folios 43
'The derah, as such, was created for the first time early in Sambat 1C03 by grouping together
the troopers detached from several bigger derahs. It was placed under Sardar (afterwards Raja)
Sher Singh, son of Sardar Chatar Singh, Atariwala. The Sardar is too well known as Commander
of the Sikh army in the second Sikh War to need any description here.
2

'ihis derah was composed of the followers of Muhammadan jag'rddrs and'eonsisted of 10
suhoidinate mi sis. These wishhad formed part of the Chaharyati corps and, as said above, on
the dietolution ol its section, called Nwla%hahktird> were grouped to form one derah known
by the aboveir.tntioned name.
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(14) derah Mussalmanan; folios 197.
(15)
Sambhyalan.
5}
Date of rolls.—Chet 1903—Bhadon 1905 (March- 1816—
September 1848 A. D.)
Hi) Miscellaneous.
MARDMAN PINSHANWALA.

/

1

Under the above head have been arranged detailed lists of
men discharged from different derahs and granted monthly
pensions ; folios 43.
DHARM-ARTHIYAN.

8

Under the above head have been arranged detailed lists of
men who were granted charitable allowance in cash and jdgzrs
between Ghet 1903—Bhadon 1905, viz*) March 184.6—September .1848 A.D.
1

Total number of such men was 420, paid at Rs. 61,000 per annum.
2
Dli arm-arili is a charitable grant and the recipient is known a dharm-arih'i.
of such men was 233, paid at Rs. 20,400 per annum.

>

\

Total number
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PART III.
JAM' KHARCH ACCOUNTS.
During the early part of his reign, Ranjit Singh, like other
S l d l Clll efs b a d
introductory.
^
' >
neither a regular State treasury nor an organised system of official records. Business was mostly conducted by verbal orders, and all
the accounts of revenue receipts and expenditure were maintained
Ivy one Rama Naud. a banker of Amritsar.
It was only in Sambat 1862 (1805 A. D.) fhat; at the suggestion of Jaswant Rao Holka'r, Ranjit Singh for the first time
thought of organising a regular treasury and an office for the
preservation ..of State records. But for want of a competent
financier at his court, (he Maharaja could net at the moment
carry out his designs. The matter was, therefore, postponed
till Diwan Bhawani Das -joined his court in 1808. Bhawani
Das had been a revenue officer of conspicuous ability under
the Kabul Kings, but being disgusted with their treatment
sought service under Ranjit Singh who, being already on the lookout for the services of an experienced financier, offered him a
liberal salary. The Diwan immediately on his appointment
divided the financial transactions of the State into the following claftars, or departments, namely :|
(1) daftar obwdb-u'l-mdl.
(2)
abwdb-u't-tahwzl.
5,
(3)
„
tauphdt.
(4)
„
mawdjib.
(5)
„ roznamcha alckrdjdt.
The daftar abwdb-u'l-mdl, sometimes designated only as daftar
mdliydt, dealt with the"accounts of revenue receipts. It was further
divided into two sub-heads, namely (a) jam' March ta'lugdt and
c
(ft) jam Icharch sdirdt.
The taHuqdt section comprised entries referring to the revenues derived exclusively from land,
while the sdirdt covered every other source of income. The
revenue, under the sdir branch, was appropriately dealt with by
r
separate offices and their branches. There w ere sections for
dealing with tributes and presents {nazrana), escheats (zabti),
excise (dhhari), customs and transit duties (chauh'ydt) and various
other rusums or fees.
The second department, headed abwdb-u't-tahwil or more
briefly tahwtldt, was concerned with the debits and credits entered
on account of the tahtoUddrs or cash-keepers employed at court.
The tahwllddr was a general term applied to any man with whom
the Government money was deposited or through whom it was
expended. Ihis department, accordingly, comprised accounts of
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multifarious nature such as accounts of cash in central treasury,
accounts of toshalchana bahh or king's privy purse, accounts
of military expenditure rendered through several paymasters,
accounts of cloth merchants and jewellers, etc.
The third department, headed iaujihat y'ani sigha March,
was in charge of the accounts of the Eoyal household. It
comprised the following sub-heads:—(i) Expenditure of the
harem, (ii) presents and IchiVats, (Hi) entertainments of royal
guests, (iv) grant of jagirs, etc.
The second and third departments were afterwards consolidated into one.
The fourth or dajtar mawajib maintained entries referring to
the pay of the army, the civil establishment attached to the
court and other menial appointments. This general head
was also divided into several sub-heads as (a) mawajib fauj sowciri (Irregular cavalry) ; (b) maiodjib yiyada mutfayyana qiVajat
(Infantry garrisoning forts); (c) mawajib sair jama*at (miscellaneous companies and guards quartered at Government buildings,
(
ferries, etc.); (a) mawajib amh or establishment.
The last or dajtar romdmcha alchrdjdt was responsible for
keeping accounts of daily expenditure under various heads.
In Sambat 1872 (1815 A. D.) the Department of sdirdt was
re-organised and some changes were also effected in the general
method of keeping accounts. But as the nature and scope of
this note would not permit a more detailed reference to the
subject here, these changes will be described at some length in
the second volume of the catalogue which will exclusively deal
with the records of the central office. This present note is confined to the subject of military accounts containing information under the following heads:
S,

Salary of the army, its nature and time of payment.
(ii) Arrangements for disbursement.
(Hi) Eemittance of money.
(iv) Nature and form of army records
(a) preliminary.
(b) permanent.
An examination of the Acquittance Rolls of the army shows
that the system of payment in vogue under
S
and time
f its
,an it
°
^ 3 Singh was not always one of cash
a SS
payment.
The men were remunerated in one or other of the following
ways, i.e., by. assignment of land revenue, by payment of lump
sum at the harvest time, or with a cash salary paid at a fixed
*

monthly rate—.the recipient, being accordingly known as a
jagirdafi a faslanadar,* or a mahdar.j
All the three systems of payment were co-existing for
some time, but gradually the second disappeared and the third
became more general in the later part of Kanjit Singh's reign.
The faslanadar class was paid twice a year in the
months of Jeth and Bhadon, but as for the mahdars there was
no fixed time for payment of salaries. The modern practice of
distributing the salaries at the end of each month was never
in vogue under the Sikh Government. The army, as a rule,
was in arrears for five or six months. But in spite of this
apparent irregularity, there was, as the following table will
show, a system which the Government observed in regard to the
date of disbursement:
The combined salary for the months of
Bisakh— Sanwan was paid in A s u j - K a t i k (October
November).
Bhadon—Asuj was paid in Poh—Mangh.
Katik—Maghar was paid in Bisakh—Jeth.
Poll—Mangh was paid in the month of Har.
Phagan—Ohet was paid in Sanwan—Bhadon.
The department of military accounts was divided into three
sections^ each of which kept the accounts of
Disbursement.
,
1i
i
c JL
J»
I • -I - I .
the particular class or troops for winch it was
designed. The three branches of the army—(i) the fauj sowar i,
(ti) the fauj qirajat and (Hi) the fauj am was each assigned
a separate agency for the distribution of its salary.
(*) fauj sowdri.—The various units composing this branch
were, up to Sambat 1879 (1822 A, D.), paid individually through
tbeir commanding officers, but afterwards on the entire cavalry
being grouped into three larger divisions, the disbursement was
made collectively through the dtwan or treasurer attached to each
of these divisions. Another and last step in this direction was
taken in Sambat 1900 (1843 A J).) when all these three subtreasuries were amalgamated into one which henceforth became
the Pay Office for the entire cavalry.

/

*From Persian fasl, meaning a harvest. The practice of paying at the harvest time
originated probably in the 18th century. The chief received revenue in kind and in turn paid bis
troops in grain, but it seems to have persisted for some time under Kanjit Singh even when
grain was substituted by cash.
•{•From Persian mah, meaning a month. This practice was formally adopted by Kanjit Singh
when he raised his regular troops, because the men whom he employed to train his soldiers wer
the deserters from the forces of the E. L Company, and as such were used to a more regulai
and definite system of pay.

I
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(/,*) fauj qil'ajdt.—The pay of the garrisons was remitted
through their respective thdndrfdrs (or the officers in charge of
the forts) who were advanced money by letters of authority on
the neighbouring foardar or Collectors.
(Hi) fauj a in.—Payment to the regular army was, from the
very beginning, mads through one man called the bakhshi or the
Paymaster. He had a separate treasury under his charge known
as peti khazana fauj. He was advanced necessary funds for the
purpose and was expected to maintain a regular account of receipts and disbursements which he submitted to the Head Office.
In -order to give the head office an idea of probable funds
required for disbursement of salaries, the
:
Remittance from central officers in charge, of payment used to submit
rea8ury
'
a taqdama or estimate based on the apjDroximate strength of the various units. On the receipt of these estimates they were provided with funds, partly by means of cash
remittance from the central treasury and partly by letters of
authority drawn on tahtczldars and kdrddrs.
The papers that were compiled by way of office record at the
time of distribution of salary may be divided
Nature anu form of under two heads: (i) Preliminary and (ii)
records.
TT\
J
•
Permanent :—
(i) PRELIMINARY.—Preliminary records consisted of four
registers, namely, (a) rozndmcha taqstm, (b) rozndmcha
kasrdty (c) rozndmcha amdnaty and (d) wdsil bdqi taqstm.
(a) roznamvha taqstm—Was a Day Book containing each
item of payment in the order hi which it was made.
(6) rozndm
Was a register in which were record
ed the various deductions made from the pay of a soldier. These
deductions incli
for absence from duty, breach of discipline, etc.
(c) rozndmcha amanat—-Comprised the account of salaries
undisbursed or withheld for future payment. It provided for the
record of following particulars : the name of the man and the
number or designation of the unit lie belonged to, the reason
of absence at the time • of payment, the amount held in deposit,
the date of repayment and the amount actually repaid.
(d) The last or wdsil baqi taqstm—Was a return designed to
facilitate the final adjustment of accounts. It contained aggregates
of receipts, of disbursements and of balances entered on account
of individual units. The wasil bdqi papers proved of greatassistance in preparing the final account books called the
jam' Idiarch taqstm wherein these aggregates were posted without
much risk of their being incorrect.
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(li) PERMANENT-—The second or permanent record comprised
the following five registers compiled mostly from the preliminary
papers : —
(a) bardwurd taqstm talab.
(b) jam' Icharch reti hhazana.
(c) jam' Icharch taqstm.
(d) jam' Icharch Jcasrdt
(e) jam' Icharch amanat.
(a) barawurd taqstm talab.—In order to show what this was
like, a specimen is reproduced in the Appendix.
(b) jam' Icharch peii Ichaza^a.—This register contained in
one place a consolidated account of the receipts and disbursements
of cash received in the military treasury. The receipt section was
more detailed than that of disbursement. The latter contained
only in aggregate the amount debited to a regiment, whereas in
the former were detailed in every instance of credit, particulars
specifying the date, the source of receipt, and the object for
which money was required.
(c) jam' Icharch taqstm.—This register was usually prepared
at the end of six months and was designed to bring at one place
all the items of receipts and disbursements relating to the regular army. The receipts section of this register, accordingly,
provided for the detailed entries of the cash receipt as well
as for those debited to the department by means of orders
on local treasuries and letters of authority sanctioning departmental transfers.
The disbursement section contained only the totals of the
amount paid as salary and other charges to each unit of the army.
The closing section gives the details of the balance showing
firstly cash left in the treasury chest, secondly with the regimental
munshzs, and thirdly the amount unrealized from various
tankhwah parwanas drawn on local treasuries or other Government departments.
(d) and (e) jam' Icharch amanat and jam* Icharch kasrat~These registers were meant for finally consolidating in one place
the accounts under those heads. The accounts were extracted from
the preliminary registers of the same name, providing, however,
for additional entries of re-payments of deposits, remissions
of fines or other miscellaneous disbursements made out of these
funds, and showing lastly the balance in hand on each account.
The undisbursed salaries of fauti (dead) and bct-kar amdah,
or those killed in action, were made over if claimed to the
deceased's haradari-haqtqi 'real brother), pisa?*ash (his son),
ah.tya (his wife), mddrash, pidrash (bis parents), less the charges
for cremation or burial (kafn daj'n),
*

s
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SUMMARY CATALOGUE.
Part I I I of the volume deals with ten bundles relating to the
subject of accounts. Of these ten, eight pertain to jam* Icharch
account of the regular and two of the irregular army. The
latter cover a period of the last 5 years of the Sikh rule, whereas the former extend (rver 29 years from 1818 to 1847 A. D.
This record of 29 years, it may be remarked;* is not
complete in itself. It is only the jam' Icharch taqstm or books
of consolidated account of receipts and disbursements that are
preserved for almost the entire length of the period above mentioned and the preliminary papers of hasrat and amanat accounts
could be traced only for broken periods.
The main order in which the bundles have been numbered
and arranged is chronological, but the sub-grouping of papers in a bundle has been done in reference to the subjects they
relate to. The advantage of this system will be that one would
keep intact the original arrangements followed by the Sikhs, while
the other will facilitate any reference or cross-reference of the items
of account in a particular year from one sub-head to another.

(i) Regular army.
Bundle No. Ca 1.—Total folios 3,5o6 ; size T X H" ; written
in shikasta.
Official-in-eharge.~l$&me not given.
Date.—Sambat 1875—1885 (May 1818-1828 A. D.).
Contents.—The bundle comprises the jam* Mhareh account of the regular
army for eleven years from May 1818 to 1828 containing returns or registers
described in the introductory note, Part I I I . The papers in the bundle have
been arranged in the following groups :
(1) From Bisakh 1875 to Mapgh 1878 (May 1 8 1 8 - J a n y . 1822 A.D.)
(2) From Phagan 1878 to Chet 1881 (Feby. 1823—April 1824 A.D.)
(3) From Bisakh 1881 to Chet 1882 (May 1824—April 1825 A. D.).
(4) Sambat 1882 (May ]825—April 1826 A. D.).
(5) Phagan 1882 to Mangh 1883 (March 1826—Feby. 1827 A.D.).
(6) Sambat 1884 to 1885 (18 7 A. D.).
Remarks.—Papers covering identical dates and relating to allied heads of
accounts have been arranged and bound together, so that the group thus
formed should read like a regular account book.

(1) Bisakh 1875—Mangh 1878.
Under the above head have been arranged papers relating
the
jam' Icharch peti khazdna tahwil Sujan Rdi from
Bisakh 1877 to Chet 1878 (May 1820 -April
1821 A.D.); folios 72.

'
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(u) jam' kharch taqszm from Bisakh 1875 to Man^h
1878 (May 1818—February 1822 A. D.");
folios 75.
(Hi) jam' kharch hasrat from Bisakh 1877 to Sanwan
1878. (May 1820-August 1821 A. D.) ; folios
oi.JL. .

(iv) jam' kharch amanat from Phagan 1876 to Sanwan
1878 (March 1820—August 1821 A.D,) ; folios
498.
(v) jam' kharch magzzn* from Bhadon 1875 to Sanwan
1878 (September 1818—August 1821 A. D.) ;
folios 79.
(vis jam' kharch modzkhdtiaf from Mangh 1875 to
Bhadon 1876 (February—July 1819 A.D.) ;
folios 19.
(vii) wasil bdqi taqszm from 1877 to 1878 (1820-1821
A.D.) (March 1822—December 1823 A.D.) ;
folios 195.
(2) Phagan 1878—Chet 1881.
(i) jam' kharch taqszm from Phagan 1878 to Chet 1881.
•(**) jam' kharch peti khazdna from Phagan 1878 to
Maghar 1880; folios 16.
(Hi) jam' kharch kasrdt from Katik 1879 to Ohet 1881;
folios 219.
(iv) jam' Jcharch amdnat from Phagan 1879 to Chet 1881
(February 1823—April 1824 A.D.) ; folios 362.
(3) Bisakh 1881—Chet 1882.
(i) jam' kharch taqszm from Poh 1880 to Chet 1882 p
folios 35.
(it) jam' Icharch peti khazdna from Poh 1880 to Mangh
1881 (January 1824—February 1825 A. D ) ; folios
15.
(tii) jam' kharch kasrdt from Bisakh to Mangh 1881
'(May 1824—February 1825 A.D.) ; folios 115.
(iv) jam' kharch amdnat from Bisakh 1881 to Mangh
1881; folios 200.
•

NOTE.—Papers are not comploie for full two years—major portion is missing.

Jam' kharch
Jcasrdt from Bi»akh 1881 to Chet 1882 (May 1824—April 1825 A. D.) is abstracted from
1 lie above returns ; folio 63.
*Magziny corrupted form of magazine.
\Modi in Sanskrit means a steward ; modikkdna is therefore a store-house.
papers cover the account of store-house attached to the army mess.

The

modtkhdna
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(4) Sambat 1882.
*

I

*

\i) jam* March taqsim from Phagan 1881 to Mangh 1882
' (March lc24—February 1826 A.D.)
(ii) jam' kharch peti khazdna from Phagan 1881 to Mangh
] 882 ; folios 26
(Hi) jam' kharch kasrdt from Bisakh 1882 to Chet 1883
(May 1825—April 1826 A.D) ; folios 515
(iv) jam' kharch amdnat from Phagan 1881 to Mangh
1882 ; folios 225.
(v) jam' kharch modzJchdna from A«uj 1882 to Phagan
1882 (October 1825-March ]826 A.D.) ; folios 23.

/

(5) Phagan 1882-Mangh 1883.
(i) jam' kharch taqsim (see (i) group 6 below).
(ii) taqdama from Phagan 1^82 to Sanwan 1883 (March
18.6—August 1826 A.D.) ; folios 12.
(Hi) jam' kharch amdnat from Phagan 1882 to Mangh
1883 (March 1826-February 1827 A. D.) ; folios
196.
(it?) jam' /charch kasrdt from Bisakh 1883 to Mangh 1883
(May 1826—February 1827 A. D.) ; folios 11.
(v) modilchdna from Poll 1832 to Har 1883 (January—July
1826 A. D.); folios 11.
(6) Sambat 1884-1885.
jam' kharch taqsim together with a khulasa "or abstract of the same papers from Bisakh 1883 to Ohet
1885 (May 1826—April 1828 A. D.) ; folios 8.
(ii) rozndmoha taqsim from Bisakh to Maghar 1885
(May—December 1828 A. D.) ; folios 62.
(Hi) siyah kasrdt from Bisakh to Asuj 1885 (May-October 1828 A D ) ; folios 125.
(iv) siyah amdnat from Bisakh to Maghar 1885; folios 218.
(v) jam' kharch modUhdna from Bisakh 188-1 to Sanwan
1886 (May 1827 -August 1829 A . D ) ; folios 58.
Bundle No. Ca 2 —Total folios 3,568 ; size 1¥ x 51
in shikasta.
Official-in-charge.—Bakhshi Bhagat Ram
Dote.-Sambat 1886-1899 (1829—1842 A.D.)
Contents.—The bundle contains papers relating to the jam' ftharch
accounts of the regular army from Sambat 1886 to 1899, i.e., for the next
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18 years following those for which the papers were arranged in Bundle Ca 1.
The contents of the bundle have been arranged as follows :—
(?) Sambat 1836 (May 1829 -February 1830 A. D.)
(2) Sambat 1887 (March 1830—April 1831 A. D.).
(3) Sambat 1888 (May 1831—February 1832 A. D.).
(4) Sambat 1890 (May—August 1833 A.D.).
(5) Sambat 1893 ( 636 A. D.).
(6) Sambat 1895 (1838 A. D.).
(7) Sambat 1898-99 (1841—1842 A. D.).
Remarks.—The major portion of the papers is missing so much so that
a complete set of returns for even one out of thirteen years covered by these
papers could not be traced.
The nature of the papers is more or less preliminary and may be of some
assistance to examine the accounts dealt with in bundles Ca 3 and Ca 6.

(1) Sambat

1886.

I

{i) roznamcha taqszmivom Bisakh to Maghar 1886 (May —
December 1829 A.D.) ; folios 56,
(ii) siydh kasrctt from Bisakh to Man°:h IS86 (May
1829 -February lb30 A.D.) ; folios 225.
(Hi) siyd'i amanat from Bisakh fco Mangh 18„S6 (May
1829—February 1850 A.D.) ; folios 290
(iv) jam' frharch modifrhana from Phagan 1885 to Bisakh
1887 (March 1829—May 1830 A.D.) ; folios. 89.
(2) Sambat 1887.
Ki) roznamcha taqszm from Bisakh 1887 to Chefc 1888
(May 183.' - April 1831 A.D.) ; folios 129.
{ii) jam Ichareh kasrctt from Bisakh 1887 to Chet 1888 ;
folios 26.
(Hi) siydh kasrctt from Bisakh 1887 to Chet 188S;
folios 298.
(ivi siycth amanat from Bisakh 1887 to Maghar 1887
(May—December 1830 A.D.) ; folios 278.
(v) jam' Jcharch modilchctna from Bhaclon 1887 to Sanwan 1888 (September 1830—August 1831 A.D.) ;
folios 108.
(vi) jam' Jcharch tambol.* These papers contain details
of the amount deducted from the pay of the army
on the occasion of the Maharaja's marriage with
two daughters of Raja Sansar Ohand Katoch of
Kangra by his gad dm wife, in Asuj 1886 (September 1829 A.D.) ; folios 91.
*tambol is a marriage present. The practice of receiving such presents in casli on tbtj
occasion of weddings of their sons and daughters is very common among Indian parents.
*
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(3) Sambat 1888.
(i) jam' kharch naqdz pet? khazdna from Bisakh to Asui .
1888 (May-October 1831 A.D.) ; folios 7.
[ii) jam kharch taqszm from Bhadon to Asuj 1888 (September—October 1831 A D ) ; folios 7.
(in) taqdama from Pohto Mangh 1888 (January-February 1832 A.D.) ; folios 7.
(iv) jam' kharch wardi for 1888 (1831 A.D.); folios 6.
(v) rozndmcha taqszm from Bisakh 18S8 to Ohet 1889
(May 1881—April 1832 A.D.) ; folios 94.
(vi) jam' kharch kasrdt from Bisakh to Sanwan 1888
(May—August 1831 A.D.).
(vii) siyah kasrdt for 1888 (1831 A.D. paners are not
complete) ; folios 320.
(4) Sambat 1890.
(i) rozndmcha taqszm from Bisakh to Sanwan 1890 (May
1833-August 1833 A.D.) ;
(ii) siyah kasrdt;
(Hi) siyah amdnat; folios 298.
NOTE.—The major portion of papers in each of the above sets is missing.

(5)

Samlatl893*

(i) siyah kasrdt; folios 91.
(ii) siyah amdnat; folios 82.
(Hi) taqdama and other miscellaneous papers from Bisakh to Sanwan 189i (May—August 1837 A.D.) ;
folios 14.
*
NOTE.—The above returns relate only to the troops quartered at Feshawar.

(6) Sambat 1895.
(i) rozndmcha taqszm;
(ii) siyah amdnat ;
(Hi) siyah kasrdt \ folios 440,
NOTE.—The major portion of papers in each of the above sets is missing,

(7) Sambat 1898.
(i) roznamcha taqszm and taqdama papers ;
{ii) siyah kasrdt;
(Hi) siyah amdnat;
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(iv) toaz'at wardi, containir.g accounts of deductions for
uniform. The entries represent only the aggregate
receipts from each unit of the army ; folios 612.
NOTE!—These papers belong to the Peshawar Branch

of the Army Office,

Papers are

not complete.

Bundle No. Ca 3.—Total folios 3,586 ; size 7 " x 5 " ; written
in mixed shihasta.
Official in-charge.—Sayyid Imam Shah.
Date.—Phagan 1896—Jeth 1900 (March 1840—June 1843
A.D.V
Contents.—The bundle contains papers relating to amdnat and kasrdt
accounts of the regular army. Papers in the bundle have been arranged in
the following groups : —
(lj siydh amdnat
(Z) sigdh ha sat*
(3) roznamcha taqsim.
c
(4) taqsim amla.
Remarks.—These papers belong to the office of Sayyid Imam Shah,
who was in charge of the amdnat and ki-srdb departments.
(1)

SIYAH AMANAT.

Under the above head have been arranged the following
groups of papers relating to amdnat accounts :
(*) Phasran 1896—Asuj 1897 (March—October 1840
A.D.).
{%%) Phagan 1897—Mangh 1898 (March 1841—February 1842 A.D )
) Phagan 1898-Mangh 1899 (March 1842-February 1843 A.D. .
(iv) Phagan 1899—Jeth 1900 (March- June 1843
A.D.) ; folios 1,390.
*

•

(2) SlYAH KASRAT.

Phagan 3 897-Mangh 1898.
(it) Phagan 1898—Mangh 1899.
(in) Phagan 1899—Jeth J.SOO ; folios 1,360.
(3) ROZNAMCHA TAQSIM.

Under the above head have been arranged papers relating to
roznamcha or day-book accounts from Phagan 1898 to Jeth 1900 i
folios 593.
* .(4) TAQSIM ' AMLA SARKARWALA.

Under the above head have been arranged papers containing
details of pay of the establishment attached to the Royal household ; folios'243.
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Bundle No. Ca 4.—Total folios 2,114 ; size 7^"X 5"; written
in shikasta.
Official-in-charge.—(Name not given.)
Date.— Phagan 1901—Sanwan 1905 (March 1845—August
1848 A.D.).
Contents*—The bundle relates to the amdnat, Jcasrdt and rozvdmcha
accounts of the regular army. The contents have been arranged in the following three groups :—
1
(1) jam Tcharch amdnat.
(2) jimf Jcharch Jcasrdt*
(3) rozndmcha taqszm.
Bemarks.—Each of the above groups is sub-divided into two parts—one
relating to the accounts of the division quartered at Peshawar and the other to
those of the entire regular army.
(1)

JAM

' khAECH

AMANAT.

{i) Fauj mutfayyana Peshawar.
Under the above head have been arranged papers pertaining
to accounts of the jam' Icharch amdnat of the trooj)s stationed
at Peshawar between Phagan 1901—Asuj 1903 (March 1845—
October 1846 A.D.); folios 240.
(ii) Fauj dm.
Under the above head have been arranged papers pertaining
to the accounts of jam* Icharch amdnai of the entire regular
army between Poh ll;03—Sanwan 1905 (January 1847—August
1848 A.D) ; folios 670.
(2)

J A M ' KHAECH KASHAT.

(i) Fauj mut'ayyana Peshawar.
Contains kasrdt accounts of the troops stationed at Peshawar
between Phagan 1901—Asuj 1903 ; folios 150.
(ii) Fauj din.
Contains kasrdt accounts of the entire regular army between Poh 1903—Asuj 1905 (January 1847—October 1848
A.D.) ; folios 438.
(3) EOZNAMCHA TAQSIM.

(i) Fauj mut'ayyana Peshawar.
Contains rozndmcha papers relating to the troops stationed
in Peshawar between Har lb02—Asuj 1903 (July 1845—October
1847 A.D.) ; folios 71.
(ii) Fauj dm.
The rozndmcha accounts of the entire regular army between
Poh 1903—Asuj 1904 ; Jai uary— October 1847 A.D.) ; folios 539.
r
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Bundle ffo. Ca 5.—Total folios 536 ; size T ^ x S t * ; written
in almost a nisValiq band.
Official-in-charge.—(Name not given.)
Dale.- 1897—Sanwan 1904 (1840—August 1847 A.D.).
•

Contents.—This bundle contains taqdama papers or salary estimates of
regular army for several years between Bhadon ls97—Sanwan 1904 (November 1840—August 1848 A . D . \ Papers in the bundle have been arranged in
the following three groups :
(1) Asuj 1897 (October 1840 A.D.)
(2) 1897—Mangh 1902 (November 1840—February 1816 A.D.)
(3J Phagan 1902—Sanwan 1904 (March 1846—August 1847 A.D.)
Remarks.—Each of the above groups will be found very nearly to correspond to the three successive periods into which Sikh history after the death
of Maharaja Eanjlt Singh may be divided, viz*
(i) Maharaja Kharak Singh, Nan Nihal Singh and Bibi Chand Kaur.
(it) Maharaja Sher Singh, Maharaja Dalip Singh and the period of
the wazdrai of Raja Hira Singh, Jawahir Singh and Lai Singh.
(Hi) Maharaja Dalip Singh and the Council of Regency.
The point worth notice in these papers is the abnormal rise in the strength
and salary of the army in the 2nd period.
The first period ending with Asuj 1897 records the number at 38,416
men, whose monthly salary amounted to Rs. 3,72,61.0.
In the second group the numbers as borne on the rolls for the months of
Katik—Maghar 1902 (November—December 1845; stand at 70,720 men,
whose monthly salary amounted to Rs. 8,62,700.
The third group closing with Sanwan 1904 (August 1848) records the
number at 29,556 men, whose monthly salary amounted to Rs. 3,40,700.
(1) TAQDAMA, BIIADON—ASUJ 1897.

Under the above head have been arranged papers covering
taqdama accounts of the regular army for the months of Bhadon—Asuj 1897 ; folios 10.
(2) TAQDAMA, KATIK 1897—MANGH 1802.
Under the above head have been arranged
the
following:
. ^v.
i^v,
^-^^..^g

pap
\i) khulasa kami-o-beshi mawdjib fauj din from Katik
1897 to Mangh 1899 ; folios 46.
1
{%%) taqdama iaqszm talab from Phagan 1899 to Mangh
^1902 (March 18-13—February 1846 A.D.).
(3) TAQDAMA, PHAGAN 1902—SANWAN 190k
Under the above head have been arranged the taqdama
papers relating to the regular army from Phagan 1902 to Sanwan
1904.
These papers have been grouped in nine sets, each*set covering a period of two months ; folios 270.
T
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Bundle No. Ca 6.-Total folios 868 ; size 6f" x 5" ; written
in mixed slnkasta.
0fficial-iwcharge.—Bakhshi Bhagat Bam.
Date.—Bisakh 1888-Asuj 1896 (May 1831-October 1839
A. D )
Contents.—This bundle contains detailed annual statements of expenditure of regular army as compiled by Bakhshi Bhagat Ram. The contents of
the bundle have been arranged as follows :—
k
(1) Mbuldsa kul jam 1sb>arch fauj din.
(2) jam* kharc/i taqsim.
(3) amdnat kasrdt.
(4) jam* Jcharc7i kamdndt.
Remarks.—Bhagat Ram was the Paymaster*General of the Army and
held this office for nearly 16 years from Sambat 1888 to 1904.. For seven
years following the death of Maharaja Ranjit Singh he had not submitted
his accounts to any regular audit and was, besides, suspected of misappropriation of tne Government money. The durbar accordingly ordered him
to submit his accounts to a board composed of Rai Kishan Chand, Diwan
Dina Nath, Bakhshi Amrik Rai and two other experienced ><afiaris.
This and the following bundle No. Ca 7 relate to these accounts and on
examination will be found to be of great assistance in making correct estimates of the strength of the hhdha army and its expenditure during the last
16 years of the Sikh Rule.
(1) KHULASA KUL JAM' KHARCH FAUJ AIN.

The papers arranged under the above head contain an
abstract statement of the receipts and disbursements on account
of the regular army from April 1831 to July 1847 A.D.; folios 4.
(2) JAM' KHARCH TAQSIM.

The papers arranged under the above head have been grouped
into the following 9 sets :—
(i) Prom Bisakh 1888 to Chet 1889 (May 1831—
April 1832) ; folios 42.
(ii) Erom Bisakh 1889 to Chet 1890 ; folios 32.
(Hi) Erom Bisakn 1890 to Chet 1891 ; folios 61.
(iv) Erom Bisakh 18,) 1 to Chet 189^ ; folios 115.
(vj Erom Bisakh 1892 to Chet 1893 ; folios 69.
{vi) Erom Bisakh 1893 to Chet 1894 ; folios 80.
(vii) Erom Bisakh 1894 to Chet 1895 ; folios 114{viii) Erom Bisakh i.895 to Chet 1896 ; folios 101.
(ix, Erom Bisakh 1896 to Sanuan 1896 ; folios 57.
(3) AM A NAT KASRAT.

Under the above head have been arranged papers relating to
amanat and kasrdt accounts of the regular army; folios 120.
(4) JAM' KHARCH KAMANAT.

The papers arranged under the above head contain separate
sets of /am' kharch accounts relating to the divisions of army
on command ; folios 73.
i
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Bundle No. Ca 7.-Total folios 2,693 ; size T'xo" ; written
in shikasta.
Official-in-charge.—Raja Dlna Nath.
Bate— Bisakh 1888-Sanwan 1904 (April 1831—July 1847
A.D.)ft

W

-..

Contents.—-The bundle contains detailed statements of annual expenditure of the regular army. The contents have been arranged as follows :—
(1) kaijiyat bdqzydt hisdb.
(2) Jih uldsa jam' Miarch taq&inz.
(8) jam* Ma arch taqtim.
(4) jam* Mharcli way&i.
(5) Miscellaneous',
Remarks.—This bundle may be regarded as a supplement to the preceding
one. I t contains statements of accounts which were compiled by the Government chftrzs appointed to check Bhagat Ram's accounts. They are a little
more detailed than those prepared by the Bakhshi himself and here and there
point out the tafawd or items not accounted for in the former returns.
•

(1)

KAIFIYAT BAKTYAT HISAB.

This set of papers explains the manner in which Bhagat
Earn accounted for the sum of Bs. r ,53,372 shown as balance
standing in his name.
It also contains reference to a bone
given by him, binding himself to pay a fine of Re. 1-4-0 for
every rupee that may be found incorrect in the return
submitted by him. It appears from the contents that his
statements were finally accepted as correct, and persons assembled in the darbar affixed their seals' and signatures
on
the
o
paper ; folios 13.
(2)

KHULASA

JAM' KHAECH TAqSIM TALAB.

These are abstract statements of receipts and disbursements
which were independently compiled and submitted by Bhagat
78
and Amrik
(3) J
The papers arranged under the above head are the detailed
statements of receipts and expenditure on account of the regular
of 16 years
m.
from'April 1831 to July 1847 I
(4)

J A M ' KHARCH WARDL

the ?ums expended on preparaSambats 1^98 and 1902 ; folios

The wardi
m
193.
(5)

MISCELLANEOUS.

This batch of papers details certain disputed sums which,
according to Amrik llai, Bhagat liam could not satisfactorily
account for ; iolios 125.

Bundle No. Ca 8.—Total folios 1,016 ; size T X 5" ; written
in a mixed shihasta.
Official hi*charge. — (Name not given.)
Z>ate.—Katik 1902-Sanwan 1903 (November 1 8 i 5 - J u l y
1846 A J ) ) .
Contents.—This bundle contains details of payments made to («) the sons
or other relations of the men who fell in action [ha-Icar dmdah) during the
Sutlej campaign and (it) those who were discharged from the various units of
the regular army on the restoration of peace (referred to on page 94).
The papers in the bundle have been arranged in the following groups :—
J ) taqsim dharm artli ha hi dar hangama Ferozepur ba-kar amdah.

(2) bar-tdrfkd.
Remarks.—The casualties on the side of the Sikhs as recorded in these
lists come up to 2;8G1 men from regular army alone, including non-combatants.
(1) TAKSIM DHAEM ARTH KI DAR HANGAMA FEROZPTJR BAE A R AMDAH.

The group of papers arranged under the above head contains
detailed lists of the names and the amount of pensions granted to
widows and orphans of soldiers (belonging to the regular army)
killed in the Sutlej campaign; folios 601.
(2) BAR-TARP HA.

The group of papers arranged headed bar - tarf comprises
detailed lists of the names of those who were discharged from
the regular army at different dates between Marcli 1816 and
July 1847. Against each name will be found entries signifying
the amount paid to the man as his salary and other arrears ;
folios 395.
(ii) Irregular Cavalry.
/
//
Bundle Mo. Cb 1.—Total folios 1,150 ; size 7 ' x 5 ; written
in sliikasia,
OfficiaU-in-charge.- Bakhshi Jwala Nath and Diwan Amar
•

Nath.
Date.—diet 1901—Pbagan 1902 (March 1844—February
1840 A.D.).
Contents.— Papers in this bundle have been arranged and grouped under
the following four heads, namely : —
(I) 'jam' ltha>-ch taqsim,
(%) Ichu'asa tawarikh Jaui sowari.
• (3) taqsim in'am chrah Nauh-ihfia.
(4j roznamcha taqsim,
(1)

!

JAM KHAEACH TAQSIM.

The papers arranged under the above head contain debits
and credits entered on account of monthly salary, in'ams and
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other miscellaneous payments made to the various derails of the
irregular cavalry, except the Naulakha corps, * within two years
ending with February 1846, They are arrange! in two sets :
folios 152.
(2)

KgULA^A TAWAEIKH 1'ATJJ SOWiSI.

These papers outline, in brief, a statistical history of each
derah (regiment) of irregular cavalry. Under the head qadzm
we find the strength and annual salary of each derah as it stood in
the time of Maharaja Eanjit Singh ; whereas the subsequent
entries under the head jadzd pertain to several additions made to
its number under the successive Governments of Maharaja
Kharak Singh, Nan Nihal Singh, Bibi Chand Kaur, Maharaja
Sher Singh, Raja Hira Singh and Sardar Jawahir 3is>ga ; folios 239.
(3)

TAQSIM IN'AM DERAH NAULAKHA.

Under the above head have been arranged the detailed lists
of the distribution of in*am among the troopers of the Naulakha
corps.
(4;

ROZNAMCHA TAQSIM.

The roznfimcha taqsim are the papers relating to the day
book account. Thev extend over a period of eight months onlv*;
from Chet 1901 to Katik 1902 ; folios 670.
Bundle No. Cb 2 . - Total folios 1,152 ; size T'Xo";
writfeii
in a mixed shihasta.
Official in-charge.—Bakhshi Amrik Rai.
Date.-Poll 1903-12th Bisakh 1908 (19thDecember 1846 10th May 1839 A. D.).
4

v

Contents.—-The bundle contains roz dmcha papers pertaining to the irregular cavalry.
Remarles— The papers arranged in the bundle relate to the distribution of
salaries to the irregular cavalry, showing clearly the names of men discharged
as well as of those retained. I t is a book, of daily accounts, extending over
a period of 28 months.
ROZNAMCHA PETI MUBARAK TAQSIM TALB FAUAJ SAWABI.

The papers arranged "under the above head pertain to rozncuvcha or day book accounts. They have been grouped in 2D
sets-each set covering a period of little more than one
month ; folios 1,152.
• * In a marginal note on folio la of series (1) it is^ stated that the barawurd of
Naulalcha corps was prepared separately, though no traces of this have been found.
•
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PART IV.
DESCRIPTIVE ROLLS.
Ala-'ud-din Khiljl was, perhaps, the first Indian ruler who,
rly
in
the
14th
century,
introduced
the
Introductory remarks.
practice of drawing up descriptive-rolls of
men and horses, but it was apparently discontinued on his
blished by Sher Shah and again by Akb
death
the eighteenth year of his reign and, remained in force till
the disintegration of the Mughal Empire in the middle of the
18th century. In the Panjab the system was revived by
Ranjit Singh about Sambat 1862 (1805 A/D.) and
enforced throughout the Sikh period. The Maharaia ma
it
a rule that a man's chihra o descriptive-roll was dr
up as
soon as he entered service.
The descriptive-rolls of the Sikh period are more elab
than
those
of
the
Mughal
Empe
The
Form of the roll.
latter, a specimen of which is i
duced
yf the Indian Mughals, contains the name of the
Irvin
man, his father's name, his father's father's name
origin, his caste, followed by various details of per
In the
a sowar or
ance and marks of identificati
n-lso noted.
trooper, a brief description of '.
The rolls of the Sikhs, in addition to the above particulars,
show the date of appointment and the starting pay of a
Th
followed by any
of transiment or of removal, whether
ariably
A facsimile of
tion or dismissal,
roll by way of specimen will be found on the next pa
/

'

*

TRANSLATION.

13th Poll 1879 j Nihal Singh, son of Tej Singh, son of Lai Singh ;
resident Pahlu ; average height, wheat complexion
Horse bay, without any marks.
Rupees 26 per month.
23rd Fob 1881.—Died.
Rupee one increment from 1st Har
25th Phagun 1881.—Horse bay,
1880 for being promoted 1o the rank with black spots on the knee and a
of a Naik from a privateer.
white line on forehead. According
to report (certificate of casualty)
Total Rs, 27 per month.
died on 1st Asuj 1885.
Rs. 3 increment as . pay of a Naik
7th Asuj 1885.—Horse bay with
beginning from 15th Phagun 3880. a forehead bright like the moon,
Total Rs. 30 per mouth.
hind foot white.
Confirmed as Naik 4th Phagun
29th Marjhar 1885.— Died.
1882.
25th Foh 1885.—Bay mare.
Rs. 2 increment for being: promoted
7th Katik 1888.—Another horse,
to the rank of a JaraMar on 19th Asuj colour uniform, blaze on forehead',
1887.
all four feet white.

U3
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The practice of branding the horses and camels of the army
was introduced late in the Maharaja's reign in
Branding and verification of tho horses.
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per was enlisted, his horse received a brand
or dagh, for which the Government charged a fee of Es. 5. The
records, however, make no mention of the form of this brand.
•Inspections of cavalry horses were very frequently
made. On the day of muster, the Adjutant, assisted by
a darogha and a salotri asjydn (veterinary doctor), had to inspect
the horses of his regiment to see whether they were fit for service
and to compare the marks of identification of the animals with
those noted in the roll. An abstract of each inspection report
was entered in the rolls giving date, month and year. When
a horse was rejected as being unfit for service, the entry a^li
(unfit) was usually made on the roll, and it was but rarely that
the exact reason for rejection was stated. If the animal was
passed the entry jjX*>s>"as before" was made. If it was not
looking well, the entry was «JjU *j oU (not looking stout).
When it recovered, the entry was **> <3^ (became well).
The pay and allowance of a trooper was to a certain extent
regulated by the condition of his animal. It was, therefore, to
the interest of the man that his horse should be in good condition. A lean and thin animal was rejected as unfit for service
whereupon its sowar lost Es. 10 per month till it was again
passed as fit or until he produced a new one. In case the horse
died the trooper drew the pay of a foot-soldier till he provided
himself with another. It need hardly be remarked that the
' threat of cutting down the pay of the sowars no less than the
practice of the periodical inspection of both men and their
horses was largely responsible for the state of efficiency which
Eanjit Singh's cavalry had attained.
Nature of information
^ few general deductions may fairly be
available
from
these
«• «
I T J » J _ I .
papers.
made from a cursory study of these papers: Firstly.—The
opinion generally held that the Maharaja first thought of introducing European methods of drill
after the well-known incident of the affray between the akalzs
and the escort of Mr. Metcalfe does not appear to be correct.
Eanjit Singh had raised at least three battalions initiated in
the methods of European drill in Sambat 1864 (18.07 A.D.)
about two years before this incident took place.
Secondly,—That four out of twelve Infantry Battalions
raised before the arrival of the French Generate, Ventura and
Allard, were purely non-Panjabi battalions, recruited and officer
b
districts
of
the
present
United
y
•5
I

Q
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Provinces of Agra and Oudh. Gradually as service in the regular army became more popular in the Province, the purely
Panjabi element becomes more marked.
Thirdly.—Service in the army was not restricted to any
particular class or creed. Khatris, Bajputs, Jats, Sikhs,
Brahmins, Sayyads, Afghans and Pathans are all found in the
army lists.
Fourthly.—Though there were no well-defined rules governing promotion, men seem to have risen steadily, and merit or
conspicuous service seldom went unrewarded. A man who
enlisted as a private generally rose to the position of a
subadar, and many of those who joined the army as subadars
or Adjutants, gradually rose to be Generals commanding a
full brigade.
Fifthly.—Indiscipline, neglect of duty and insubordination
to higher officers were variously punished with fine, loss of pay
and rank, imprisonment in quarters and dismissal. .
4

Sixthly.—There does not seem to have been any definite age
limit either for entering service or for compulsory retirement.
So long as a man was physically fit for active duty, he continued
to serve in the army. It appears that men between the
age of 20 and 38 were generally regarded as being fit for mili
tary duty, and that they continued to serve up to the age of 65
or sometimes even more.
Seventhly.—Although there was no such thing as a
regular pension, yet it appears that a kind of allowance for the
dead end wounded was sometimes granted. This pension or allowance as worked out from several cases noticed in these
papers amounted to about one-third of the pay, and the wounded soldier was required to give a substitute (generally a brother
or son) before he was entitled to draw his pension. These
allowances were called inglis which seems to indicate that the
Maharaja borrowed the practice from the English.
Eighthly.—Vacancies in the ranks seem to have been filled
J'rom the members of the family of the retiring soldier. One may
i •oughly say that about 30 per cent, of the vacancies in the regular
army were so filled, whereas in the irregular cavalry this practice
was almost invariable ; and the explanation seems to be that in
the former class of cases the payment was mostly by way of
monthly salary and in the latter by idgir also. There is,
therefore, a strong indication that military service was prized and
sought after and the fact of a relative having served in the army
gave a person a sort of preferential right of appointment.
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Summary Catalogue.
We have the evidence of the pay rolls that at the time of
the 1st Sikh War there were, at least, 61 battalions of Infantry, 10
regiments of Cavalry, 31 derahs of Artillery and 18 derahs
(regiments) of Irregular Cavalry. The descriptive rolls are therefore far from complete, since only 13 bundles are available : of
these 5 deal with 13 Infantry Regiments, while 4 with 6 Regular
Cavalry ; 1 bundle contains Ihe muster rolls of 5 Artillery derahs
and the remaining 3 those of various derahs of Irregular Cavalry.
Here again a good many papers are missing ; and it is only in
the case of two derahs {derah hhass and a few mists or subordinate groups belonging to derah Naulakha) that any descriptiverolls are forthcoming, the remaining being merely muster rolls.

( i ) Regular Army.
INFANTRY.

Bundle No. Da 1.—Total folios 1,305 ; size 8£" X5|" ;
written in a mixed shikasta.
Official-in-charge.—Diwan Ajodhya Parshad.
Contents.—The bundle contains descriptive-rolls of two infantry battalions.
Remarks.— These battalions were raised between the Sambat years 1865
1868 (1808—18 ;i A.D.) and were among the earliest attempts of Ranjit
Singh to create something by way of regular army. The infantry service
not then being popular among his own countrymen, the Maharaja recruited
it from the remains of Sindhia and Holkar's armies and also from the deserters
or men discharged from the E . I . Company's troops. The names^ sub-castes,
and residence entered in the rolls of these battalions show that they were
mostly composed of Muhammadans : Afghans, Sayyads, iiajputs and Shaikhs
who had come from various districts of the modern provinces of Agra and
Oudh.

DESCRIPTIVE-ROLLS OF INFANTRY.

(1) yaltan 'Aziz khan; folios 649.
(2)
„ 'Ibadullah; folios 656.
Bundle No. Da 2.—Total folios 1,938 ; size W
ten in a mixed shikasta.
Official-in-charge.—Diwan Ajodhya Parshad.

1

x 5 4"->

i

Contents.—The bundle contains descriptive-rolls of three infantry battalions.
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Remarks.—These battalions were raised between Sambat 1865—187!3
(1808—1818A.D.). Dhaunkal Singh's was perhaps the earliest of regular
infantry and was entirely composed of the Purbiyas, whereas second and third
having been raised at a comparatively later date and at a time when the
infantry service was no longer despised in the Panjab, contain the Panjabi
element. Side by side with Purbiyas the names of the Sikhs and Rajputs
appear in these rolls.
DESCRIPTIVE-ROLLS OP INFANTRY.

(1) paltan Dhaunkal Singh; folios 610.
(2)
„
Mahtab Singh ; folios 665.
(3) „
Zorawar Singh ; folios 658.
Bundle No. Da 3.—Total folios 2,492 ; size 7 " x 5 " ; written
inordinary shikasta.
Official-in-charge.—Diwan Ajodhya Parshad.
Contents.—This bundle contains descriptive-rolls of three infantry batta-

lions.
B-emarks.—These battalions were raised betweeu Sambat years - 870—76
(1813—1818 A.D.) and were composed of the Purbiyas and the Sikhs.
DESCRIPTIVE-ROLLS OP INFANTRY

(1) paltan Mahan Singh ; folios 728.
(2) ; ., ' Hira Singh ; folios 728.
(3)
„
Najaf Khan ; folios 590.
(4) „
G-ulab Singh ; folios 385.
Bundle No. Da 4.—Total folios 1,440 ; size 7"x5", written
in shikasta.
Official-in-charge.—Diwan Ajodhya Parshad.
Contents.— The bundle contains descriptive-rolls of two infantry
lions.
Tie mavis.—The battalion commanded by Eakhtawar Khan was
in Sambat 1870 &M. was composed of Hindustanis from Bareilly,
jahanabad and Lucknow, whereas that placed under Haryar Sino-h was
in Sambat 1875 (1817-1820 A.D.) and was composed of the Panjabis.

battaraised
Shahraised

DESCRIPTIVE-ROLLS OF INFANTRY.

(1) paltan Haryar Singh ; folios 680.
(2) n Bakhtawar Khan; folios 760.
Bundle No. Da 5.—Total folios 1,609 • size 7i" X5£"; written in shikasta.
Officiahin-charge.—Diwan Ajodhya Parshad.
1

- Thi» battalion was also known as palfan Talanga.

\
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Contents.~ \\\h
bundle contains descriptive-rolls of three infantry battalions. The papers have been arranged in the following order :
(1) Descriptive rolls of infantry.

„ „ 'amla.
Remarks* - The three battalions mentioned above were almost purely
Panjabi battalions. JBaj Singh's raised in Sambat 1872 (1815 A.D.) wa<3
composed of the Jat Sikhs, whereas the remaining two had, besides the Sikhs
a very large number of Hindus and Muhammadans (of the Panjab) in their
ranks. They were raised in Sambat "i879 (1822 A.D.) and formed a part of
the special brigade commanded by Generals Ventura and Allard.
(1)

(2)
(3)

„
„

DESCRIPTIVE-ROLLS or INFANTRY.

Singh; folios 380.
khass; folios 970
167
J^cvra; KJHig
(2) DESCRIPTIVE-ROLLS OE 'AMLA

Under the above head have been arranged descriptive-ro
of the camp followers attached to the two battalions known
paltan Dewa Singh and paltan Bapu Baj Singh ; folios 92.
(ii) Regular CavalryBundle NO. Da 6.—Total folios 1,975 : size 6 i " x 5 " ; written in shikasta.
• Official-in-charge.—Diwan Ajodhya Parshad.
Contents.—This bundle contains descriptive-rolls of two cavalry regiments .
Remarks. -These regiments were raised in Sambat 1879 (1822 A.D.)
and together with the infantry battalions known as paltan Jchdss and paltan
Dewa Singh formed a part of the special brigade. They were composed
mostly of J a t Sikhs.
DESCRIPTIVE-ROLLS OF CAVALRY.

(1) rnjman khass Lansia (Lancers) ; folios.
(2)
„
Shaikh Qamar-u'd-Din ; folios ?
Bundle No. Da 7.—Total folios 1,340 ; size : 6^" X5 "; written in shikasta.
Official-in-charge.—Diwan Ajodhya Parshad.
Contents.— The bundle contains descriptive-rolls of one regiment of
cavalry called regiment Daragun.
Remarks.—This regiment was raised in Sambat 18; 9 (1822 A.D.) and
' together with those of Ishass Lancers formed a part of the special brigade
commanded by General Allard. I t was known as regiment Daragun autoal
(1st Dragoons},
DARAGUN.

Descriptive-rolls ofDaraguns (Dragoons); folios 1,340<

i
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Bundle No. Da 8.—Total folios 1 ,.041 ; size 6 i " x 5 " ; written
in shikasta.
Official-m-charge.—Dlwan Ajodhya Parshad.
Contents.—The bundle contains descriptive-rolls of one regiment of
cavalry called regiment Daragun.
Bf maris.—The regiment was raised in Sambat 1880 (1823 A.D.) and
placed under General Allard who commanded the cavalry wing of the special
brigade. It was known as Daragun duyum (2nd Dragoons^
DARAGUN,

Descriptive-rolls of—
rajman Daragun (Dragoons) ; folios 1,041.
Bundle No. Da 9. Total folios 521 ; size TxBf;
in a mixed shikasta.
Official-in-charge.—Bakhshi Bhag Mai.

written

Contents.—The bundle contains descriptive-rolls of one regiment of
cavalry known as Sher Regiment.
Remarks.—This regiment was raised in Sambat 1895 (1838 A.D.) and
place under Captain De laRoche popularly known as Dildrus
Sahib.
De laRoche joined Maharaja's service in Sambat 1895 on Rs. 20 a day.
He died at Peshawar in Sambat 1899 as the result of a fall from his horse.

SHER.

Descriptive-rolls of—
Sher rajman; folios 521.

(iii) Artillery.
Bundle No. Da 10,—Total folios 940 ; size 7 £ " x 5 " ; written
in shikasta.
OfficiaUin-charge.—Dlwan Ajodhya Parshad.
Contents.—The bundle contains maujn'tab papers or muster-rolls of the
four derahs or batteries of artillery.
Remarks.—These papirs, it appears, were compiled at a general muster
taken in Sambat 1878 (1821 A.D.).
The gGla-anddz or gunners were composed of both Hindustanis and
Panjabfs.
DESCRIPTIVE ROLLS OP ARTILLERY.

(1) derdh
(2) .,
(3)
„
(4i) „

Ilahi Bakhsh ; folios 428.
FatuKhan; folios 172.
Shiv Parshad ; folios 198.
Mazhar <Ali Beg; 142,
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Irregular Cavalry.
Bundle No. Db 1.—Total folios 618; size 7"x5i" ; written in shikasta.
OfficiaUin-charge.—Bakhshi Kanhaya Lai.
*

Contents.—The oundk contains descriptive-rolls of two derahs of Irregular Cavalry. .
Remarks.—The
descriptive-rolls of Irregular Cavalry have not been
traced in the papers of the fSalsa darbdr records. Even the rolls of the two
derahs mentioned above are not complete. More than half of the papers
appear missing.
DESCRIPTIVE-ROLLS OE IRREGULAR CAVALRY.

(1) derah khdss ; folios 310.
(2) mislddr mutafarriq ; folios 308.
•

Bundle No. Db 2.—Total folios 2,059 ; size 6J" X 5"; written in shikasta.
OfficiaUin-charge.—Bakhshi Kanhaya Lai.
Contents.—The bundle contains master rolls of twelve derahs of
Irregular Cavalry.
r
/\emarks.-~ £he papers arranged in this bundle were prepared at a general
muster of the Irregulars taken in Sambat year 1903 (1840 A. D.}, i.e., when
the reduction of the JcJidlsa army was taken in hand as provided in the treaty
of Lahore. They contain details of names and rate of the monthly salary of
the troopers who were retained in service from various derahs.
DESCRIPTIVE-ROLLS OF IRREGULAR CAVALRY,

(1) derah Naulakha Kalan ; folios 640.
(2)
„ Earn Garlriya; folios 142.
(3)
„ Pindlwala; folios 488.
(4)
„ Mul Rajia; folios 158.
(5)
„ Sindhanwalia; folios 217.
(6;
„ 'Atar Singh ; folios 160.
(7) „ Ram Singh Chapawala; folios 92.
(8) rajman Gopal; folios 90.
(9) derah Sanibhiyalan; folios 122.
Bundle No. Db 3.—Total folios 3,346 ; size 6|" X5"; written
in a nastd'Uq hand.
I
Kanhaya Lai
>

#

Contents.—The bundle contains muster rolls of eight derahs of Irregular
Cavalry.
Remarks.—The papers arranged in this bundle were prepared in Sambat
year 1905 {late in 1848 A. D.) and contain rolls only of such men in each
or
ba-kdl
$
hud
a
h*
4

m
DESCRIPTIVE-ROLLS or IRREGULAR CAVALRY

(1) derah Ghorchardh khdss ; folios 689.
2)
„ Pindlwala; folios 45*7.
(3)
„ Ardalyan; folios 585.
(4)
„ Slier Singh Atariwala ; folios 190.
(5)
„ Sindhanwalia; folios 236
Mul Rajia ; folios 90.
J5
(7)
,, Ram Singh ChajDawala; folios 71.
(8) mislddr mutajarriq, falios 145.

I
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APPENDIX I.
IN the originals, the pay rolls of the battalion Dewa Singh cover 21
folios, but the facsimile copy of only first three have been made with i
view to enable the reader to form an idea of what they are like.
The details of names and expenditure of the remaining 7 companies and
the establishment, though given in the originals in a manner, similar to the
one exhibited by those in the first company, have been omitted here and
only the total number is given in each case (vide page 158).
In the facsimile, figures in the margin in each of the horizontal columns
represent the total—the upper one crossed at the end by a thin line denotes the
total number of men, and the lower one, without any such distinguishing mark
represent the total monthly salaries of the men. The figures in the middle
of each column represent the total amount paid for the period covered by
the pay sheets. Of the two figures given under each name in the
columns on pages 2, 3 and 4 in vernacular, the upper one denotes the rate
of his monthly salary and the lower one the total payment made to the man.
On the left margin page 1 (vernacular) is a note to the effect that the
battalion was given privilege leave on 2 San wan 1893 (14th August
1836) the officers' date of leave expiring on 15th Bhadon 1893 (25th September 1836), and that of tne privates 1st Asuj 1893 (11th October 1836),
There will also be found notes on the succeeding pages , both across the
margin and below several names. The former show any variations in
the strength of the company as compared to the rolls of the immediately
1
precedin months caused by death, desertion or transfer from or to the
battalion, while the latter relate to some particulars about the individual

himself.

Specimen of Barawurd or Pay Rolls.
Disbursement of salaries to Battalion Dewa Singh, Commandant^ for the
months of Bisdkh—Sdnwan .1893 (April—July 1836 A. D.).
fc-v*

• —

Total
number of
men paid.

Monthlv
salary.
V

Rs.

Grand Total (Salaries a n d Mis
cellaneous).
Salaries (Combatant and *Amla) ..
C o m b a t a n t s (Staff and T r o o p s )
Staff

» • *

1* Ram Singh, Colonel
2.

t • t

»•

# •

« •

•

Dewa Singh, Commandant

•

•

p.

Rs,

A, l\

7,549 4 O 30,158 8 O
7,402 4 0

29,629 0 0

739

6,988 O O

27,952 OO

7

448 0 0

1,792 0 0

225 0 0

900 0 0

61 8 0

246 0 0

47

8 0

100 0 0

334

0 0

1,33*5 0 0

I H

» « •

« * •

: %

A.

817

•

'6. Nanhe Khan, Adjutant
Staff carried over

831

Total payment
for 4 months.

3

w
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OR PAY ROLLS—continued

SPECIMEN OF BABAWUBB

• T - — •

— r — —~•

Total
nnmber of
men paid.

Staff brought forward
4.

Shiv Singh, Mahzor* (Major)

5,

Monthly
salary.

Rs. A. P.
334 0 0

3

f t *

Total payment
for 4 months.

Rs.
1,336

A.

0

p,
0

t **

26

0 0

104 0

Balwanl, Rai, Mutasaddi (Accountant)

«• a

30

0

0

12«) o 0

0.

Vidya Dhar, Mutasaddif (Accountant)

• • •

45

0

0

180 0 0

7.

Rai Singh, Granthi

13 0

0

Troops

t a •

•

* '

»

* •

1 9 «

• •

•

«%

•

6,540

0

0

» » 4

32

0

0

« •

t

27

• «*

52 0

0

0

0

128 0

0

0 0

108

n

18

0 0

72

0 0

• « t

12

0 0

43

0

0

?

• •

14 0 0

56 0

0

» • %

14 0 0

56 0

0

\ * I

14 0 0

56

0

0

4 9 >

12

Ki

0

0

« » *

8

34 0

0

732

t • •

26,160

0

COMPANY N O . 1.

Officers.
1.
2.
3.
.

4.

5,
6,
7.
8.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Dhann Singh, son of Dewa Singh,
Subadar.
'Atar Singh, son of Dharm Singh,
Jam'da r.
Huddh Singh, son of Ganda Singh,
Jam'dar.
Hira Singh, son of Darbari Singh,
Sergeant.
c
Atar Singh, son of Jodh Singh,
Hawaldar.
Sukha Singh, son of Anokh Singh,
Hawaldar.
Sujan Singh, son of Gajpat Singh,
Hawaldar.
Gurmukh Singh, son of Mohr Singh,
Hawaldar.
Sardul Singh, son of Mohr Singh,
Phuriya* (Fourrier). j
Dhannu Singh, son of Mehr Singh,
Naik.
Qandhara Singh, son of Milkha Singh,
Naik,
Bagh Singh, son of Milkha Singh, Naik
Chatar Siugh, son of Mehr Singh,
Naik.
Waryam Singh, son of Gujar Singh,
Naik.
f
f
Ni'amat Ali, son of Slier Ali, Tambur
I
Mahzor (Drum-Major).
Ism'ail, son of Wali Muhammad, Bansri
Nawaz.
Company 1 carried over

» • •

8

0

8 0

12 0 0

43 0 0

0 0

48

0

0

36

0

0

* •

•

12

• •

•

9

0

«t 1

8

8 0

f H

3 0

t ••

«*%

16
.'••••^.y. • u

•

50

0

0

34 0 0

0

32 0

0

16 0 0

64 0

0

32

0

8

0 0

225

8 0

0

902 0 0

-

* See foot-note on page 4,
fOf the two Mutasaddi< ouo was a Munshi or clerk who was attached to the Adjutant's
office. In the pay rolls the two words arc very indiscriminately used for each other.
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OK PAY ROLLS— continued

SPECIMEN OF BAS.IWURD
- —

Total
number of
men paid.

Monthly
salary.

Rs.
Company 1 brought forward

16

»M

Total payment
for 4 months.

A.

p.

225

8

0

8

0

8

Rs.

A.

p.

902

0

0

0

32

0

0

0

0

32

0

0

8

0

0

32

0

0

8

0

0

32

0

0

H 0

0

32

0

0

8

0

32

0

0

0-0

32

0

0

Men*
17.

San wan Singh, son of Dldav Singh

? •»

18.

Tota Singh, son of Maharaj Singh

• • i

•

*

-.

19.

Rai Singh, son of £ahib Singh

» •

•

-

•

•
• « •

20.

Diwan Singh, son of Durga Singh

\ « •
« « *

21.

Jaimal Singh, son of Natha Singh

M*

22.

Mew a Singh, son of Gurdit Singh

t

23.

Ratan Singh, son of Khusbabi

24.

Ratan Singh, son of Himmat Singh

i

I 4

• »
• *

-

*

* • •

8

ft ft ft

8

0

0

32

0

0

8

0

0

32

0

0

8

0

0

32

0

0

8

0 0

32

0 0

8

0

0

32

0

0

8

0 0

32

0

0

8

0

0

32

0

0

8

0

0

32

0

0

8

0

0

32

0

0

8

0

0

32

0

0

8

0

0

32

0

0

8

0

0

32

0

0

8

0

0

32

0

0

8

0

0

32

0

0

•

8

0

0

32

0

0

ft ft •

8

0 0

32

0

0

* »

•

8* 0

0

32

0

0

• •

•

8

0

0

32

0

0

425

8

0

1,702

• • ft
*

25.

Tek Singh, son of Bhag Singh

•

26.

Lehna Singh, son of Arur Singh

• • »

27.

Buddh Singh, son of Bhalu Singh

I • ft

•

• «
«

• •

•

28.

Ram Singh, son of Chet Singh

* ft *

29.

Sham Singh, son of fturga £ingh

•

30.

Sarmukh Singh, son of Mebr Singh

ft ft ft

• •

ft ft I

• •

ft • •

• •

31.

Nodh Singh, son of Sadhu Singh

•

ft • «
•

32.

Maja Singh, son of Hukam Singh

• * ft

33.

Mahtab Singh, son of Fateb Singh

ft ft t

34.

Bur Singh, son of Shamsher Singh

ft • •

35.

Khazan Singh, son of Bhag Singh

• ft ft

36.

Bhagwan Singh, son of Bhag ^in^h

37.

Dal Singh, son of Diwan Singh .

38.
39.

ft •

•

0

-

«

•

W

» •

•

1 ft ft

•

•»

* • •

• ft

Jawahir Singh, son of Gaja Singh

ft ft I

ft •

Jawala Singh, son of Mirza Singh

ft ft ft

*

*

40.
41.

Daya Singh, son of Sahib Singh
Sudh Singh, son of Mauhkam Singh
Company 1 carried over

ft* t

I

*

ft • '

41

!

0 0
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OR P A T BOLLS—continued.

SPECIMEN OP BARAWURD

Total payment
for 4 months.

Total
number of I
men paid.

Us. A. P.
Company 1 brought forward

Rs. A. p.

425

8 0

1,702

-

8

0 0

32

0

0

•

8

0 0

32

0

0

41

a **

0 0

42.

Jami'at Singh, son of Karm Singh

• • «

43.

Jagat Singh, son of Bagh Singh

* *

44.

Mehr Singh, son of Ear Singh

*'•

• t

8

0

0

32

0

0

45.

Sarmukh Singh, son of Chet Singh

• • •

« *

8

0

0

82

0

0

46.

Gulab Singh, son of Jassa Singh

I

t

8

0

0

32

0

0

47.

Maja Singh, son of Bnddh Singh

e ft

•

*

O

0

0

32" 0

0

48.

Bbup Singh, son of Mahan Singh

4

•

t ft

8

0

0

32

0

0

49.

Jodh Singh, son of Dlwan Singh

* • %

• •

8

0

0

32

0

0

•

•

•

V

•

50. Nodh Singh, son of Himat Singh

ft • »

8

0

0

32

0

0

51.

• •

8

0

0

32

0

0

8

0

0

32

0

0

•

8

0

0

32

0

0

» • »

• «

8

0

0

32

0

0

• • •

• «

8

0

0

32

0

0

• • «

•

8

0

0

32

0

0

8

0

0

32

0

0

8

0

0

32

0

0

8

0 0

32

0

0

Sobha Singh, son of Hari Singh

•
'

52.

Gulzar Singh, son of Lain

•

53. Mahtab Singh, son of .Maja Singh

t

•

• •

•

•

• •

y

54.

Sahib Singh, son of Mauhkam Singh

55.

Khazan Singb, son of Dewa Singh

56.

Chet Singb, son of Ran Singh

57.

Giyan Singh, son of Jassa Singh

58. Bnddh Singh, son of T.al Singh

• f

•

•

• * •

59.

Wasawa Singh, son of Jai Singh

60.

Jasa Singh, son of Gurdit Singh

• •

61.

Dal Singh, son of Godar Singh

• •

62.

Gurmukh Singh, son of Snjan Singh

^

• *)£

,

'

«

8

0

0

32

0

0

• t

•

8

0 0

32

0

0

8

0

0

32

0

0

• ft ft

8- 0 0

32

0

0

• '

* •

*

8

0 0

32

0

0

i

• •

V

63.

Jaimal Singb, son of Jassa Singh

64.

Jodh Singh, son of Dewa Singh

65.

Gnr Singh, son of Pardhan Singh

t •

• •

•

8

0 0

32

0

0

66.

Khazan Singh, son of Gnlab Singl i

«•

• f

•

8

0 0

32

0

0

67.

Diila Singh, son of Nidhan Singh

•

ft •

•

8

0

0

32

0

0

633

8

0

2,534

Company 1 carried over

•

< • •

67
•»••-»

m$

0 0

157
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SPECIMEN

OR PAY ROLLS—continued.

Total
number of
men paid.

Monthly
salary.

Total payment
for 4 months.

Rs. A. p.
Company 1 brought forward

68.

Amrik Singh, son of Hukam Singh .

•

»

•

• • •
* • I

69.

Waryam Singh, son of Khazan Singh
* •

70.

Charat Singh, son of Jasa Singh

•

• t•

Rs.

Ran Singh, son of Hlra Singh

» • •

p.

633 8 0

2,534 0 0

8 0 0

32 0 0

8 0 0

32 0 0

8 0 0

32 0 0

S 0 0

82 0 0

8 0 0

32 0 0

8 0 0

32 0 0

8 0 0

32 0 0

8 0 0

32 0 0

8 0 0

32 0 0

8 0 0

32 0 0

8 0 0

32 0 0

8 0 0

32 0 0

7 0 0

28 0 0

7 0 0

28 0 0

7 0 0

28 0 0

7 0 0

28 0 0

7 0 0

28 0 0

• • •

71.

A.

• •t

72.

Daya Singh, son of Gurbakhsh Singh

«-.

• • •

73.

Chet Singh, son of Gulab Singh

t • •

I •t

74.

Jiwan Singh, son of Sahib Singh
• V

75.

Nidhau Singh, son of Daya Singh
• • *

76.

Lakha Singh, son of Lalu Singh

77.

Pardbau Singh, son of Giyan Singh

V •

I«•

I • •
• » »

78.

Sanwan Singh, son of Amir Singh

• • •

79.

Tahal Singh, son of Didar Singh

« • •

80.

Ram Singh, son of Kaban Singh

81.

Sham Singh, son of Surat Singh

82.

Mehr Singh, son of Buddh Singh

• •«

83.

Sudh Singh

• 9 •

84.

Khazan Singh, son of Ratan Singh

Company No. 2r

• •

t

•

w

*

• ••

•

••

• •t

t*$

« * »

• « t

•

• •

• • *

• -

• • »

Company No. 3

i t *

Company No. 4

- -

-- i

• • *
« * •

90

815 0 0

3 260 0

0

V • -4

9B

833 8 0

3,364 0

0

• ••

88

768 0 0 I

3>072 0

0

•

-

i

I

Company No. 5
Company No. 6
Company No. 7
Company No. 8

•

•

• • •

•

t« «

• •

» • •

•

4>«

79

• • •

•* t

• • •

95

t • *

t »•

105

Staff and troops carried oyer
Mi.

98

» » •

789
"*

8,41.6 0 0

854 0 0 |
2.856 0

0

714 0 0 I
843 0 0

3,372 0

0

948 0 0

3.792 U

0

6,988 0 0

27,952

J

0

0
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OK PAY ROLLS—concluded*

SPECIMEN OP BARAWURV

Total
number cf
men paid.

Total payment
for
4 months.

Monthly
salary.

Rs,
Staff and troops brought forward

Amla (Followers)

* » »

739

• • t

78

• • •

1.

27,952

4X4 4 0

Gharyali (the man who strikes the hours on
a gong).
2. JLanda bardar* (flag-bearer) ...

3

1 0

4

21 0 0

3.

Khalasi (tent-pitcher)

4.

Mistri (artificer) ...

5.

0

A.

p.

0 0

1,657 0 0
64

0 0

84 0 0

» »•

* 1 1

8

41 12 0

167

0 0

> • «

• *

8

63 12 0

267

0 0

Saqqa (water-carrier)

t••

# • *

15

76

4 0

305 0 0

6.

Sarban (camel-driver)

4 *

• • •

18

90

8 0

362 0 0

7.

Langri (cook)

t • t

• t •

15

61 0 0

244 0 0

8.

Beldar (spade man)

» » *

• • •

6

35

0 0

140 0 0

9,

Harkarah (courier)

I

• < «

1

6

0 0

•

•

•

Miscellaneous .»,
-{"Contingencies

9 • •

^Sundries

•

• •

« C

* * '

• *

• • «

Grand Total

14

fr • •

»»

• • «

147 O O

831

0 0

549 8 O

25 0 0

100

0 0

122 0 C

449

8 0

v«+

14

24

7,549 4 O 30,158 8 O

*Ifl a battalion the average number of these men was one for a double company.
•{•Contingencies (muqarrari) include fixed charges such as kduliaz, raushndi (stationery),
murammat tambtlr (repairs of drums), etc.
.
{Sundries include charges such as payments made to new men taken on the strength of the
battalion which are not olherwis? incorporated in the pay sheets. ]
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